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1. Executive Summary 
The Herne Hill Forum had identified a semi-derelict under-used building right in the 
centre of Herne Hill and wanted to bring it back to life as the centrepiece of the 
community. 

A year ago, the Herne Hill Forum was awarded a £55,000 Phase 1 Grant from the Mayor 
of London’s Good Growth Fund to: 

● Establish the viability of the disused waiting room at Herne Hill Station as a 
resource to benefit the community and local economy 

● Produce a costed proposal to convert the premises into an accessible community 
asset able to support itself financially 

In January 2019, with ‘in kind’ support from Southeastern and National Rail, the ‘lost 
waiting room’ opened its doors to the public for the first time in over ninety years. 

A repurposed community asset: 

Nine months later, Station Hall was well on its way to becoming a much used and widely 
valued community resource: 

● 456 events held 
● Hosted by 79 different users or organisations 
● Attended by over 5,000 people 

With meaningful social benefits: 

● 60% of bookings to charity or community groups 
● Book Week festival attended by over 600 kids from local schools with massively 

varied demographics  
● ’Get Rid & Donate’ platform redistributing from those who ‘have’ to those who 

‘need’ in the local community 

Good for local business: 

● 40% of bookings for commercial purposes  
● ‘Emporium’ an event to showcase and sell local artisan’s products to local 

shoppers  
● ‘Makerspace Festival’ to encourage startups and gain commissions for existing 

local businesses based at South London Makerspace in the nearby railway 
arches 
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A combination with unexpected advantages: 

Due to the connections made at Station Hall, we were able to secure neighbourhood 
work placements for some of the disabled students attending the local Michael Tippett 
School. Proximity between school and placement location has proved very helpful and 
using Station Hall as a location from which to prepare and then debrief after each work 
experience is beneficial to both student and business. In her testimonial, the School’s 
Deputy Head is glowing in her appraisal of this scheme and keen to extend it further 
(see Section 7.3.2).  

 

Reasons for success  

Location 

Positioned within a station, access via train and connected bus routes could not be 
better. 100% of respondents identified location as a key reason for choosing to hold their 
event at Station Hall. The second most often cited reason was ‘size of venue’, leaving 
‘cost’ coming in third.  

Marketing 

Prior to launch, and guided by Good Growth Fund’s twelve target areas for social 
impact, the Station Hall team directly contacted over eighty local civil society groups and 
individuals to offer Station Hall as a venue. The message was more widely spread via 
the Herne Hill Forum’s existing newsletter list and social media presence. Bookings 
flowed very quickly ensuring an attractive programme of events to be advertised through 
established distribution channels. Throughout, we have kept the community involved and 
updated about events at Station Hall and this has helped create a strong pool of 
volunteers (over 200 shifts contributed) and supporters as well as ensuring good 
attendance at events.  

The Team approach 

Right from the start a careful approach to investment was taken, key resources were 
purchased to enable larger events to take place. Meanwhile a strict policy of scrimp, 
scrounge, beg and borrow to fill in all the gaps. This ensured a quirky, unique individual 
feel for the place, giving it character to reflect the community. 

Financial Viability 

In good months, Station Hall has managed to generate income to cover its basic 
operating costs. To go beyond this, facilities need to be improved and accessibility 
achieved. The Report contains ways in which this could be achieved at a capital cost of 
£938,400. 
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Scalability 

During the course of this project, the MD of Southeastern Rail has been very involved. In 
his statement of support (see Appendix 20) he declares his company’s willingness to 
examine each of Southeastern’s 165 properties for projects similar to Station Hall. 

Hitting the buffers 

Without significant redevelopment, Station Hall will fail to gain Planning Permission for a 
change of use to become a permanent Community Centre. This is because it is not 
accessible. 

About this report 

In the interests of transparency, this report contains full details of the entire pilot project, 
together with a detailed overview of the architects’ commission 
(StudioWeave/Architecture 00) and future design possibilities. It was also a Good 
Growth Fund grant requirement that we provide a thorough account of our experience to 
act as a useful resource for other similar initiatives looking for a ‘how to’ reference. 

Light relief 

The Station Hall project is perhaps best told by the children of Charter School, our 
nearest Secondary. They came to use Station Hall and then wanted to get involved by 
creating a short video. You can watch it here: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kAdyLbKXZFE&t=148s. 

 

  

 
This was a unique opportunity for me to step out 

of my comfort zone and take on a massively 
creatively rewarding project. 

 
It has helped build my portfolio, increase my 
confidence in film making and allowed me to 

connect to the local community - something that 
as an 18 year-old doesn’t happen often 

 
 Holly McCandless-Desmond, Media Student, Charter School 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kAdyLbKXZFE&t=148s
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PART 1: PHASE ONE REPORT 

2. Introduction 
Herne Hill is famous for its community spirit, built up over the years. Through award-
winning, people-led initiatives, this tight-knit South London neighbourhood has delivered 
ambitious change. Yet until recently it had no place that the community could call home - 
no central space to meet, to learn, to come together. This is where the Station Hall 
project comes to life, bringing a mothballed space at the heart of Herne Hill back into use 
as a thriving community asset, to provide an epicentre for our local economy and the 
wider area.  
 
What we create needs to be original, unique, friendly, approachable, inclusive but also 
provide a real challenge to anyone coming in for the first time, not what they may have 
been expecting. We want to create a ‘Narnia Effect’ – step through the doors and be 
transported into another realm, not imaginable from the outside. It should inspire, make 
people smile, give ownership to those who visit and use the space. 
 
Whether you are 3 or 93 years old, it must be the place you really want to be in – and 
one that you are able to comfortably access, feel safe and be free within. 
 
We don’t want it just to be a place that is available for hire. We are after a far bigger 
social impact by working to get as many compatible groups, people or ideas together 
that can feed off each other - the space must create that spark, that interaction, 
somewhere where serendipity happens naturally. 
 
With £55,000 of Good Growth Fund resources, the Herne Hill Forum has delivered a 
successful trial phase of events and activities in this space (Phase 1); and has 
commissioned architects to develop costed proposals for taking this building to its full 
potential, particularly around accessibility (Phase 2).  
 
What follows is a two-part report: Part One provides an overview and evaluation of the 
trial phase of activity run in the hall; Part Two provides an outline business case for 
further capital investment in Station Hall for a visionary programme of improvement 
works. 

 

3. Context 
Herne Hill sits at the heart of South East London; and Station Hall sits at the heart to 
Herne Hill. This is a diverse, and multi-faceted locality - one that cuts across social and 
economic divides and provides a meeting point for many communities.  
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3.1  Herne Hill and surrounding area 

3.1.1 Borough boundaries 
Herne Hill straddles two London Boroughs: the London Borough of Lambeth; and the 
London Borough of Southwark. These are two of the most deprived Boroughs in London 
- Lambeth ranks 25th worst out of 32 boroughs for child poverty; and Southwark ranks 
26th worst out of 32 boroughs for child poverty1. However, both also have areas of 
marked affluence, and active, diverse economies.  

3.1.2 Lambeth overview 
Lambeth is divided into the five 'Administrative Areas' of Brixton, Stockwell, Clapham, 
Streatham and Norwood, as well as North Lambeth (which consists of several smaller 
places, such as Waterloo, Kennington, Vauxhall and Oval. 

 
Lambeth is one of the largest geographic 
areas of any inner London borough, with  
318,000 residents. It is the 8th most 
deprived borough in London and has a 
complex social and ethnic mix. Lone 
parents make up one in ten of its 136,000 
households and around 65% of 
households live in rented accommodation. 
About 37,000 people in Lambeth have their 
day-to-day activities limited by a long term 
illness or disability.  There are 87,000 
people in Lambeth living in poverty after 
housing costs, and the most deprived 
places in the borough are mostly in Brixton 
and Stockwell, with some in Norwood (all 
neighbouring Herne Hill). Health issues in 
Lambeth reflect its position as an inner-city 
urban area with a young population profile 
and a mix of deprivation and affluence, and 
Lambeth has high rates of violent, sexual 
crime and drug related crime. Lambeth is 
an important part of the London economy, 
with 140,500 people being employed in 
Lambeth - particularly in human health and 

social work and administrative and support services - all key employment sectors2.   
 
See Appendix 1 for a detailed overview of Lambeth’s socio-economic data.  

 
1 https://www.trustforlondon.org.uk/data/boroughs/overview-of-london-boroughs/ 
2 See ‘The State of the Borough, 2016’, Lambeth Council, 
https://www.lambeth.gov.uk/sites/default/files/State%20of%20Borough%202016%20-
%20v3.pdf 
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3.1.3 Southwark overview   
 
Southwark is divided into twenty-one 
wards, which are grouped together to 
form five Community Councils: 
Bermondsey and Rotherhithe, Borough, 
Bankside and Walworth, Camberwell, 
Dulwich (of which Herne Hill forms part), 
and Peckham and Nunhead.  
 
Around 314,200 people live in 
Southwark, with over 56,500 in the 
South Southwark area (which includes 
Dulwich Village ward3). South 
Southwark’s residents include more 
children and young people than other 
parts of the borough, and a younger 
than average working age population. 
Although Southwark ranks amongst the 
poorest boroughs in England, Dulwich 
Village is the least deprived ward in the 
borough. 
11% of households have no members 
who speak English as a first language, 
and 29% of residents were born in non-
EU countries. And whilst the part of 

Southwark bordering Herne Hill is the least deprived part of the borough, there are 
pockets of poverty across the borough, “with the distribution of benefit recipients across 
Southwark not being so polarised compared to other London boroughs45.  
 
See Appendix 2 for a more detailed overview of Southwark’s socio-economic data.  

3.1.4 Herne Hill Overview  
Straddling both Lambeth and Southwark, Herne Hill is an area that shares many of these 
two boroughs’ characteristics - it is a densely populated, inner city neighbourhood, with a 
varied demographic. Since census data is limited to super-output levels, it is necessary 
to approximate a population assessment for Herne Hill to a set of output areas which 
best cover the area. This shows a local population of around 16,000 residents, of whom 

 
3 JSNA Profiles for Southwark, South Southwark, 2019 https://www.southwark.gov.uk/health-
and-wellbeing/public-health/health-and-wellbeing-in-southwark-jsna/southwark-profile 
4 ‘Overview of Southwark”, http://southwarkgiving.org/ 
https://communitysouthwark.org/sites/default/files/images/1.%20Overview%20of%20Southw
ark_Final_3.pdf 
5  ‘Overview of Southwark’s Population JSNA Factsheet’, Southwark’s Joint Strategic Needs 
Assessment, People & Health Intelligence Southwark Public Health, July 2018. Visit: 
southwark.gov.uk/JSNA  

https://www.southwark.gov.uk/health-and-wellbeing/public-health/health-and-wellbeing-in-southwark-jsna/southwark-profile
https://www.southwark.gov.uk/health-and-wellbeing/public-health/health-and-wellbeing-in-southwark-jsna/southwark-profile
http://southwarkgiving.org/
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28% are non-white; 27% have a country of birth other than the UK; 9% are aged 65 or 
over; 4% report ‘Bad or very bad health’; 13% have health issues that ‘Limit or severely 
limit’ day to day activities; 23% live in socially rented housing; and 21% are economically 
inactive. See Appendix 3 for a detailed approximation of census data for the Herne Hill 
area.  

3.2 Station Hall history 
Station Hall is located at the heart of the community, directly above Herne Hill Station - a 
grade II listed, handsome building of arched doorways, Welsh slate roof and decorative 
brickwork, first opened in 1862 and recently restored with input from the Railway Heritage 
Trust. 

 
The station was designed by architect John 
Taylor and railway engineers Joseph Cubitt and 
J.T. Turner. The building was intended to 
impress: it had tea rooms offering buffets, 
decorative brickwork and a tower (which also 
served the practical function of concealing the 
water tank for steam locomotives). There were 
initially two platforms, up and down.  The up 
platform was accessed from the upper floor of 
the station building - a formal, Victorian waiting 
room in the space that is today known as Station 

Hall. 
 
More recently, usage of the space has changed. Work began on electrifying the former 
suburban routes in 1924, and Herne Hill station was extensively remodelled as part of 
these works - two tracks to be laid between the island platforms; the western sidings 
were removed; and the upper floor was closed to passengers. 
 
In 1991, the upper floor of the station, which had not been used by passengers since 
1925, was converted into 3,000 sq ft (278.7 m2) of office space and rented as 'Tower 
House' (after the station's distinctive water tower). 
 
More recently still, it has been mothballed, following successive attempts to let it 
commercially proving unsuccessful due to access issues.  So for many years, there have 
been 3000 sq ft of incredible space sitting empty at the heart of South East London. 

3.3 Station Hall 
configuration 
Station Hall is accessed on 
the eastern side via three 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Square_foot
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flights of external metal staircases. These are fire escape stairs, with a steep drop below 
them, and are slippery and difficult to climb, especially when wet. The stairs are located 
inside an unprepossessing looking metal gateway - difficult to see from the high street 
and not at all welcoming by appearance. 
 
Once inside, there is a large hall space (roughly 164 sq m), with a mezzanine level along 
one side. There is a small kitchen with two toilets and also a large, former water tower, 
which is currently boarded up. There is also a metal spiral staircase in the centre of the 
hall, connecting the downstairs space with upper level mezzanine. This represents a 
safety risk in terms of people banging their heads on the staircase, and it also restricts 
the use of the downstairs space by impeding visibility and flow across the area.  On the 
western side of Station Hall is another three-flight external metal fire escape staircase. 
There is also a water tower, which is currently boarded up and out of bounds for safety 
reasons, and which also contains traces of the old Victorian staircase that was used to 
access the waiting room. The building is in good condition, but accessibility constraints 
severely hamper its usage potential, and have prevented Southeastern from leasing it 
commercially.  
 

 
 

3.4 Station Hall location 
Sitting directly above Herne Hill Railway Station, Station Hall’s location is enviable in 
terms of proximity to excellent transport routes, the local high street, nearby green 
spaces and a large residential population with an engaged and active community.  
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3.4.1 Demography 
Station Hall finds itself on a boundary between the London Boroughs of Lambeth and 
Southwark, and its local population shares many characteristics of the two (see section 
3.1). Within a one mile radius of Station Hall (i.e. a 15-20 minute walk), are some of the 
most affluent wards in London, such as Dulwich Village, which sits adjacent to Herne Hill 
ward and where 0% of the population are in the most deprived quintile nationally6; and 
also some of the most deprived wards in London, such as Coldharbour, which also sits 
directly next to Herne Hill ward and is the area with the most deprivation in Lambeth, 
with 80% of the population living in LSOA’s ranked among the most deprived 20% of 
LSOAs in England7. 
 

 
6 Southwark Ward Profiles 2017  
7 https://www.lambeth.gov.uk/sites/default/files/ssh-demography-factsheet-2017.pdf 
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This unique diversity of demographics within such close range of Station Hall, provides a 
key opportunity for a cross-subsidy business model, where revenue from well-off areas 
is harnessed to deliver social impact through areas of extreme deprivation.  It also 
positions Station Hall as an important point of transaction, serving as a market exchange 
between the makers, doers and menders of Brixton & Coldharbour, and the consumers 
of Herne Hill and Dulwich.  

3.4.2 Transport links 
‘Location’ is the first answer given in 100% of Station Hall user surveys in response to 
the question ‘Why did you choose Station Hall?’. Herne Hill’s Transport connectivity is a 
key factor. In 2018, the train station itself attracted 2.9m entry/exit passengers and 1.7m 
interchange passengers.  
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In addition, the station connects with 14 bus routes and there are 7 bus stops within a 2 
minute walk of the Station and Station Hall. 
  
Rail 
 
Herne HIll Station is fully accessible and one of the busiest in London. The Herne Hill 
overground station serves numerous key lines and is within easy reach of central 
London: 13 minutes into Victoria; 12 minutes into Blackfriars and the South Bank; 24 
minutes to St Pancras station; 30 minutes into Wimbledon. Brixton Station is just one 
stop away, with access to the Victoria Line and London Underground Network.  
 

The station is managed by Southeastern, with an off-peak service pattern as of May 
2019 in trains per hour (tph) as follows: 

● 4tph to St Albans via London Blackfriars (Thameslink) 
● 4tph to London Victoria (Southeastern) 
● 4tph to Bromley South, of which 2 continue to Orpington (Southeastern) 
● 2tph to Sutton via Wimbledon (Thameslink) 
● 2tph to Sutton via Mitcham Junction (Thameslink) 

 

During peak hours, Southeastern operates an 
additional half-hourly service between Beckenham 
Junction and Blackfriars. In the morning peak, 
London bound services call at all stations but three 
return trains run fast from Herne Hill to Beckenham 
Junction. In the evening peak, services to 
Beckenham Junction call at all stations but three 
return trains run fast from Herne Hill to Blackfriars8. 

On Sundays, alternate northbound 
Sutton/Wimbledon Loop trains are extended to 
Luton. Late-night Sutton/Wimbledon Loop services 
are extended to Bedford9. 

 

 
8 Wikipedia, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Herne_Hill_railway_station 
9 Wikipedia, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Herne_Hill_railway_station 
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Bus 
The bus network offers direct connections into central London to the north, Peckham 
and Camberwell to the east, Croydon and Mitcham to the south and Clapham and 
Putney to the west. Numerous lines connect directly with the closest underground station 
in Brixton.  
 
Cycling 
Cycling is very popular in the local area with numerous cycling clubs based at the Herne 
Hill Velodrome. There are two well used cycle parking areas either side of Station Hall. 
The closest dock of Santander Cycles is at Brixton - a 5 minute cycle away. Herne Hill is 
one of London’s top ‘weekend trip’ destinations, with a common pattern being to catch 
the tube to Brixton and cycle across to Herne Hill for the park, Lido, cafes or Sunday 
market. This same draw would apply for Station Hall events, giving easy access and 
another reason to pick up a bike and head to Herne Hill.   
 
In the near future, Herne Hill will also benefit from two schemes aimed at promoting 
cycling and walking. Southwark’s ‘Healthy Streets’ includes a proposal to improve 
cycling between Dulwich Village and Herne Hill, whereas Lambeth’s GLA funded Living 
Neighbourhood Scheme involves a ‘traffic calmed’ route between Herne Hill and 
Brixton’s train and underground stations. Station Hall is ideally located to benefit from 
both, being at the end of the Southwark route and the beginning of the Lambeth one. 
However, both of these schemes are still at the consultation stage and delivery 
timetables undefined. 
 
Driving 
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For those needing to drive, there is short stay parking directly outside Station Hall, as 
well as longer stay parking options in the immediate vicinity.  
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 All my workshops so far have been at 

@StationHall_HerneHill, right above the train 
station and on numerous bus routes - too many 

to count!  
 

So I always tell attendees that it’s very accessible 
by public transport and there are plenty of cycle 
racks outside. So what about me? I pop what I 

need in a wheely suitcase and walk or catch the 
bus to my workshops 

 Anna Skipwith, Herne Hill start-up entrepreneur who has launched her social 
media consultancy company, ‘hellosocial.media’ through Station Hall 

 

3.4.3 Local assets 
Station Square, Market and shopping parades 
Station Hall looks out onto Station Square, the semi-pedestrianised centre of Herne Hill’s 
shopping and business district. The Square hosts a weekly Sunday Market of 50 stalls. 
Started by HHF in 2012, the Market regularly attract two to three thousand people and 
there is a long list of stall-holders awaiting pitches. Station Square also boasts an array 
of independent shops, cafes and local businesses and hosts regular community events 
such as outdoor film screenings, community events and street parties.  
 
In close proximity to Station Square, and radiating outwards from it, are Herne Hill’s six 
shopping parades: Dulwich Road, Railton Road, Norwood Road, Half Moon Lane, Herne 
Hill, and Milkwood Road. Together these host over 100 small businesses.  This proximity 
to local enterprise and industry and the attendant footfall means that Station Hall is at 
the centre of local businesses and local residential communities. 
 
Lots of varied schools 
Within Herne Hill there are eight primary schools; two state secondary schools (Evelyn 
Grace Academy and Charter School); and two schools for children with special 
educational needs and disability (The Michael Tippett School has a roll of 70 students 
aged between 11 and 19 with a range of complex needs; Turney School provides 
primary and secondary education for 132 children with learning, speech and language 
difficulties and autistic spectrum disorders). 
 
Leisure and cultural attractions  
The Herne Hill Velodrome is a mecca for track cycling, a focal point for numerous cycling 
clubs and one of the oldest cycling ovals in the world. The Herne Hill Lido is a much 
loved South London swimming institution and home to various swimming clubs. There 
are four fantastic pubs (the Half Moon was awarded best pub in London 2018) and three 

https://www.instagram.com/stationhall_hernehill/
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micro-breweries. Nearby is the South London Botanical Institute, a Victorian botanical 
garden offering a range of public courses, the South London Dance School, the 198 Art 
Gallery, the Carnegie Library, the Herne Hill Street Piano and Brockwell Park and its 
miniature railway.  
 

 
   

3.4.4 Green spaces 
Station Hall is a two minute walk from the green expanses of Brockwell Park - a  large, 
historic park located between Brixton, Dulwich, Norwood and Herne Hill. This 50 
hectare, thriving green space is much loved and widely used by locals as well as by 
those travelling from further afield to enjoy its nature, amenities and events.  
 
Infrastructure within the park is much improved and has been funded by the National 
Lottery. It includes the Brockwell Lido; Brockwell Park Community Greenhouses and 
education centre; children’s adventure playground; children’s splash park; walled flower 
garden; Brockwell Hall cafe and community space (inaccessible); BMX track; tennis 
courts; miniature railway; fitness training circuit; One O’Clock Club children’s centre and 
ornamental ponds. As an example of the visitor numbers these types of assets attract, 
Brockwell Greenhouses estimate that 1,900 people (including school groups, volunteers 
and those coming for private events) visit or access their venue every month (22,800 
annually)10.  
 

 
10 Brockwell Park Community Greenhouses, Annual Report 
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Brockwell Park is a major events venue for Lambeth Council and hosts dozens of events 
each year. The largest are - 

● The Lambeth Country Show (150,000 attentandance over two days) 
● Every other year, Bonfire Night Fireworks (30,000 attendance) 
● Mighty Hoopla Festival (20,000 attendance) 
● XtheTracks Festival (18,000 attendance) 

 
Proximity to such an active, well equipped and diversely used park gives Station Hall 
high visibility locally and city-wide. The hall is ideally located to be used as a field centre 
for outdoors educational studies and pursuits. It is also well located to benefit from the 
footfall associated with Brockwell Park’s permanent assets and regular events.  

3.5 Market analysis 
Our market research has identified a number of local venues offering space for hire in 
Herne Hill and the surrounding area. These include a number of pubs with function 
rooms; church halls; school halls; and local institutions such as the South London 
Botanical Institute and Herne Hill Velodrome. Several of these are fully accessible, and 
several have significant capacity (up to 100) Please see Appendix 4 for a detailed list of 
local venues, with information regarding capacity, cost and accessibility.   
  
Despite a strong offering locally, none of these venues provides a dedicated, permanent 
and flexible space capable of accommodating a wide range of community and 
commercial activities. Taking a ‘complement rather than compete’ approach, it is 
possible to define a gap in the market for a civic space at the heart of Herne Hill, which 
is different to existing community spaces and able to operate alongside them, adding to 
and enriching the local portfolio.  
 
Some key local resources that are providing a degree of community use are the 198 
Gallery, Carnegie Library and the Baptist Church Hall on Half Moon Lane. Nearest to 
Station Hall is the 198 Gallery, a recent beneficiary of GLA funding. It focuses on 
providing training for young people in art and related skills. In her reference, Lucy 
Davies, the Gallery Director, has indicated that she regards Station Hall’s facilities as 
complementary to the Gallery’s. The recently refurbished Carnegie Library is beginning 
to offer some of its rooms for meeting hire. The Baptist Church hall also hosts a range of 
public meetings, groups and children's activities.  
 
Whilst all excellent resources, none of the 
above facilities is the same as Station Hall, and 
it is this difference that enables us to offer a 
complementary rather than competitive 
additional space. A key differential is that 
Station Hall is a multi-functional, flexible space 
that can accommodate a far wider range of activities. We positively encourage displays 
on the walls, children to run around, live music, performances and local artisan 
emporiums as well as being available for more traditional meeting and work hires. The 
design of the space will maximise its flexibility allowing it to accommodate the most 
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varied requirements. It will be managed and operated by the community and it will be a 
management objective to seek out and contact ‘hard to reach’ sections of our 
community, understand their requirements and, wherever possible, satisfy them within 
the Station Hall offering. 
 
The full market analysis is available in the shared folder under the file: “Analysis of local 
competition Herne Hill”. 

3.6 Key delivery partners 
The Station Hall project is led by a strong collaboration of key delivery partners: 
 

● Herne Hill Forum - project catalyst, project coordinator, Station Hall operator 
and secondary funder 

● Southeastern and Network Rail - property partners and in-kind funders 
● Lambeth Council and Helen Hayes, MP - community support 
● Good Growth Fund - principal funder  

 
Please see Appendix 5 for more detail on these partners. 

4. The Good Growth Fund award 
The Good Growth Fund (GGF) is Mayor Sadiq Khan's £70 million regeneration 
programme to support growth and community development in London.  

4.1 Overview of the fund 
Working with the London Economic Action Partnership (LEAP), the fund supports 
innovative, best practice regeneration activities, that enable: 

● Londoners to actively participate in their local community and have a say in how 
their city is shaped 

● Delivery of co-ordinated place-based strategies that welcome growth in a way 
that works with the physical character of London’s many places 

● Diverse and accessible local economies – from our high streets and town centres 
to industrial areas – to realise their full potential and making London a place of 
opportunity for all 

4.2 Funding awarded 
In October 2018, the Herne Hill Forum was successful in its bid for £55,000 from Round 
2 of the Good Growth Fund, to enable four strands of work to be simultaneously 
delivered over six months:  

● A trial phase of activity in the hall to prove its viability 
● A commission for architects to design a more accessible and functional space 
● Development of a business case for additional capital investment to take Station 

Hall to its full potential as a self-sustaining community asset  

https://www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/regeneration/funding-opportunities/good-growth-fund-supporting-regeneration-london
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● And capture the lessons learnt during delivery in a how-to reference resource, 
hence much of the detail in this report. 

4.3 Delivery timeline 
The Good Growth Fund was initially awarded on a six month delivery arrangement, from 
1 October 2018 until 31 March 2019. A delivery extension was then agreed with the 
Mayor’s Office, meaning that the project formally ran until 31 August 2019.  
 
Beyond this, activity continued in Station Hall, funded by revenue generated through the 
venue, with the backing of matched funding from the Herne Hill Forum. This activity is 
ongoing and is scheduled to continue well into the foreseeable future. However, for the 
purposes of this report, activity is analysed up until 30 September 2019. 
 

 

5. A guide to launching 
To deliver against the requirements of the Good Growth Fund, a fast paced programme 
of preparation, planning and recruitment was organised. What follows is a ‘How To 
Guide’, intended to provide a road map for other organisation who might be setting out 
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on a similar journey; and to offer a checklist of ‘things to do’ in setting up and launching a 
fully professional, commercial community venue.   

5.1 Delivery team 
Following a round of recruitment to build outward from the existing Herne HIll Forum 
delivery team, a multi-faceted team was deployed to deliver the Station Hall programme 
as follows:  
 

 
  
 
The team combined long-standing, established project managers from the Herne Hill 
Forum, with skilled volunteers and newly recruited individuals who were selected via a 
competitive recruitment process run during October and November 2018.  Please see 
Appendix 6 for the job specifications advertised ahead of the interview and selection 
process; and Appendix 7 for the team’s bios. 
 
In parallel to this, the Herne Hill Forum’s volunteer coordinator worked to organise and 
deploy Herne Hill’s volunteer resource across all aspects of the Station Hall programme.   

5.2 Tripartite agreement 
Herne Hill Station is owned by Network Rail who have granted a Head Lease to 
Southeastern as its operating franchisee. The Herne Hill Forum has a strong working 
relationship with both organisations, and secured senior level buy-in and support for the 
Station Hall programme ahead of GGF funding being awarded.   
 
It is our intention, subject to a suitable funding award, to enter into a tripartite lease with 
both of the superior landlords to avoid having to renew agreements in the event of the 
award of the franchise to a new company. 
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Both parties are aware that the key terms of such an arrangement must be: 

● Rent at a peppercorn rate 
● A term of not less than 10 years but not more than 25, to provide a good asset 

for the project. 
● Lease in place prior to the award of funding 

5.3 Consultation 
A wide range of consultation exercises have been undertaken to capture the 
community’s ideas and priorities for Station Hall, with approaches including Survey 
Monkey, email, face-to-face and user feedback. In October 2018, SurveyMonkey 
research was conducted via the Herne Hill Forum mailing list of 1,700 subscribers, 
asking respondents to indicate their priorities for how the space should be used. 
Headline indications showed a local demand for a community space that would have a 
strong offering in the fields of: education; activities for young people; and community 
clubs:   

 
A ‘free text’ box was also provided as part of the Survey Monkey to capture specific 
suggestions for Station Hall offerings, and the Herne Hill Forum also sought ideas and 
recommendations directly via email. Additional consultation was also conducted 
throughout the Station Hall trial phase, with suggestions being captured through 
feedback forms at a wide range of public Station Hall events. Around two hundred 
individuals and organisations have provided feedback, with key requests including: an 
affordable, safe space for community organisations and marginalised groups; socially 
focussed initiatives, such as food bank and breakfast clubs; activities for children and 
teenagers; performance space for arts, film, literary and learning events; bookable 
function space for workshops and private events; marketplace space for businesses and 
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trainers; and space for wellbeing and lifestyle activities, affordable for all.  An example of 
responses captured is as follows: 

 
 
The full set of all responses can be found at Appendix 8. 
 
 
Station Hall’s orange chalkboard wall 
has also been central to the 
consultation process. Hundreds of 
people have enjoyed scrolling their 
ideas across the wall, and these have 
been varied and vast, ranging from 
drumming circles, teenager 
homework clubs and singing groups, 
to book clubs, self defence classes 
and a clothes and toy swap. 
Participants have also used the wall 
to express their thoughts and feelings 
about the space itself, with many 
people writing positive notes 
highlighting the importance and need 
for a centre like Station Hall as a community space - especially with the current uncertain 
environment and fragility in local council services with cuts to many children's services 
and spaces. Over the course of the project, the wall has been filled, recorded, wiped 
clean, and filled again, providing an active and interactive canvas to capture people’s 
reflections and ideas. See Appendix 9 for an overview of ‘Orange Wall Wisdom’.  
 
Station Hall activity has been guided by the sum total of these consultation suggestions, 
and through iterative feedback, with the majority of items within this community wishlist 
being delivered within the first six months of operation. See Section 6.1 (‘Bookings 
taken’). 
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5.4 Transforming the space 
While the basic infrastructure at Station Hall was sound, years of sitting empty had left 
the space feeling neglected and derelict. It had also never been used formally for a 
public function space. Significant improvements were thus required to make the venue fit 
and safe and welcoming for regular public use. Repair and preparatory works were 
undertaken by the Herne Hill Forum, Southeastern and Network Rail, including:  
 

● Repairing the boiler and central heating system 
● Upgrading and servicing the burglar alarm system 
● Fixing leaking roofing and mending rotten windows 
● Undertaking fire safety risk assessment, and actioning all requirements for e.g. 

new fire extinguishers, exit lights, team fire safety training 
● Obtaining Public Liability and Contents insurance   
● Arranging licensing permissions 
● Cordoning off the spiral staircase for safety, and addressing the injury risk by 

padding the steps 
 
The next priority was then to make the space feel attractive; as accessible as possible 
within its obvious constraints; flexible and appealing for as many different groups and 
activities as possible; and visually distinctive.  These home improvements were carried 
out by the core team, volunteers and trade professionals, and included: 
 

● Painting the tired walls with vibrant blocks of colour - a pink kitchen, teal 
washrooms, and an orange chalkboard wall for capturing feedback and ideas 

● Installing WiFi for public use 
● Painting doors and metalwork to create a more homely feel 
● Commissioning local graffiti artist, ‘The Artful Dodger’ to create a mural in the 

Station Hall entranceway with a group of local kids 
● Installing shelving, lockers and storage units 
● Installing baby change facilities 
● Creating a children’s library and toy exchange zone 
● Fitting the vast empty space with furniture and fixtures - tables, chairs, rugs, 

floor cushions, lockers, cupboards, crockery, printers, house plants, sofa, a 
piano....the majority of items were secured through generous donations by the 
local community or via Freecycle and other similar initiatives 

● Fitting blackout blinds to enable film screenings and performances. 
● Installing a professional projection and sound system, with a custom built 

screen and ‘good enough’ kit stage to enable high quality film screenings and 
performances 

 
 
We wanted Station Hall to be at the heart of the circular economy - somewhere where 
we reuse, recycle and minimise waste. So we kitted it out almost entirely with items that 
would otherwise have ended up in land-fill.  
 
Bookshelves were collected from the kerbside; storage cabinets were salvaged from 
building sites; rugs were grabbed that would otherwise have hit the bin; a discarded sofa 
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has had a second chance as seating for the kids’ corner; cutlery, plates, and glasses 
were gathered from jumble sales; a piano was donated and hauled up the stairs; 
neglected office plants were brought back to life on our window sills; a spare fridge 
completed the kitchen; sewing machines, keyboards, books and games were donated by 
local residents; a bumper set of sixty matching chairs were retrieved for free from 
Freecycle; and a further 70 chairs were sourced for a peanut from a charity that works 
with youth gang members to teach them upcycling skills.  
 
A whole raft of usable objects have been diverted from landfill through Station Hall, and 
this has enabled a very stretched budget go a very long way. In doing so, it has also 
given Station Hall a unique charm all of its own. The plates don’t match. Nor do the 
chairs. Nor, in fact, do the rugs! But the space is homely, warm, inviting, and filled with 
colour and light - a place where you feel welcome and at ease, and a million miles from 
a corporate event space. Below are a range of photos showing this transformation 
journey... 
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5.5  Criteria for bookings 
The aim of Station Hall is to create a fully inclusive space at the heart of South East 
London, that is for all, run by many, and a driving force for positive change in people’s 
lives, the local economy and the environment.   

 
We have obvious accessibility hurdles to 
overcome. But to get as close to this 
fundamental intention as possible the following 
criteria were used as a firm guiding protocol 
when planning and booking possible users 
into the space during the proof of concept 

stage: 
 

● Developing civic and community infrastructure 
● Supporting small business 
● Creating new workspace 
● Promoting the circular economy 
● Intensifying the local economy 
● Delivering community-led regeneration 
● Bringing different cultures together 
● Boosting skills 
● Enhancing a beautiful but forgotten and invisible public space. 

5.6 Approaching early users  
Over eighty individuals and organisations who met the above criteria were approached 
initially (during October - December 2018), with successive open sessions in Station Hall 
to show interested users the space and let them know about the vision for the venue.  
 
All potential users were made aware of the access limitations of the venue, and of the 
longer term intention to use a trial phase of successful activity to support a case for 
additional capital investment to enable this barrier to be overcome. 
 
These organisations and individuals were known already to the team, or were pro-
actively sought out for their fit with the founding principles for the space, as set out 
above. See Appendix 10 for our original ‘hit list’ of partners for inclusion in the space. 
This list has continued to expand and evolve over the course of the Station Hall trial 
period, and around two thirds of the original hit list have translated into concrete 
bookings (see section 6.1). 

5.7 Protocols and processes 
In readiness for launch, the team pooled their collective experience and expertise to 
develop comprehensive booking systems and behind-the-scenes processes to enable 
them to run a professional venue to a high standard.   
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Key documents were created to ensure consistency of booking processes; safety of 
venue users and operators; and capture of evaluation feedback about Station Hall. 
These included: 
 

● Risk assessment protocol and template form 
● Booking form  
● Charging and cancellation policy 
● Operating procedure  
● Operating checklist for the Station Hall team  
● Health and safety drill and script  
● Insurance protocols for all users of the space 
● Evaluation form 
● Marketing guide and ideas for hirers 

  
See Appendix 11 for the ‘Station Hall Booking Form’. 

5.8 Branding and marketing platforms 
Station Hall has benefited from an ability to use well established Herne Hill Forum 
communication channels. These include: a regular newsletter that is distributed to 1,700 
subscribers; a HHF website with 6,500 visitors a month; a Facebook page with 3,000 
followers; and a Twitter profile with 8,400 followers.  This enabled a wide and engaged 
target audience to be reached with early stage communications regarding Station Hall.   
 
In parallel, a strong and independent brand for Station Hall has been developed, with an 
eye-catching colour palette and logo designed to create an inclusive and engaging look 
and feel.  
 
A set of online social media platforms has been built around this brand, to create key 
engagement and booking channels. The Station Hall website was launched in January 
2019 at www.stationhall.org, setting out the history and aspirations of the space, and 
providing booking and enquiry information for upcoming events and interested users. 
Since launch, it has attracted ~3,000 site visits and 382 subscribers to the Station Hall 
newsletter mailing list.  
 
In parallel, a Station Hall Twitter account and mailing list were also launched, with the 
former being actively updated with daily posts helping to build a strong following for 
Station Hall. This now sits at 497 followers, with 176 tweets since launch. 
 
 

http://www.stationhall.org/
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Building a strong brand for Station Hall Launching the website: 
www.stationhallhernehill.org 

 
Online platforms were complemented by a range of Station Hall posters and fliers, 
placed in areas of high footfall across the local area and distributed to hundreds of 
individuals, schools, businesses and letterboxes across the local area. Two of these 
(sewing sessions and book club), were designed by a local teenager, keen to pursue a 
career in design. 
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In total, 100 posters and 16,000 fliers have been designed, printed and circulated by the 
Station Hall team (excluding an additional raft of in-house marketing that event 
organisers have also done with their own branded fliers and posters). The Station Hall 
brand is now highly visible and recognised throughout Herne Hill and surrounding local 
communities.   

5.9 Charging policy 
The founding principle for Station Hall is 
that cost will never be a barrier to 
participation - either for those running 
events, or for those attending them. In order 
to achieve this a cross-subsidy model has 
been followed: commercial activity makes 
low cost and free community activity 
possible.  
 
On the bookings front, the charging policy 
was designed to enable low income groups, 
individuals and organisations to use the 
venue without price being a barrier; whilst 
also to generate commercial revenue and 
move Station Hall to financial self-
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sufficiency.  For the early stages of the trial phase, a large number of bookings were 
offered for free, in order to fill the space in a very short period of time, and launch with an 
eye-catching initial programme. However, once bookings and demand had been firmly 
established, a charging policy was introduced that was closer to the market average 
(though still significantly below it):  
 

Community/Charity & Not For profit Organisations: £15 per hour 

Private/Commercial Hire Hourly: £25 per hour 

Private/ Commercial Half Day Rate:  £80 for 4 hours 

Private/ Commercial Full Day Rate:  £160 for 4 hours 

Party Hire: £50 per hour 

Children’s Party Package: £120 for 3 hours 

Free for Good Use: If you’re running an event for a local or good cause, then we may be 
able to accommodate you free of charge. Please contact us with your ideas.  
 
On the participation front, all events and activities have been offered on a ‘Pay What You 
Can’ basis; or with event organisers offering free places for those unable to meet the 
suggested ticket price.   
 
To further ensure that cost should never be a barrier for participation, arrangements 
were made with the Herne Hill Forum’s insurance provider, so that cover could be 
provided for free to those individuals or groups who could not otherwise afford their own 
insurance and thus pursue a booking at Station Hall.   
 
 

 

 

 
I’m facing eviction from my council flat and having 

a really bad time financially. It’s just me on my 
own with my daughter, so things are hard.  

 
I’ve followed the Station Hall programme closely 

and can’t believe there’s so much on for free. I’ve 
taken my daughter to a home-schooling social 
day, a children’s art workshop and a children’s 

drama workshop - and I’ve been to a yoga 
session for me.  

 
It’s made a really big difference when everything 

else is so difficult at the moment   
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 Local mum 

 

5.10 Inaugural Open Day 
The first official Open Day at Station Hall was held on 20th January 2019. Between noon 
and 3pm, over 400 people visited Station Hall, including local Councillors and dignitaries, 
Herne Hill’s resident town crier, local businesses, start up enterprises, charities, 
performers, artists, inventors, individuals and children from all walks of life. The majority 
of visitors had never been in Station Hall before (or realised the space existed), and 
most had not anticipated the space above their local train station to be so grand, light, 
and full of possibilities. 
 
All were keen to see the space, learn about upcoming activities; discover how to get 
involved; and provide ideas and feedback. Pizzas were provided by the local pizzeria 
and activities were provided to keep the children busy - most importantly, they painted all 
of the mugs for the Station Hall kitchen and used the new orange feedback wall to add 
their brainwaves.   
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There was a huge buzz at the Open Day, which created a really exciting launch for the 
venue and gave a formal opening from which to announce the public-facing element of 
programme delivery. 

5.11 Preliminary programme 
Early interest and demand for the space was strong and within eight weeks of project 
launch, an exciting programme of inaugural bookings had been organised. This was 
structured around ‘one off’ events, ‘regular’ course bookings, and ‘permanent’ or long 
term installations. The launch programme was publicised via the Herne Hill Forum 
newsletter and all supporting Herne Hill Forum and Station Hall social media platforms, 
as below (see Appendix 12 for larger font newsletter copy): 
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The launch programme was publicised via the Herne Hill Forum newsletter, as well as 
via the social media platforms that were developed specifically for Station Hall (see 
section 5.8). This was accompanied by booking information, predominantly through 
EventBrite, which enabled bookings to come through almost immediately. 
 

Case Study: An historic day for Station Hall 

Art House are a South London based provider of creative art classes and workshops for 
children. Excitingly for Station Hall, they were the first users of the space, kicking off the 
family-focussed Station Hall programme with an eleven week programme of art classes 
aimed at 8-12 year olds.  
 
From 10.30am til 12.00pm every Sunday morning their sessions were sustainable in 
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practice using mainly recycled materials to show children and families that art can be 
created with everyday materials, such using cardboard to build cities or making prints with 
vegetables and fruit.  
 
Their sessions started on a ‘pay what you can’ basis, attracting on average 6-12 children 
each week. The feedback for these sessions was fantastic, with children enjoying the 
creativity and ability to run around in such a large open space and parents/carers enjoying 
the ability to drop their children at a warm, family-friendly safe space. 
 

  
 

   
From here, the team had a strong base of early engagement and firm bookings from 
which to build outwards and develop a more comprehensive range of activities and 
events. See section 6.1 for a full list of bookings. 

6. Operational highlights 
In the nine months since launch, civic engagement through Station Hall has significantly 
exceeded expectations: 
 

● Station Hall event attendance: 5,169  
● Events hosted: 465 
● Number of unique bookers: 79 
● Volunteer engagement: 200 shifts    

6.1 Bookings taken 
In just nine months, a total of 465 separate events have taken place at Station Hall. 
These have been delivered by 79 different groups or individuals, either as one-off events 
(53%), or as repeat or regular activities (47%), many of which have run regularly for the 
duration of the trial phase.   
 
Appendix 13 refers to the spreadsheet that provides a full list of all Station Hall bookings 
since launch, with a description of each event, the number of times it happened, and the 
number of people who attended.    
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6.2 Bookings by type of organisation 
Over 60% of bookings have been placed by charitable or community focussed 
organisations or individuals; 18% were business bookings, such as staff training or 
business networking; and 21% of bookings were private bookings, such as for a child’s 
birthday party:

 
This shows a ratio of roughly 40% private and business bookings supporting an activity 
base that is 60% community or charity focussed. The division of bookings along these 
lines shows the viability and potential impact of Station Hall’s cross-subsidisation model - 
see section 9.5. 

6.3 Opportunity pipeline 
There is a strong pipeline of activity for October 2019 and beyond. Three to five new 
enquiries are received every day with substantial additional opportunities in the pipeline 
and strong demand for new partnerships and activities. Upcoming bookings include: 
 

● Six day Children’s Literary Festival 
● Lambeth Early Action Partnerships Parent Support Workshops 
● Engine Shed sessions for children with autism 
● Sewing and knitting group to combat isolation 
● Herne Hill Open House - artists’ exhibition  
● Film screenings 
● Family theatre performances 
● Storytelling performances for adults 
● Wellness Weekends and regular Tai Chi, Qi Gong,  Yoga & Barre Classes and 

Fat Controller Fitness Classes 
● Quarterly ‘Maker Markets’ 
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● Children's & Adult Parties 
● Local business away days 
● Youth group with local teenagers 
● Italian School 
● After-school drop-in sessions for primary aged children 

 
With the range of bookings increasing constantly, the goal of being financially self-
sustaining for Station Hall’s day-to-day activities is already achievable, and becomes 
even more viable once the second phase of the project plans have been implemented.  
This will then deliver a stimulating and engaging platform that generates a small surplus. 
From this base the real impact can really take off - the ‘value add’ side of Station Hall. 
We want to harness the extensive range of groups and people involved with the space, 
to create connections, to collaborate on projects, to make real change happen. Station 
Hall can become the launch platform from where projects can be run, combining the skill 
sets of users of the space. This is what will set us apart from other local “village hall hire” 
offerings, providing that unique chemistry between groups at an amazing location. 

7. Making a difference 
Unless otherwise stated, statistics in this section have been generated from the ‘Station 
Hall Bookings’ spreadsheet provided at Appendix 13. What follows is an overview of the 
impact that Station Hall activity has delivered in nine months, brought to life through 
case examples. 

7.1 How people benefitted 
Between January and March 2019, evaluation forms were collected during twenty 
Station Hall events, ranging from a live music gig, to World Book Week workshops, 
home schooling support sessions, charity staff training sessions, a memoir writing 
course and a classical wind concert.   
 
A total of ninety one forms were returned, with respondents reporting the following 
benefits of their time at Station Hall: 
 

Learned something new 55%  

Improved my skills 23% 

Helped me with work 18% 

Encouraged me to volunteer 19% 

Improved my health 24% 

Made me feel better generally 55% 

Had a lot of fun   76% 
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Connected me to new people 52% 

Made me feel less isolated 31% 

Acquired something I couldn’t afford elsewhere 29% 

Did you enjoy today’s event 97% 

 
 
94% of activity in Station Hall was either free to participants, or involved a ticketed entry 
with ‘Pay What You Can’ or ‘Free/ Concession spaces available’, ensuring that cost was 
not a barrier to people being able to benefit from participation.  

7.2 Impact areas 
By continually seeking out  groups and organisations who would help Station Hall make 
the biggest possible positive difference in the local area, a strong mix has been achieved 
against twelve key social impact areas: 

● Building local connections 
● Business development 
● Creative events 
● Education 
● Encouraging volunteering 
● Helping people into work 
● Improving physical / mental health 
● Improving skills 
● Private function opportunities 
● Reduce, re-use, recycle/ environmental focus 
● Social activity/ gathering 
● Supporting marginalised/ overlooked communities 

For the 465 events that took place, a  breakdown of activity against these fields shows 
the hall providing a strong function around building local connections and facilitating 
social gatherings across a wide range of user groups - supporting user feedback that 
events made people feel happier and more connected. Behind this, improving health and 
improving skills were also major elements of the Station Hall mix, followed by a good 
spread across the remaining priority areas: 
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See Appendix 14 for a breakdown of impact areas against each booking.   

7.3 Case studies 
In the sections that follow, Station Hall’s positive impact is brought to life with a wide 
range of examples that have been made purely through the existence of this new 
community hub.  Please also refer to Appendix 15 for a selection from the Station Hall 
twitter feed, which further bring some of these activities to life.  

7.3.1 Start up enterprises 
An emphasis on innovation within the space has been strong, with at least five start up 
enterprises getting launched through Station Hall. Lara’s Italian reading groups for Italian 
speaking children; Andrea’s ‘Get Rid of and Donate’ toy and book exchange; Emma and 
Alison’s ‘Conscious Breath’ workshops (School for Wellbeing); and the many start-up 
entrepreneurs who kick-started their business visibility through the Herne Hill Emporium 
pop-up are all strong examples of start up enterprises who have used Station Hall to get 
started.  Consistent feedback is that they would not have had the chance to launch their 
initiatives without free or community-rated access to this highly-visible space, at the 
heart of the highstreet and central transport links. 
 

https://www.getridofit-donate.com/
https://www.schoolforwellbeing.com/
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Lara Parrotta’s Italian Book Reading sessions at 
Station Hall 

Andrea Brown running her ‘Get Rid of & Donate’ 
Toy and Book exchange at Station Hall 

 

 

Poster for Emma and Alison’s Breath 
Workshops at Station Hall 

Anna’s Social Media Workshops for businesses 
in full swing at Station Hall  

 
 

 

 

 
Having a location for Get Rid of and Donate has 
made a great impact on our community project, 

for its existence and for the support it gives to the 
community. We couldn’t have got to where we 

are without having this space.  
 

We are ongoing, and have attracted between 40-
100 people who have donated and shown 

interest by visiting our new location. Since the 
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launch we have been contacted with so much 
interest and collections!! 

 Andrea Brown, founder of Get Rid Of & Donate 

7.3.2 Employment & business economy  
Throughout the trial phase a specific focus was taken on initiatives to boost employment 
and employability. 18% of evaluation respondents reporting that their participation at 
Station Hall ‘Helped me with work’ (see Section 7.1), and Station Hall has provided a 
nucleus for events designed to enhance the local business economy.  In particular, it has 
given local businesses a platform and collective visibility that extends well beyond their 
individual reach. The hall has provided a highly visible, centrally located space for local 
independents and start up enterprises to come together, to showcase what they do and 
to meet potential new customers - particularly crucial for small businesses who have not 
yet secured premises.  The following examples give a flavour of some key projects. 
 
 

Case Study: The Michael Tippett School Work Experience Hub 

The Michael Tippett School is a specialist school in Herne Hill, for children aged 11 to 19, 
with profound, severe and complex learning difficulties and physical disabilities. The 
school has been one of Station Hall’s strongest supporters, despite many of its children 
currently being unable to access the space.  

 
Nationally, only a tiny percentage of students with a disability go on from education into 
paid employment. To address this, Station Hall worked with The Michael Tippett School to 
create meaningful work experience opportunities in a supported, public-facing 
environment. We then worked together to explore the opportunity of expanding this model 
to incorporate older students from The Michael Tippett College - this has 30 pupils, aged 
19-25 and is the first college in the borough to provide Employment and Supported Living 
Provision for these young people. If we can make Station Hall accessible, there is a huge 
opportunity here to create an in-Borough work experience network, plugged in to local 
businesses, and with the potential to truly change lives:  

 
 
We started the Work Experience Hub for our Post 16 students at Station 
Hall in January 2019. Our students need a lot of structure and routine, and 
using the space at Station Hall allowed us to arrive, settle into the space, 
check our work schedules, participate in an hour long work experience 
session with local businesses in Herne Hill, then debrief back at Station Hall 
before walking back to school. We set up a six week programme with the 
following businesses: The Flower Lady, The Parlour coffee shop, Tales on 
Half Moon Lane Bookshop, Duo Dance, and Herne Hill Station working with 
staff of Network Rail.  
 
The progress our students made was incredible and their self-esteem, 
self-awareness and general confidence was immediately obvious and 
has lasted.  

http://www.tmts.me.uk/
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Victoria Hart, Deputy Head Teacher, The Michael Tippett School 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Case Study: Young Film Makers Building a Portfolio 

 
In January 2019, the Station Hall team spoke to a morning assembly at Charter School, 
inviting kids to get involved. Through this, local sixth former HollyMcCandless-Desmond 
made contact.  
 
As an aspiring photographer and videographer who has attended the BFI Future Film 
Academy, worked as a camera trainee on film sets, and started her own commercial 
photography business, Holly was keen to document and film the Station Hall project. With 
mentorship from local documentary maker, Sue Carpenter, Holly set about interviewing 
key stakeholders and filming events and activities at Station Hall, supported by a team of 
four fellow students.  
 
She then undertook a full edit to produce a professional standard documentary about 
Station Hall. Holly’s film was screened to the public in Station Hall as part of the Herne Hill 
Free Film festival in May 2019, and can be watched here. 

 
 
This was a unique opportunity for me to step out of my comfort zone and 
take on a massively creatively rewarding project which has helped build 
my portfolio, increase my confidence in filmmaking and allowed me to 
connect to the local community - something that as an 18 year old 
doesn’t happen often.” 
 
Holly McCandless-Desmond, Charter School 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kAdyLbKXZFE&t=148s
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Case Study: Herne Hill Emporium of local entrepreneurs 

Around 500 people came through the doors of Station Hall for this two day event in 
September 2019, designed to showcase and provide direct sales of gifts, fashion, 
jewellery and homeware, all created by local entrepreneurs. 

 
 
We’ve been looking for ways for local creative artists to collaborate and 
showcase their skills and products. Station Hall gave us this unique 
opportunity, without which we would not have been able to help these micro 
businesses get to their next level of development. The weekend was such a 
success that we’re now looking at it becoming a regular event and are 
reaching out to a wider audience of other small local businesses who can 
now develop their business through this partnership. It’s been a unique 
collaboration with Station Hall that has made this possible. ‘  

 
The Studio Circle, Emporium organisers 
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Case Study: Pop-Up Children’s Bookshop 

Voted ‘Children’s Bookseller of the Year’, and ‘Independent Bookshop of the Year’ in the 
British Book Awards, Tales on Moon Lane is one of Herne Hill’s most successful and 
widely recognised independent businesses, attracting people from across London to 
browse its award winning curation of children’s books. As key partners in the Herne HIll 
Children’s Literary Festival that will be hosted at Station Hall in February 2020, Tales on 
Moon Lane set up a pop-up shop in Station Hall to celebrate the launch of a new story-
telling competition as part of the upcoming festival. Over 100 people attended and book 
sales were strong, with the addition of such a prestigious bookshop at the event creating a 
strong draw for passing visitors.  

 
 
We were delighted to be involved with the launch of the ‘Stepping Into 
Stories’ storytelling competition recently. It was great to see how much work 
has gone on turning Station Hall into a very warm, welcoming place”. 

 
Kath, Assistant Manager, Tales on Moon Lane   
 

 
 

 
 

Case Study: Celebrating the Art of Upholstery 

Over 200 people visited this one day, pop-up marketplace, showcasing and offering direct 
sales for independent designers and upholsterers’ work by providing them with a key 
space at the heart of the high street.  
 
The brainwave for the event came from a regular attendee at the Station Hall Sewing 
Group, showing how the space provides a platform for individuals to bring their ideas to 
life.   

 
 
I wanted to help upholsterers explain to the public what they do, and to give 
them a way to meet new customers and share their skills. Station Hall was 
the perfect setting and we felt like we were part of the high street for the 
day. 

 
Sarah Harman, event organiser 
 

https://www.talesonmoonlane.co.uk/
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Case Study: Local Greens Business Outreach 

Four regular customers now receive their weekly vegetable bag orders from a dedicated 
lock-box in Station Hall as part of the Local Greens initiative. This new, centralised pick-up 
location provides a long-established local business with increased visibility and an offer of 
convenience that its main premises cannot.  
 

 
 
As well as providing a platform to host local business events, Station Hall has also 
generated a welcome revenue boost for established local businesses that are nearby, 
and that have benefitted from the increased footfall or retail requirements of users of the 
space. Examples include the Agile Rabbit Pizzeria, Mimosa Delicatessen, Canopy Beer, 
and Sesami Cafe, all of which have provided catering and refreshments for users of 
Station Hall - both by catering for functions and via individual sales. Events and activities 
at Station Hall have brought footfall to the area that has indirectly benefited the local 
economy, from endless coffees and teas through to take-aways, hardware bits, flowers 
and more, especially during the normally quiet daytime trading period. 
 
Paid work opportunities have also been created through Station Hall operation and event 
delivery. The Station Hall core team itself represents three new paid employment 
opportunities within the local economy, and has resulted in a total of ~£20,000 being 

https://www.localgreens.org.uk/
https://theagilerabbit.london/herne-hill-menu/
https://www.canopybeer.com/
http://www.sesami.co.uk/
http://www.sesami.co.uk/
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invoiced since January. These roles are expected to continue well beyond the duration 
of good Growth funding as Station Hall becomes financially self-sustaining (see Section 
9). 
 
In preparing the hall for public use, employment and expenditure were created locally 
with around £3,000 in fees going to local tradespeople and service providers.   
 
 

  

Vinton and Finn getting things shipshape 

 
During the delivery stage, additional paid employment opportunities have also been 
generated, with around £500 going to local school students to distribute marketing fliers; 
design marketing collateral; serve refreshments at events, and clear up after parties. As 
well as occasional paid employment, these opportunities have also provided good CV 
points for participating students.  
 
At a value of multiple thousands of pounds, this investment back into the local economy 
has been facilitated initially by Good Growth Fund resources, but latterly through the 
income achieved via commercial Station Hall bookings. Positive economic impact is 
therefore deriving from this viable commercial space.   

7.3.3 Volunteering 
72% of bookings at the hall used volunteers in the delivery of their activity, positioning 
Station Hall as an active nucleus for skills building and community engagement via 
volunteering. On the HHF side, this participation was actively promoted by the Volunteer 
Coordinator, who ensured that volunteers were on hand at all events and behind the 
scenes as needed. In total, over 200 volunteering opportunities were created through 
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initiatives taking place in Station Hall, with participating volunteers ranging from school to 
retirement age, and bridging social and demographic groups.  
 
On the assumption that the average volunteering session lasted 2 hours, and that  this 
resource would have cost an average of £15 per hour at a basic paid rate, it can be 
estimated that a volunteer resource of £6,000 has been made available to Station Hall in 
addition to paid employment opportunities.  
 
Factoring in the volunteers delivering events and activities at Station Hall which 
feedback has indicated is around 28 hours per week this equates to approximately 
£75,712 per annum. 
 
There is an economic value and impact of this alternative workforce in terms of social 
engagement and the positive mental health and wellbeing benefits associated with 
undertaking volunteering - it has been proven to counteract stress, anger and anxiety, to 
combat depression, to make people feel happy, to increase self-confidence and to 
provide a sense of purpose.  This represents a direct benefit to the volunteers who have 
actively engaged; as well as a potential additional benefit to the 19% of evaluation 
respondents for whom participation at Station Hall ‘Encouraged me to volunteer’ in the 
future. 
 
As an example of the type of impact that a team of volunteers can have, the ‘Pop-Up 
Shop’ hosted by Station Hall with Lambeth Welcomes Refugees provides a beautiful 
illustration...  
 

Case Study: Marketplace and Social for Refugee Families 

 
 

The families we support have all come from Syria or elsewhere in the 
Middle East. We have found homes for them but they continue to need 
clothes and household items. On Sunday 3 March afternoon we invited the 
families to Station Hall to come and choose items to take away for free. 
They chose what they liked and needed, which is a much more effective 
and dignified way to support them than through conventional ‘handouts’.  
 
We also offered tea, coffee and cake (homemade by our helpers) and a 
chance to be sociable. Station Hall did a call out for donations, and 
provided a drop-off point for this, as well as providing volunteers to help our 
own team of volunteers on the day - we had twelve fantastic volunteers in 
total.  
 
Community spirit and generosity did not disappoint and we ended up having 
over 60 bags of donations. Dear friends, or should I say Wonder Women! 
Thank you all so much for what you did on Friday and today to make the 
pop up so successful. I think about 14-18 families, maybe 40 people, came 
and it was obvious how much they appreciated being able to choose what 
they wanted from the vast number of donations.  
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When these families’ choices are so often limited, it was very good to be 
able to help in this way. All that would not have been possible without your 
hard work encouraging donations, sorting stuff on Friday and again this 
morning and then being so hospitable during the afternoon, ensuring people 
knew what was available and offering delicious cake as well. 
 
Barbara Wilson, Lambeth Welcomes Refugees Coordinator 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
Overwhelmed by the amount of quality toys, 

clothing and household items for the Lambeth 
Welcomes Refugees get together today at 

Station Hall. Thank you for all the generous 
donations! 
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7.3.4 Learning & skills 
Station Hall has fast become a nucleus for learning and skills acquisition. 55% of 
evaluation respondents reported that they had ‘Learned something new’ and 23% 
‘Improved my skills’ through participation at Station Hall (see Section 7.1). Engagement 
with skills and learning related events has been outstanding, with a total attendance of 
around 1,112 across these areas and the variety of disciplines continually growing and 
diversifying.   
 
For schools, children and families, events have included: 
 

● Art House with Josie - weekly Sunday morning art classes for 6-12 year olds, 
with a focus on creating ‘giant art’ from 
recycled objects   
 

● Mama Codes - accessible coding 
workshops for children to learn new skills 
and gain confidence 
 

● African Djembe drumming - for all the 
family, all ages and experience, to have 
some fun, beat some rhythms and play 

together 
 

● Inkhead Creative Writing 
Classes - for 7 to 12 year olds - 
professional illustrators drawing the 
pictures and the children writing the 
stories 
 

● Let’s Play Italiano - weekly 
children's Italian classes to learn a 
new language 
 

● Okido - science family fun day, to get kids into 
science with this renowned leader in children’s 
learning 
 

● Sally’s Art & Drama Club - weekly sessions to 
expand children’s creativity, with a focus on 
recycling into art 
 

● Half Term Drama Workshops - Cat & Hutch 
working with local children to learn improvisation, 
movement and voice skills 
 

● Stepping Into Stories story-writing competition 
launch, with creative writing and illustration workshops 

https://mama.codes/
https://inkhead.co.uk/
https://www.okido.com/
http://www.catandhutch.com/
https://www.stationhallhernehill.org/stepping-into-stories
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Case Study: Book Week Festival 

Monday 4th March 2019 marked the start of world Book Week. In celebration, Station Hall 
curated a diverse, four day programme of literature, performance poetry, theatrical book 
adaptations, panel discussions, creative writing workshops, book making and story writing 
sessions.  
 
Headliners in the programme included: Paul Lyalls, the poet in residence at the Roald 
Dahl Museum; much loved children's book author and illustrator, Jane Porter; award 
winning multi sensory musical theatre group, Collar and Cuffs; and Mama G, a panto 
dame / drag queen who loves to tell stories about being who you are. In the evening, we 
were joined by leading figures from children’s publishing, including Katherine Smales 
(lecturer in Children’s Publishing at Goldsmith University) and Maria Tunney 
(Commissioning Editor at Walker Books).   
 
We invited eight local schools to come along as well as the general public, and were 
overwhelmed by the response - across four days, over 650 participants come through the 
doors. Many of the children hadn’t been to Station Hall before and their reaction was often 
‘wow’! There was a huge amount of excitement in the air and it proved to be a really 
inspirational few days, highlighting Station Hall’s role as an epicentre for community spirit, 
and for bringing together so many different people to share learning and build new skills. 
 
Following the success of Book Week, we are now running a full Children’s Literary Festival 
at Station Hall in February 2020, together with a story telling competition that launched on 
October 7th 2019 with a day of children’s making, writing and crafting, with poetry readings 
and live illustration by renowned illustrator Katy Riddell. Over 2,000 people are expected 
to participate in February, putting Station Hall truly on the map for children’s literature. 

 
 
 
I would like to thank you (on behalf of Turney School staff & students) very 
much for the amazing experience. Our students really enjoyed it! 
 
Stefania Mantinioti, Turney School teacher 

 

  

https://www.stationhallhernehill.org/stepping-into-stories
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For grown ups, there have also been a wide range of skills building and educational 
sessions including memoir writing, sewing and mending, upholstery, social media, 
volunteering, guitar skills, parenting, publishing, environmental stewardship, advanced 
instagram strategies for business, making, tech, and innovation…  
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As a lovely example of a large scale event for children, families, and the general public, 
the South London Maker Festival shows exactly how powerful Station Hall space can be 
as a holding and sharing space for local enterprise and creativity: 
 

Case Study: South London Maker Festival 

 
 

We discussed various options around how we, as a community 
Makerspace, might utilise Station Hall...the popular option was to create a 
mini festival of making, which we dubbed ‘South London Maker Festival’. 
We felt this would draw the widest range of unique visitors to the venue, 
and also be a hands-on showcase for what we do.  
 
Plus it gave a valuable chance for several of our makers to stretch 
themselves by running public workshops for the first time. We had 
everything, from silver ring making, making jewellery from coins, T-shirt 
designing, to a young coder's area run by young coders: several members 
received commissions and bookings from the festival.  
 
We brought in a range of non-profit organisations in sustainability and 
education to broaden out the mix. For several years we've been 
experimenting with how to reach out and build skills locally across 
community groups – this has been our most successful experiment ever, 
and we'd like to make it a regular fixture.  
 
Over 400 people came and joined us in Station Hall on March 2nd 2019, 
and the feedback was phenomenal. Our core aim      
is to lower the barriers to making and to give people opportunities to 
develop new skills and interests. Station Hall gave us an opportunity to 
share this with a very wide audience.  

 
Dermot Jones, Director, South London Makerspace 
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It was really enjoyable, where we learnt different 

stalls and knowledge shared from locals 
 Participant feedback 

7.3.5 Marginalised communities 
‘Station Hall, A Place For All’: this founding mantra reflects a core aim to create a ‘home’ 
for groups and individuals who have previously not felt that they had had a place in the 
local community. 52% of evaluation respondents noted that their participation at Station 
Hall ‘Connected me to new people’, and 32% that it ‘Made me feel less isolated’ (see 
Section 7.1). Station Hall supports many local charities and community interest groups. 
In total, we have worked with over 400 participants across activities that have provided a 
safe, free, home-from-home space for marginalised communities. Below are some of the 
charities who use Station Hall on a regular basis or who have found a one-off home 
there to meet a specific need. 
 
 
XLP - XLP is about creating positive futures for young people growing up on deprived 
inner city estates, struggling daily with issues such as family breakdown, poverty, 
unemployment and educational failure, and living in areas that experience high levels of 
anti-social behaviour, criminality and gang activity. XLP used Station Hall one to two 
times a week over 16 weeks as rehearsal space to build confidence, give opportunities 
and youth safety. They also worked with local street artist, A.Dee, to create an eye-

https://www.xlp.org.uk/
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catching painted installation for the hall’s main foyer. Averaging around seven 
participants per session, XLP have totalled an attendance of around 60 across the 
course of involvement  
 

 

 

 
If I didn’t come (to the XLP bus project) I would 
still be an angry child, probably dealing drugs. 

 Tony, Islington 

 
Engine Shed - Engine Shed is a special 
interest group for children and young people 
with autism, offering a train club on 
occasional weekends, school holidays and 
half term out of Station Hall. The sessions 
ask for £5 donation per child. Being able to 
offer a train club above a real train station is 
a major draw for Engine Shed and their 
participants.   
 
 
 
Southwark ADHD Support group - 

Southwark ADHD group is for parents who have a child with a diagnosis of ADHD. Since 
March, they have used Station Hall as a monthly meeting space for parents or carers of 
children with ADHD in Southwark and Lambeth. This completely voluntary group, which 
provides peer-to-peer support, approached Station Hall as they wanted a meeting place 
to hold support groups in the evening to link with local Lambeth ADHD groups. Their day 
meetings take place at Sunshine House in Peckham.  
 
GlobalGirl Media - GlobalGirl Media promotes 
the voice and leadership capacity of young 
women from underserved communities by 
teaching them digital journalism and storytelling 
to affect social change. Through online 
workshops, mentoring, project-based learning 
and access to a worldwide network of media 
partners, they prepare unrepresented young 
women to be competitive in an increasingly tech 
and media-driven world. GlobalGirl Media UK 
has used Station Hall for gatherings for their 
GlobalGirls and Trustees.  
 
 
 
Refugee communities - working closely with 
Lambeth Welcomes Refugees and Herne Hill Welcomes Refugees, Station Hall has 

http://www.theengineshed.org.uk/
https://www.globalgirlmediauk.org/
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become a focal space for refugee families to come together; for clothes and homeware 
to be shared and redistributed; for new volunteers to be engaged and recruited; and for 
refugee youths to learn new skills and be involved in the community. For example, a 
family of Syrian boys helped the Trade Up team build shelving units and a projection 
screen within Station Hall, sharing the sense of pride in the community’s ownership and 
co-creation of this space. 

 
Home schooling community - curated by 
Betsy Rowlands, a local home-schooling parent, 
this was a day of singing, art and creative 
writing for other home educators. The purpose 
of the day was to help combat isolation for both 
parents and children within the home school 
environment. Betsy chose Station Hall as a 
venue for its excellent location and it’s warm, 
friendly and spacious environment. Besty 
wanted to create an event reserved for 
homeschoolers as in her own words she said 
‘Home educators are sensitive to criticism and 
want an event that is especially for them’, 
therefore it was really special that Station Hall 
helped to create a meeting space specifically for 
home educators.  
 

I’m Glad I’m A Girl foundation - ‘Femicide in the Caribbean’ - screening of a short film 
by local BAFTA award winning Student, Activist & Creative Jemmar Samuels, exploring 
the issue of gender-based violence in the Caribbean region.  Film screening and 
networking event, with proceeds going towards the ‘I’m Glad I’m a Girl Foundation’, a 
camp which is facilitating the development and empowerment of teen girls in Jamaica.  
 

Donation centre - Station Hall has become 
a well recognised deposit point for a range 
of charities supporting marginalised group, 
including rough sleepers, refugees, food 
bank customers, and Red Box Project 
beneficiaries.    
 
Community Contact sessions with the 
Police - dedicated Ward Police Officers 
have set up sessions for all residents to 
come and voice their concerns and 
opinions. These take place roughly once a 
month, and invite all members of the 

community to take part. 
 
Red Box Project - working as a nationwide community, The Red Box Project seeks to 
provide free menstrual products for the young people in our local schools. Station Hall 

https://www.facebook.com/IGIGFOUNDATION/
http://redboxproject.org/
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has its own Red Box in our ladies toilet and also acts as a drop off point for sanitary 
products to be passed onto local schools in Lambeth. 

7.3.6 Environmental stewardship  
From the outset, there has been a commitment to make Station Hall a low environmental 
impact venue, and to use the space to support learning, activism and engagement 
around environmental stewardship and conservation. A range of early engagers have 
helped to create strong links in this sector. In total, around 300 participants have taken 
part in activities at Station Hall that had a primary or supporting focus on environmental 
stewardship and conservation. 
 
Mums For Lungs - a London-based group of parents who are seriously concerned 
about air pollution’s impact on children’s health. All are welcome - not just mums! They 
have hosted clean air party planning sessions and volunteer engagement evenings at 
Station Hall, helping to put the issue of local air pollution firmly on the agenda (Herne Hill 
regularly runs above the legal threshold of 40 µg/m3 Nitrogen dioxide).  
  
The Restart project - a London-based social 
enterprise that encourages and empowers people 
to use their electronics longer in order to reduce 
waste - have hosted their latest Strategy Away Day 
at Station Hall. 
 
Extinction Rebellion - an environmental pressure 
group who have used Station Hall as a creative 
space for their art group of 30-40 participants, 
block printing banners and t-shirts in readiness to 
take a stand on the environment. 
 
 
 

Case Study: Get Rid of & Donate, Children’s Exchange 

Run by local mum and entrepreneur, Andrea Brown, ‘Get Rid of & Donate’ 
is an environmentally focussed, voluntary community project aiding the 
reduction of congested landfill by recycling and up-cycling. Sorting 
donations into clothing, furniture, toys and electrical goods, Get Rid of & 
Donate recycle these items back into communities via homeless shelters 
and other people based in Lambeth who are in need. 
 
Station Hall has supported Get Rid of & Donate by creating a permanent 
Children’s Toy and Book Exchange area on the first floor of Station Hall, 
enabling Andrea to provide a new offshoot to her established charitable 
activities. This has been a symbiotic collaboration. Get Rid of & Donate has 
benefited from new, dedicated space at the heart of the high street, 
providing instant visibility to locals and an easy drop-off point for collections. 
This area has been provided free of charge by Station Hall, who also 
invested some of the Good Growth Fund budget in kitting Andrea out with 

https://www.mumsforlungs.org/
https://therestartproject.org/
https://rebellion.earth/
https://do-it.org/organisations/get-rid-of-and-donate
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storage, shelves and rugs to make the space fully functional. As a result, 
Andrea has been able to reach further into the community and families in 
need, and has received lots of new referrals and donations through Station 
Hall.  
 
In turn, Station Hall has benefitted from being able to offer a safe space 
where children who may not otherwise have access are able to take home a 
wide selection of toys and books for free; whilst promoting a circular 
economy where people borrow, use and give back, as opposed to buying 
then chucking away. 

 

  

Get Rid of and Donate helped to recycle goods 
left over from our Lambeth Welcome Refugees 

pop up day 

Get Rid of and Donate helps to redistribute 
items through the community, reducing landfill 

and prolong commodities’ lifespan  
 

 

7.3.7 Mental Health & Wellbeing 
Station Hall is a space that has noticeable ‘good vibes’. A remarkable number of visitors 
comment upon the feeling of wellbeing that the hall creates, through its aura of calm, its 
high windows, its open vistas and its sense of welcoming spaciousness in a crowded 
city. Wellbeing has been at the heart of the Station Hall trial phase, and evaluation 
feedback shows the impact this has delivered. 24% of respondents reported that 
participation at Station Hall ‘Improved my health’; 55% that it ‘Made me feel better 
generally’; 76% that they had ‘Had a lot of fun’.  In addition, 29% of respondents said 
that they had ‘Acquired something I couldn’t afford elsewhere’ - confirming the role of 
Station Hall in opening up a wide range of wellbeing opportunities to those for whom 
price may elsewhere be a barrier.  
 
In addition to the general potential of Station Hall to make people feel better, a range of 
events and activities have also been delivered with a specific focus on mental health and 
wellbeing. These include: 
 
‘Time to Talk’ mental health day with Southeastern and Network Rail - Station Hall 
partnered with Southeastern and Network Rail on ‘Time to Talk’ day a Nationwide 
awareness campaign that took place on the 7th of February via Time to Change, a 
growing social movement working to change the way we all think and act about mental 
health problems. Station Hall become an open space where people could come and talk 
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about how they are feeling or a friend or loved one. We also provided wellness practices 
such as yoga classes and a mindful walk around Brockwell park.  
 
Conscious Connected Breathing circle - Emma and Alison are trained breath 
facilitators who hire Station Hall every other Wednesday evening to provide their 
Conscious Connected Breath Circle. Some benefits of  their sessions include deep 
relaxation, feeling more centred and balanced and reduction in stress levels. 
  
Kundalini YogaBods - Eileen run her fantastic pay what you can Kundalini Yoga 
sessions every Wednesday morning and evening at Station Hall. Her approachable 
classes are truly inviting for all levels and focus Kundalini yoga, an uplifting blend of 
spiritual and physical practices which incorporates movement, dynamic breathing 
techniques, meditation, and chanting.  
 
Tai Chi lessons - Every Tuesday night Pete runs his Tai Chi lessons at Station Hall, a 
Chinese martial art practiced for its defense training, its health benefits and meditation. 
His sessions are popular with male and females spanning all ages.  
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Nice and cosy place to get together. Made me 
feel calm and at peace. 

 Visitor feedback 

7.3.8 Music and performance 
There are some challenges for performers at Station Hall, the most significant of these 
being the interruption to sight lines caused by the central spiral staircase. Acoustics can 
also be an issue, especially for smaller, non-amplified groups. However, in spite of 
these, the venue has quickly become established as an exciting new venue for 
performance. Around 1,500 people have enjoyed music, drama or theatre performance 
in the space during the last nine months, and there are more bookings in the pipeline to 
cement this reputation as a live performance space, with productions including: 
 

● A full Sunday of gigging and performances with local bands and musicians, open 
to the public  

● A classical wind concert, presented by the London Consorts of Wind   
● A storytime performance with Mama G, to celebrate the glory of being oneself   
● Children’s storytelling and drama performances with local duo Cat & Hutch 

bringing to life some much loved tales  
● Award-winning, multi-sensory performance of ‘Crabby’, by Collar & Cuffs, 

exploring mental health with children through theatre 
● A multimedia music/ film event from Cult of Water  heading up-river in sarach of 

the supernatural secrets of our waterways   
● Film Screening of “Humboldt: Epic Explorer” with a talk by director Tilman 

Remme, organised by Judith Kerr Primary School 
● Additional film screenings for the Herne Hill Free Film Festival, the ‘Wonderful 

Walk’ premier, and ‘Station Hall: A Documentary’ 
 

http://www.londonconsortsofwinds.org.uk/
https://www.petitepantos.com/mama-g
http://www.catandhutch.com/
http://www.collarandcuffs.org/
https://www.facebook.com/events/station-hall-herne-hill/cult-of-water-station-hall-herne-hill-730pm/413788299405681/
https://www.fojkps.org/buynow/oktoberfest2019/film-screening-humboldt-epic-explorer
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“Excellent, talented and original 
performers. Lovely atmosphere, great 

music, welcoming venue”,  

(participant feedback) 

 

   

 

7.3.9 Social gatherings 
A wide range of private parties have been held in the space since January - children’s 
parties, 40ths, 50ths, 60ths, 70ths. Over 570 individuals have come along to private 
parties in Station Hall, and feedback has been fantastic.  
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Such a fun and original venue for a party, and so 
welcoming too - loads of space for the kids to run 
around, beautiful light and atmosphere, and really 

original. Plus bang on top of the station so my 
friends who came from far and wide were all 

impressed by how easy it was! 
 Feedback from party organiser 

7.3.10 Meeting & Training Space  
Station Hall is proving a popular meeting and training space for local groups, with one off 
and regular bookings in this field. Users include Mums for Lungs (monthly meeting), 
Stand Up To Lambeth (monthly meeting); The Restart Project (strategy away day); Myla 
& Davis Hair Salons (meeting for 50 staff); Big Little Moments Learning event (provided 
by LEAP for providers of children’s services); and LinkAge Southwark (volunteer 
training).   
 

Case Study: Meeting space for local businesses 

I run a small group of hairdressers based in south London and found myself 
without a space to meet for our three teams (50 people) at short notice. The 
Herne Hill Forum helped me out hugely with the Station Square space – 

http://mylaanddavis.co.uk/
http://mylaanddavis.co.uk/
http://www.leaplambeth.org.uk/
http://linkagesouthwark.org/
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allowing us use of the room at a day's notice. It couldn't have been more 
convenient for us and the Forum couldn't have been more helpful; meeting 
us at the space in the morning to help with set-up, providing a well-
organised and neat little kitchenette, and lending us their large projector 
screen which was crucial to our training.   
 
Katya Davies, Director, Myla & Davis 
 

 
 

Case Study: Working around access issues  

Linkage Southwark is a vibrant local charity providing friendly volunteer support to over 
600 isolated, older people in Southwark. In 2018 they celebrated 25 years of working in 
Southwark to reduce loneliness and isolation and help older people to maintain active lives 
within the community.   
 
The charity has been a strong supporter of Station Hall, despite the difficulties of engaging 
its key target audience, the eldery, in a venue that is currently inaccessible. Nonetheless, 
the charity hosted its volunteer training in the space in March, with twelve members of the 
core team of charity staff meeting at Station Hall for a full day of training in supporting the 
elderly. 

 
 
 
Thanks so much for the use of the station hall. It is a lovely space and the 
volunteers really enjoyed being there. 
 
Linkage Southwark 
 

  

7.4 Press coverage 
Station Hall and the activities that have taken place has secured regular coverage in the 
local and London-wide press as follows (each article extract is hyperlinked to enable 
access to the source):  

http://linkagesouthwark.org/
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7.5 User Feedback  
100% of event organiser respondents said that they would recommend Station Hall. 
Qualitative evaluation amongst event participants supports these findings, with the below 
comments and feedback reflecting the ‘Good vibes’ people consistently feel about 
Station Hall - both as a place, and about the events that have been hosted there.  These 
were captured through evaluation feedback forms at Station Hall events, and provide a 
flavour - see Appendix 16 for a comprehensive set of responses: 
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The chalkboard wall in the hall was also used as an important space for capturing 
feelings and thoughts about the venue:  

  
 
Feedback has also been strong from local businesses who have benefitted from Station 
Hall: 
 
 

 

 

 
 

I believe it is a huge asset to the community – 
both for independent businesses like ours who 

will happily pay for use of the space, and for 
voluntarily projects and events. It sits in the heart 
of Herne Hill and I believe the Forum have done 

a brilliant job opening it up a large range of 
events. This is exactly the kind of thing which 
needs to happen with unused space and is a 

credit to Herne Hill Forum 
 Katya Davies, Director, Myla & Davis 

 
Participants at Station Hall have also provided a strong chorus of user feedback around 
improvements that are needed to make the space fully accessible and truly a place for 
all. These requests for improvements around accessibility and functionality are provided 
at Section 8, ‘Obstacles to success’. 

7.6 Confirming our position in the market 
The UK events industry is worth £43.2bn, and is growing steadily11. Headline findings 
from a 2011 ‘Profile of the Meeting Industry in the UK’ report12 identified that meetings 

 
11 https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/blog/academy/uk-event-industry-in-numbers-ds00/ 
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took place in 10,127 meeting venues across the UK; that, on average, each venue was 
used for 125 days in the year; and that, on average, meeting organisations staged 147 
events in the year. This is an extremely crowded and competitive market place, and one 
in which venues need a distinctive USP and strong offering to stand out.  

7.6.1 Complementing not competing 
As described in Section 3.5, a list of local venues was drawn up during the research 
stages of the Station Hall project. This was predominantly to ensure that a 
complementary offering was developed, which would enhance the local portfolio rather 
than detracting from established local venue spaces - we didn’t want to be a “me too” 
facility. It was apparent that despite initially being perceived as a possible competitor, 
nearby venues realised the unique offering that Station Hall had and that it would have 
the potential to enhance their own offering as well:   
 
 

 

 

 
198 Contemporary Arts and Learning is pleased 
to support Herne Hill Forum in its application for 

funding for the redevelopment of Station Hall, 
Herne Hill.  

 
The redevelopment of Station Hall will create a 

large new space in the town centre, bringing 
unused empty space back into use for the benefit 

of all. This will provide much needed community 
space and a new focal point for Station Square. It 

will also complement other development 
initiatives in the area such as the re-development 

of 198 Contemporary Arts and Learning and 
provide opportunities for new partnerships, social 

activity and business.  
 

198 has used the space in recent months to 
deliver Tai Chi Classes while our own premises 

were unavailable and we have also referred other 
people to the space. 

 Lucy Davies, Director, 198 Contemporary Arts & learning 

 
 
 

 
12 https://www.hbaa.org.uk/sites/default/files/MPIF%20UKEIS%20Profile%20Summary.pdf 

https://www.198.org.uk/
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We are regularly contacted by groups looking for 

community space to rent – we don't rent out 
space but have welcomed several groups in for 

free where it fits with our ethos: notably a young 
coders group and the Restart Project. Herne Hill 

is painfully short of space for such 'groups without 
a home'. The permanent addition of Station Hall 

as a flexible venue would be a valuable asset in a 
perfect location, and give us somewhere to refer 

allied itinerant groups to: it's also close enough 
for us to support them where needed. 

 Dermot Jones, Director, South London Makerspace 

7.6.2 Venue overview 
During our research stage, we identified a range of local venues that offered bookable 
space for a range of purposes. During our evaluation stage, we then asked those 
booking Station Hall to identify three venues that they might have considered instead of 
Station Hall. This led to a further thirteen venues being identified, which were not in our 
original market assessment, and which extended further afield than our anticipated area 
of direct competition (e.g. as far afield as St Luke’s, Old Street). The findings from both 
stages of research are available as a market overview at Appendix 4.   
 
This exercise enabled us to compare the type of alternative venue that is available to 
bookers, and to conclude that, in spite of a strong offering locally, Station Hall is still 
being selected by those who don’t find existing alternatives elsewhere that are quite right 
for them. The reasons for this are set out below. 

7.6.3 Station Hall USP 
Feedback was provided by 36 of the 79 individuals or organisations who booked Station 
Hall, regarding why they had chosen this venue over other potential options. Of these 36 
respondents, 100% cited ‘Location’ as their primary reason for choosing Station Hall, 
confirming this as the venue’s most powerful unique selling point.  
 
As above, (see Section 3.4), Station Hall is 
ideally located near to a multitude of key 
transport routes; as well as sitting at the centre 
of a thriving business and shopping district; and 
being adjacent to ample green space and its 
attendant footfall and events. It also sits at the 
heart of a densely populated, family-focussed community, with a wide selection of civic 
assets and resources nearby, and has pockets of significant affluence and of marked 

https://southlondonmakerspace.org/
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deprivation within an easy 10 minute walk. This puts Station Hall in a truly unique 
position. 
  
The 36 respondents also gave additional answers in relation to their choice of venue, 
with an overview of findings summarised below. These  show ‘Size’ and ‘Cost’ to be 
other powerful distinguishing factors in setting Station Hall apart:  

7.6.4 Accessible venues 
Of the alternative venues identified through our market analysis, 75% currently offer 
step-free access to at least one area of their bookable space access and therefore have 
a strong advantage over Station Hall in its current configuration.   

7.7 Who came through the doors 
Thousands of people have come through the doors at Station Hall since January.  
Young. Old. Shy. Bold. Those who knew already. Those who wanted to learn. Kids. 
Grown ups. Babies. Employed. Unemployed. Entrepreneurs. Kick-starters. Refugees. 
Historic residents. Campaigners. Donators. Smart dressers. Scruffy dressers. Cross 
dressers. Second hand clothes dressers. Those without a gender. Those with an 
agenda. Sewing fanatics. Armchair fanatics. Train set fanatics. Jigsaw fanatics. 
Excluded. Included. Dogs. Mogs. Historians. Musicians. Technicians. Inventors. Feeling 
lows. Feeling highs. Learning to breathe agains. Chefs. Dancers. Gardners. Freelancers. 
Every skin tone under the sun. Teenagers. Third agers. Displaced. Misplaced. Makers. 
Shakers. Authors. Illustrators. Bridge players. Dragon slayers. And just one - only one - 
little girl in a wheelchair, carried up by three loving adults... 

8. Obstacles to success 
That a six year old girl has just become the first ever wheelchair user to enter Station 
Hall in its 160 year history is a shocking fact to process, especially in light of the 
thousands of participants who have benefited from and enjoyed the space most recently. 
There is an overwhelming case for change when it comes to making Station Hall fully 
accessible, and this is substantiated through the remarkable level of demand and 
opportunity demonstrated over such a brief trial period. There are also further compelling 
arguments for enhancing the general functionality of the space, to enable it to really take 
off for the community,   

8.1 Accessibility exclusion 
‘Station Hall - a place for all’. Our mantra is sincere - it is a place for all. But at the 
moment it cannot be accessed easily or with dignity by a vast number of people, and this 
simply is not acceptable or legal. The team has tried tirelessly to create a space that 
welcomes and accommodates all users (for instance, hosting multi-sensory theatre 
productions with signing for children with limited hearing). However, we simply cannot 
overcome the lack of access, other than through heavy lifting (of which there has been a 
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lot). 21% of the UK population is disabled13, 
so Station Hall activity to date has taken 
place in spite of the unacceptable fact that 
this has meant it has been inaccessible to as 
many as one in five of our local community.  
 
Furthermore, if Station Hall is to continue, it 

will require new planning permission, which will only be granted if it is made fully 
accessible, in accordance with Schedule M of the Building Regulations.  

8.1.1 One little girl 
In September 2019, the Station Hall team launched ‘Stepping Into Stories’ - an exciting 
new story telling competition, which will lead up to a six day children’s literary festival in 
February 2020. The launch event was a big day, with live poetry and illustration by the 
much loved Katy Riddell, children’s craft and storytelling, and a pop-up bookshop from 
Tales on Moon Lane. Around 100 people came through the doors, but it was not a day of 
celebration for all...  
 
 
 
 

Case Study: One Little Wheelchair User 

 
 

We are a local family of four. I have twin daughters, one of whom has 
cerebral palsy and is a wheelchair user. We wanted to attend the story 
workshop at Station Hall last Sunday. Unfortunately, upon arrival outside 
the venue we discovered it was completely inaccessible for wheelchair 
users. 
 
Both my girls absolutely love books, story making, and not to mention the 
absolutely fantastic craft activities, so were determined not to miss out. 
 
Thankfully, I was with my husband and father-in-law, so without any other 
option we decided to carry our daughter and her wheelchair up three flights 
of narrow stairs. It was not an easy or very safe option, but we had no other 
choice.  
 
The space, once we finally reached the top, was fantastic and both my girls 
loved the workshop. But it really saddens me that, unless I have two other 
strong adults to help me, we are completely excluded from any other 
activities that will happen at Station Hall.  
 
My six year old daughter did not enjoy the ordeal of getting up to the hall 
and was unnerved by the whole experience of being carried. There are so 
many activities that she cannot enjoy because of her disability. Crafts and 

 
13 DWP Family Resources Survey 2016/17 
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storytelling are something she thrives on, so please don’t stop her being 
able to access these workshops.  
 
I will leave you with her words:  
 
“But Mummy, where is the lift??” 
 

 

  

8.1.2 Two outstanding specialist schools 
The 2018 World Record attempt and 2019 Book Week Festival further embody this 
appalling inequality. Station Hall formed the epicentre for both events, with thousands of 
local children participating in two truly memorable occasions. They came from eight local 
schools, two of whom (The Michael Tippett School and Turney School) are ‘Outstanding’ 
specialist providers for children with disabilities. Local mainstream schools were able to 
bring most of their pupils to participate. Both specialist schools showed their active 
support too and brought a small number of their students (five children in total) who were 
able to manage the stairs. But the majority of pupils from both schools were unable to 
take part: 70 from Michael Tippett, 127 from Turney School.  
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Image: An historic day for 2,300 Herne Hillians, taking the Guinness World Record for ‘Most 
Contributions to a Colour by Numbers’ in Station Hall - but many local children missed out due to 
inaccessibility 
 
The six other mainstream schools also had to exclude their Reception age classes from 
these two events due to the difficulty of the stairs and lack of sufficient toilet provision for 
this young age group - another 350 students who missed out - not just because of lift 
access, but because of the full range of accessibility shortcomings. 
 

 

 

 
Accessibility issues have prevented many of our 
students from accessing the space as they have 

physical disabilities.  
 

If accessibility was improved with a large lift, then 
I see opportunities for many more students to 

work at Station Hall, perhaps manning a 
reception area, providing hospitality to other 
users of the building, and even cleaning and 

tidying the space.  
 

However, we would need an accessible kitchen 
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and accessible toilets for personal care, ideally 
with hoists and changing beds, and these 

facilities would create a space that is accessible 
for the whole community.  

 
There are very few spaces in Lambeth, and in 

fact London, that provide these sort of facilities 
which could create increased demand for the use 

of Station Hall, certainly from the SEND 
community.         

 Victoria Hart, Deputy Head Teacher, The Michael Tippett School  

 

8.1.3 A whole community of access requirements 
There are so many types of disability; and so many of them are not visible.  Accessibility 
is about so much more than lift access alone. It is about the toilets, the kitchen, the 
acoustics, the sensory experience as a whole.  
 

 

 

 
As an older person, the acoustics were a 

problem. Was very noisy and it was hard to hear 
people speaking 

 Feedback from Station Hall visitor 

 
And it is also about enabling those without a disability to access the space safely and 
with ease. With at least a third of bookings in Station Hall being for events aimed at 
children and families, the lack of lift access and proper buggy parking is a major barrier 
to participation and requires motivation, commitment and stamina to get young children 
up to the top of the stairs: 
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A little Herne Hillian picking his way up the stairs A bank of buggies abandoned on the pavement 
below Station Hall 

 

8.1.4 A public cry for better 
‘Lift access’ is the top improvement people 
have called for via event evaluation forms, 
verbal feedback, and our orange chalkboard 
wall. Whether for wheelchair users, or for 
those who can manage the ascent but with 
difficulty the feedback is the same: ‘The stairs 
are too much”.  
 
Appendix 17 provides an overview of all of the 
comments that have been received via event 
evaluation forms in response to the question: 

‘How could we could improve Station Hall?’. Below is a small snapshot of people’s 
comments. The full range is provided in the appendix, but even from these few the 
answer is still crystal clear: ‘access’: 
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8.2 Functionality shortcomings 
In addition to accessibility exclusion as set out above, there have been repeated 
instances where the lack of key requirements at Station Hall has led to the loss of a 
major booking and much needed revenue. We engaged at a very early stage with over 
eighty local organisations and groups, all of whom expressed an interest in the project.  

 
However, despite positive approaches and 
initial early interest, a significant number of 
these bookings could not then proceed to 
booking due to the challenges of the current 
space. Factors that are holding us back from 
being a fully inclusive, go-to place for the 

community are: 
 

● Accessibility - the lack of a lift for transporting heavy items up to the hall, and for 
people, as well as the lack of accessible loos and separate loos for children  

● Kitchen - the lack of an area to prepare food and cook, with sufficient capacity to 
cater and wash up for large functions 

● Layout of the space - the spiral staircase is in the wrong place and represents a 
collision hazard as well as an obstruction to sight lines, while the overhanging 
mezzanine also blocks sight lines  

● Facilities - the lack of storage space and movable room dividers (or private 
meeting space), as well as the lack of a proper stage and air conditioning   

 
Through running successive, large scale events, it has become very apparent that a 
goods lift is the most essential of changes needed at Station Hall to avoid losing future 
much-needed bookings - carrying items en masse up three flights of metal stairs is not a 
sustainable model. 
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The obvious glaring issue is of course the difficult 

access via the metal staircase!  
 

A service lift with a reasonable payload would be 
of great benefit in future, although we do have 
some good pictures of carrying a Dalek up the 

fire escape! 
 Dermot Jones, Director, South London Makerspace 

 

  

South London Makerspace struggle to get a 
Dalek up the stairs 

Station Hall’s core team carrying a van load of 
heavy furniture up the stairs 
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Station Hall’s piano being hoisted up the stairs, 
against all odds 

It’s a long way up - and down - and up - and 
down... 

 

8.3 Bookings lost 
As a result of these limitations, a significant number of bookings have been lost in spite 
of initial expressions of interest. Key missed opportunities include:  
 
The Library of Things: a community initiative helping people borrow useful things such as 
DIY and gardening tools - decided not to progress the conversation with Station Hall as a 
venue due to lack of storage facilities for the items they offer and the lack of a lift.  
 
South London Cares: A community network which brings older people together with 
volunteers in south London - keen to host social events for the elderly in Station Hall but 
unable to proceed with booking due to lack of lift access for the elderly. 
 
The Illusioneer: creating unforgettable experiences using magic and illusion, The 
Illusioneer, until very recently, hosted its very own little theatre in Herne Hill. Looking for new 
performance space, Barrie visited Station Hall, with the hope of using this as a proper theatre 
space for regular bookings. However, after coming up to view the space he didn’t go ahead 
with the booking, deterred by the prospect of carrying staging and kit up and down the stairs. 
This cost Station Hall a regular booking of at least shows a month with additional regular 
children’s parties, as well as the chance to become recognised as Herne Hill’s next formal 
theatre space.  
 

https://www.libraryofthings.co.uk/
https://southlondoncares.org.uk/home
http://theillusioneer.co.uk/
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South London Youth Theatre: a dynamic, focused and professionally run organisation 
offering acting and musical theatre classes to local children - keen to use Station Hall as a 
performance venue but unable to do so due to lack of adequate toilet facilities (they have a 
requirement for separate loos for children and adults during performance times). 
 
Babble Talks: offering daytime talks with guest speakers in venues across London, for 
parents with babies under one - keen to add Station Hall as a regular venue but unable to 
proceed due to lack of lift access or proper parking for buggies. 
 
Lucy Sparkles & Friends: outstanding drama, music and dance classes for young children - 
wanted to launch a new class in Station Hall but unable to proceed due to lack of lift access 
for buggies. 
 
Blue Patch: directory of the best British made, ethical, sustainable and fair trade products 
from furniture and clothing to gifts, beauty and organic food - interested in running an 
alternative department store in Station Hall, but unable to proceed due to the difficulty of 
transporting large, heavy goods (e.g. furniture) up the stairs. 
 
LEAP Lambeth: an innovative programme created to better the lives of thousands of 
children in the Lambeth community, focusing on four wards Stockwell, Coldharbour, Vassall 
and Tulse Hill - keen to use Station Hall to host cookery lessons for parents with young 
children but unable to do so due to lack of sufficient kitchen facilities. 
 
Social events: a number of enquiries have come in for weddings and private events which 
have decided not to proceed due to difficulty transporting heavy goods up the stairs as well 
as constrained and limited kitchen facilities.  
 
Syrian supper club: initial interest in running a supper club with a focus on refugee 
community development and sharing of cultures and histories - unable to proceed due to 
difficult kitchen and access logistics. 
 
Birthday party booking: interested in booking the venue, but needed to consider the 
requirements of a wheelchair using guest - access up the stairs could have been overcome 
with a stairclimber, but once inside, the lack of accessible toilets meant the guest would not 
have had their needs met - decided not to proceed. 
 
Local Counselling and therapy: interested in Station Hall due to its fantastic location and 
value however decided against hiring the venue due to lack of meeting rooms that are 
needed for privacy.  
 
Herne Hill Free Film Festival: prestigious and expansive annual film festival now in its 
seventh year and completely run by volunteers - keen to use Station Hall as the venue for one 
of their main screenings, but unable to do so as spiral staircase and overhanging mezzanine level 
restrict sight lines reducing capacity by 60%. 
 
Beyond these activities we know we are missing out on business orientated events that 
need access, improved kitchen facilities and easy load in for equipment. 
 

https://slyt.co.uk/
https://www.babbletalks.com/
https://www.lucysparkles.com/
https://www.bluepatch.org/
http://www.leaplambeth.org.uk/
https://www.freefilmfestivals.org/filmfestival/herne-hill/
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The opportunity cost of these lost bookings is estimated to be around £40-55,000 per 
annum. This could be far higher as many organisers want to hold regular events rather 
than just one-offs. 
  
The lack of accessibility and provision of key resources within the space has impacted 
on the ability to generate commercial revenue which jeopardises the cross-subsidy 
financial model. At present we miss out on the larger commercial events, parties, 
promotions, theatre, film screenings, conferences and meetings. To date we have only 
captured the lower end of this market, where the lack of provision has been 
compensated by a low fee. 
 
A further economic cost is being incurred through running the venue well below capacity. 
As an example, the current restriction to sight lines caused by the spiral staircase and 
overhanging mezzanine mean that any performance, concert, lecture or film screening 
wishing to use Station Hall will have to run at around 40% capacity (a seated audience 
of around 60 instead of full capacity at 130). This restriction is already deterring 
operators who have shows ready to produce at Station Hall. For those clients 
proceeding despite these limitations, it represents an average revenue loss of around 
£260 per performance (assuming an average ticket sale of £5).   
 
The social cost of these lost bookings extends further still, with specific community 
groups - predominantly those with accessibility requirements - being excluded from a 
venue that is being run specifically to overcome isolation.  

8.4 Reputational damage 
The team has been challenged on a number of occasions over its decision to run events 
in a venue that is inaccessible. This is seen, by many, to be unacceptable - if the event 
is inaccessible then it simply shouldn’t take place. However, it is our firm conviction that 
the greatest case for achieving full accessibility lies in demonstrating, without a doubt, 
that the space can be filled with good stuff; that people will come; and that far-reaching 
positive impact does result. With this armoury of evidence, generated through an array 
of events (albeit that are inaccessible to some for the short term), the case for access 
funding stands firm and compelling.   
 
However, there is very real reputational risk associated with running an inaccessible 
Station Hall. The public is not always aware of the plan to secure funding for a fully 
accessible building, or of the intention to use the evidence from trial activities to build the 
case for capital funding to make the space accessible. Numerous angry 
correspondences have been received as a result, decrying the lack of access. The 
reputational cost of this is high, and although great pains are taken to respond to all 
concerns and publicise plans for overcoming these obstacles, such communications will 
not reach everybody.    
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Can I ask what's going on with physical access to 
the Station Hall? It's excluding people from being 

able to take part in a publicly funded premises, 
and is in contravention of the Equality Act. 

 Email received from local resident 

 
 

9 Finance overview 

9.1 Expenditure 
Between securing the Good Growth Fund grant in October 2018, and the formal end of 
Good Growth Funding at Station Hall in August 2019, the Good Growth Fund Round 2 
budget of £55,000 was spent as follows: 
 
Item  Cost (£)  

Team Wages - October to March (trial phase)  12,072 

Team Wages- April to August (evaluation & business case)  7,050 

Architects' Commission  23,000 

Set Up Fees - (fire inspection, boiler servicing etc)  3,092 

Rates & Charges  500 

Kit Out  5,745 

PR  1,404 

Events  2,133 

TOTAL:  54,996 

 
For a fully itemised budget breakdown, see Appendix 18. 
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9.2 Running costs 
Station Hall currently accrues the following operating costs:   
 
 

Item Per Calender Month (£) Per Annum (£) 

Team wages 
 
(Venue Manager + Venue 
Custodian) 

1,100 13,200 

Insurance 
 
(Contents plus Public Liability)  

50 600 

WiFi 70 840 

Burglar Alarm   17 200 

Annual fire inspection 29 350 

Annual boiler service 7.5 90 

Total: 1,273.5 15,280 

 
At present, Station Hall is not being charged for rates, utilities, waste management or 
business rates. These additional costs are all factored into projections for future 
operation of the venue at scale.   

9.3 Income  
Activity was launched in Station Hall in January 2019. An income was first generated in 
February 2019 and has grown steadily from there. In nine months a position has been 
reached where running costs are being covered and a small operating profit is being 
generated. Further bookings have been taken up to Christmas and into 2020, with actual 
and projected income as follows:    
 
2019 Monthly income Projected income 

January 0  

February 150  

March 739  
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April 375  

May 250  

June 1008  

July 1307  

August 0  

September 1340  

October  1515 

November  1242 

December  1000 

Total: £5,168 £3,757 

 

9.4 Profit Loss, July to October 2019  
Taking into account the full funding to be collected from the Good Growth Fund by the 
end of the year, Station Hall is due to break even. During the period July to October, our 
income is running at £3,490 and our running costs and material expenses at £3916.16. 
This period covered the month of August where an income of £180 was far lower than 
our average monthly income of  £1000-£1300.   
 
See Appendix 19 for full Profit/Loss sheet. 

9.5 Cross-Subsidisation Model 
Station Hall bookings have divided along a 60:40 ratio, with an activity base that is 60% 
community or charity focussed, being supported by roughly 40% private and business 
bookings (see Section 6.2) supporting an activity base that is 60% community or charity 
focussed. Proceeds taken via commercial bookings at full market rate have cross-
subsidised a discounted ‘Community Rate’ of £15ph (meaning that community-focussed 
entities can use the space at a below market, affordable rate), as well as cross-
subsidising a range of ‘free for good use’ bookings for those who may otherwise have 
been unable to find a home at Station Hall. A breakdown of the rates charged for each 
booking shows the following spread: 
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Due to the unique location of Station Hall - in the middle of adjacent areas of affluence 
and areas of deprivation (see Section 3.4) - the cross-subsidy model has huge potential 
to deliver long-term social impact alongside financial sustainability.   
 
 

 

 

 
It’s important events are kept cheap or free to 

give everybody a chance to participate. 
 Evaluation form feedback 

10. Lessons Learnt 
From a standing start, the Station Hall team have launched, fine-tuned and expanded a 
comprehensive programme of activity, learning and adapting constantly along the way. 

10.1 Income 
The original proposal was to have three days of the week when Station Hall would be 
open to the general public, with WiFi and hot desks available at these times for those 
wishing to use it as a work space. This was a key element of the original plan for the 
hall, and research was also conducted into the possibility of a bookable, supervised 
creche space, where parents could safely let their child play while they worked upstairs 
at a hot desk.  Against expectations, demand proved low.  Providing a rented desk 
working environment didn’t take off - footfall was low, the hall remained quiet at these 
times and feedback was that work space is already well provided for in the area as 
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people enjoy a cafe environment. While plans will continue to be revisited as Station 
Hall’s user base grows and evolves, the team does not now see hot desk space as 
being the prime commercial driver for the Station Hall project.  
 
Instead, key income streams have come from large public-facing events, such as the 
makers’ emporium, and from a steady stream of private party bookings, which have 
provided a substantial income base to support ongoing operation of the hall and to 
subsidise community-priced and free activities.  
 
We have focused on ensuring that the space can function with the minimum financial 
and human overhead, lean and mean, scrounge, beg and borrow is our mantra.  

10.2 Role in supporting business endeavour 
Instead of taking a lead role in supporting enterprise and entrepreneurship through the 
provision of flexible work space as expected, Station Hall has provided something 
slightly different and invaluable - a centrally located, highly flexible space for businesses 
to network and showcase their skills and products to the wider public. A unique place to 
generate serendipity, bringing entrepreneurs together, coming face to face with the 
public and customers.  
 
We have seen this happen already between micro-businesses in the creative industries 
who came together to use Station Hall, we want to make that the norm - to create a 
“made in Station Hall” for contacts, connections, ideas and projects. This is where the 
economic multiplier impact will be at it;s strongest. 

10.3 Attendance  
Despite its location in the middle of Herne Hill, there are times of day when footfall is 
low. Station Hall has therefore learned not to depend on passing trade. Instead, events 
have been designed to maximise its location at the heart of a transport hub. Times of 
peak activity are selected for large footfall events, with the excellent transport links 
making these easy to attend without recourse to private transport (all part of helping air-
quality and reducing the cost barrier to participation). This enables a programme of more 
bespoke bookings to be organised for the times when footfall is less important - 
company training events, small meetings, community groups for daytime audiences - all 
can be booked into the time periods when there is a natural lull in passing trade.  

10.4 Operational 
Efficiency savings have been realised as the Station Hall team has continued to improve 
and streamline its day-to-day procedures. Rather than having a team of paid staff and 
volunteers who have to be on site to let users into the space, a safe-key box with code 
has now been installed to allow selected, trusted groups self-access the building, 
removing a significant resource burden.  
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A WhatsApp group has been set up to enable the core and wider Station Hall team to 
quickly and easily share information in real time about the events they are working on in 
the hall. Use of shared documents and data has proved far more efficient and effective 
than long email trails.  

10.5 Independence 
Pushing responsibility onto users of the hall for setting up and tidying up after their event 
has been effective, and has helped relieve the resource burden on a small and 
overstretched Station Hall team. Photos are provided of how the room and furniture 
need to be left; everything has its place; and users are responsible for returning the 
space to its starting position.  
 
Similarly, the team have pushed back on the expectation that they will market and drive 
sales for all events. A clear marketing checklist is provided when bookings are taken, 
with advice and recommendations for local channels where events can be promoted. But 
the responsibility is on events organisers to sell and promote attendance. The Station 
Hall will support, but the onus is not on them. This is crucial as the core team is under 
huge pressure to deliver an ambitious and far-reaching programme, with very limited 
resource.  

10.6 Nimbleness  
The team have found a way to engage potential partners and build relationships that will 
help build the case and drive forward the ambition to make this space fully accessible. 
LinkAge Southwark have used the venue for staff training events, until they are able to 
bring elderly residents safely into the space; Michael Tippett have brought a small 
handful of their more able bodied students to participate at the hall, while they work hard 
with us to open it up to the rest of their students; intrepid upholsterers have carried 
armchairs up the stairs while we endeavour to gain an access lift. The key lesson has 
been to engage as many possible groups in the most nimble way possible, to show the 
incredible will and appetite to take Station Hall to its full potential for the benefit of a 
diverse and far-reaching community. 

11. Letters of support 
The Station Hall project has ignited a strong reaction of joint endeavour and shared 
vision amongst a wide range of partners and supporters. Statements of support have 
come from many avenues, including Southeastern, Network Rail, Herne Hill’s local MP, 
and a cross-section of local businesses and other venue operators. These statements 
appear in full at Appendix 20, and are woven through the sections of this report. What 
was encouraging was that we didn’t have to persuade anyone to write in - everybody 
was keen to be associated with and contribute to this project. 
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12. Achievements in Phase 1 
Between 1 January 2019 and 31 March 2019, the following has been achieved:  
 

● Refurbishment and kit out of a mothballed space ready for public use 
● Engagement with a wide mix of users, organisations and individuals 
● Thousands of attendees at hundreds of varied and impactful events 
● Increased local footfall for traders - helping to sustain the local economy  
● Dozens of volunteers providing invaluable human resource   
● Widespread engagement with small businesses and start-up enterprises 
● Creation of a new workspace and better civic infrastructure 
● A home-from-home meeting point for different cultures and communities 
● Skills building and employment focussed initiatives 
● The enhancement of a beautiful but forgotten public space 
● Strong project and venue management - delivery on time and to budget 
● Outstanding feedback from event participants and organisers 
● An active portfolio of social media platforms  
● A strong suite of branded marketing collateral 
● Outstanding letters of support from across the community and beyond 
● PROOF that this is a venue that people love, and that we can run successfully  

 
In just three months, demand and need for Station Hall was demonstrated, and a strong 
sense of the benefit it can deliver was proved through the number and diversity of 
participants. 
 
Between 1 May and 31 September 2019 these foundations were built upon. The Herne 
Hill Forum provided a safety net of match funding, if needed, to enable activity at Station 
Hall to continue beyond the formal trial period, though there has not yet been recourse to 
use this fund. Through six additional months of activity, more compelling evidence has 
been captured for the Station Hall business case. And, perhaps most importantly, proof 
has been provided that this space is financially viable. To achieve a cost neutral position 
in less than a year, despite the many constraints that currently hinder Station Hall, 
suggests that it is a venue with full financial viability and a huge amount of potential. 
 
 

 

 

 
The Phase 1 refurbishment of Station Hall has 

transformed a disused venue into a unique space 
for the local community, which is flexible to the 
needs of local schools, community groups and 
businesses. It is a unique space in the heart of 

Herne Hill.   
 

The Phase 2 refurbishment is vital, since the 
accessibility improvements will make Station Hall 
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available to everyone in our community, and 
enable its use to be expanded and diversified.  

 
I urge you to support this vital project. 

 Helen Hayes, MP 
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PART TWO: PHASE 2 BUSINESS CASE 

13. Overview of the process   
In parallel to the above programme of work to run and evaluate a trial phase of activity in 
Station Hall, a team of architects was appointed to create the requisite design concepts, 
costings, and opportunity analyses needed to support a case for additional capital 
funding, and re-launch of a newly accessible and optimised Station Hall in Phase 2.  

13.1 Appointing architects 
After a strong round of submissions and interviews, Studio Weave/Architecture 00 
(SW00) were appointed as the successful bidding firm in March 2019, being selected for 
their track record and team competencies.  
 
SW00 included in their bid a proposed approach and key objectives, specific to the brief 
requirements, project context and the potential constraints of working with a Network 
Rail property. See Appendix 21 for the brief that was circulated to architects. 

13.2 SW00 Project plan  
SW00 led an inception meeting attended by representatives of HHF, NR & SE in March 
2019, where a clear set of targets, methods of communication and approval milestones 
were agreed, based on the projected programme. 
 
The project was developed through the key stages set out below. 

13.2.1 Strategic brief development (based on client activities) 
In order to tailor the renovation of Station Hall (both internal reconfiguration, and 
additional external development), it was important to understand the detailed functional 
brief for the variety of activities that it will host. 
 
SW00 provisionally referred to the Station Hall calendar of activities and identified the 
recurring activities as indicative of a core programme. This core programme was taken 
to produce a draft ‘Appraisal of Forum Activity’ and ‘Spatial Requirements for Key 
Scenarios’ study to facilitate HHF in specifying the number, size and type of spaces that 
should be provided in the proposals. 
 
In addition, consideration was given to the range of non-users who could not make use 
of the space in its current form but would be potential beneficiaries should design 
changes take place. 

13.2.2 Initial scoping of development strategies 
Given that Station Hall is a Network Rail property - and that it is notoriously difficult to 
negotiate changes to Network Rail properties - the project team considered numerous 
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development strategies. SW00 conducted a site and adjacency capacity study, with the 
objective of illustrating the extent of the long-term ambition of the Herne Hill Forum; and 
to demonstrate to Network Rail the opportunity of the site as a larger strategic 
opportunity. The study set out three development strategies: 
 
‘Minimum Intervention’: proposes to provide Station Hall with assisted accessibility via 
a simple platform lift and improved amenities within roughly the same footprint as 
currently occupied. 
 
‘Medium Intervention’: supplements the provision of assisted accessibility with 
expansion of additional programmable space and improved provision of amenities and 
capacity outside of the current footprint of the lease. 
 
‘Maximum Intervention’: explores the possibility of expanding programme into all the 
available space on the immediate site and developing the adjacent site for additional 
revenue. 

13.2.3 Appraisal of Feasibility Options  
Separate from the scope of the development strategy, SW00 also explored in more 
detail two key feasibility options, with regards to the future access and internal 
reconfiguration of Station Hall. Specifically, the options considered whether to retain the 
existing entry location (currently east end entry); or whether to relocate this (potential 
move to west end entry). 
 
In either scenario, in order to achieve accessibility to Station Hall, the existing escape 
stairs require significant reconfiguration in order to create space for the installation of a 
compliant platform lift. The key differences between the two options are: 
 
‘East Entry’: the existing entry location would require no significant modification to the 
existing HHF lease boundary, and no significant modification to the existing NR property 
- only slight realignment of a single-leaf brick partition separating the access stair from 
the adjacent car park. This option would continue to make use of the existing arrival 
lobby, beside the toilet and kitchen facilities. 
 
‘West Entry’: requires HHF to extend their lease to include the second gantry and 
escape stair void beside the water tower, and air space above the UKPN substation - 
preferably water tower too - and also requires minor modification of the NR viaduct and 
underpass structure. This option would require the creation of a new arrival lobby 
adjacent to - preferably including - the water tower, and freeing up the existing lobby for 
expansion of the toilet and kitchen facilities. 
 
Both options were developed with a range of compatible interior design arrangement 
options, including options with regards to location of kitchen facilities, enclosed bookable 
space, open plan social space and storage. 
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13.2.4 Development of a phased vision 
By understanding all of the possible development strategies - their respective 
opportunities and threats to delivery, timeframe, support and consent constraints - as 
well as the strengths and weaknesses of focussing development around an ‘east’ or 
‘west’ entry option, the project team was able to speculate a viable long-term best-case 
vision for Herne Hill Station Hall within a wider Herne Hill Station Square vision. 
 
Applying lessons learned about consultation and consent procedures for various types of 
intervention from our engagement with NR and SE we are able to propose cumulative 
‘packages’ of development, enabling the vision to be enacted partially and/or gradually. 
The packages of development are not linear or co-dependent but the timeframe of their 
viability is broadly recommended in consideration of their approval complexity, 
fundraising and partnership requirements. 
 
Using a combination of budget costings provided by BWA, in conjunction with carefully 
referenced and researched previous project experience and case studies, we are able to 
place budget estimates against each package of development, alongside notes relating 
to the key challenges to overcome. 

13.2.5 Illustration of internal improvements 
The likely first package of development for Herne Hill Station Hall is proposed to sit 
beneath the threshold for triggering any NR Asset Protection requirements, i.e. within the 
range of works permissible by ‘Landlords Consent’. Generally, these ‘below threshold’ 
developments are ones which are interior, non-structural works, with no impact on 
existing or future operation-ability of the property. 
 
The immediately deliverable internal improvement options permissible within the 
constraint of permission procedures propose to increase the bookability, capacity, 
concurrency and flexibility of operating Station Hall with an expanded programme and 
greater revenue. These improvements are then targeted at stabilising the developed 
business model on a permanent basis, to enable further fundraising of the capital 
required to pursue the necessary applications via Asset Protection procedure, and 
ultimately to deliver the more challenging external access improvements. 
 
The internal improvement proposals then are a standalone improvement programme 
with tangible benefits as a project in themselves, as well as part of a packaged 
development. Critically, they do not preclude either of the feasibility options (‘east’ or 
‘west’ entry options) with regards to access, and do not require commitment to any of the 
more extensive development strategies in order to be viable alone. 
 

13.3 Team 
The SW00 team composition and resource allocation balanced the needs for 
maintaining a supportive relationship with the ‘client team’ and made efforts to build 
technical working relationships with wider stakeholders, Network Rail and Southeastern. 
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The design team was led by Je Ahn and Alice Fung, both dual-directors at Studio 
Weave/Architecture 00. They were responsible for overseeing the architectural feasibility 
and business development planning respectively. Je and Alice were equipped from the 
outset with a wealth of relevant experience, as referred to in their individual curriculum 
vitae.  
 
SW00 were supported throughout the initial scoping of development options and 
appraisal of feasibility options by John Desmond at BWA, who has vast building 
economics and cost consultancy experience - particularly relating to assessing project 
viability and providing budget estimates for early stage fundraising and partnership 
building. 

13.4 Partnership collaboration 
For many years, there has been a strong history of partnership working between Herne 
Hill Forum, Southeastern and Network Rail, with regular management team volunteering 
days and ongoing liaison over a wide range of projects. This culminated most recently in 
a jointly delivered and ambitious programme of enhancement works to Herne HIll’s 
station underpass. With significant investment in kind from both Southeastern and 
Network Rail, this project included securing a Guinness World Record for ‘Most 
Contributions to a Colour by Numbers’ for a 40m long mural all about Herne Hill. As well 
as being joint partners in the management and delivery team for this work, both Network 
Rail and Southeastern fielded huge teams of volunteers for the World Record attempt, 
and deployed their powerful PR and comms channels to rally participation- 2,300 people 
came out in force. This is very much a shared success story and a shared source of 
organisational pride. 
 
Station Hall has been the natural next step in this partnership, and again has been 
successful purely because of the strength of this collaborative partnership. With senior 
level buy in and a core team that knows each other well and has worked together for 
years, , there has again been a commitment of significant resource by both Network Rail 
and Southeastern - both through management input and through significant in-kind 
investment to get the hall up, running and safe. 
 
Most recently, Southeastern nominated Herne Hill for the ‘Station of the Year’ 
competition and David Statham appeared in the national press to celebrate the station’s 
achievements. When Southeastern show VIPs around their network they tell us that they 
visit Victoria, Blackfriars - and Herne Hill. Both Network Rail and Southeastern consider 
what we’ve achieved together in Herne Hill to be an exemplary model of community 
involvement in a public building. With a strong core team, joint management experience, 
and a track record of remarkable delivery, there is now a will and ambition to make this 
happen together.   
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Southeastern 

 
 
The Station Hall project at Herne Hill station has been an excellent example 
of the benefits to local communities of a public and private sector 
partnership strongly led from the local community itself. The Herne Hill 
Forum have provided excellent leadership and project management to the 
scheme so far and have proved an invaluable link into the many local 
community groups who have used the facility.  

 
David Statham, Managing Director, Southeastern 

 

 
  
Following the initial inception meeting at which NR and SE articulated their support for 
the Station Hall project, in the context of concerns relating to the constraints posed by 
working with NR property, SW00 remained in correspondence with NR and SE 
throughout the period of design development. 
 
Four key themes were discussed with Network Rail & South Eastern, with regard to the 
Herne Hill Station Hall project, and potential future projects of a similar nature; 

13.4.1. Motivations for supporting community sublease  
Southeastern have expressed their strong desire to re-imagine many of the under-
utilised buildings and assets. To this end they are looking at the Station Hall project to be 
a case book template to enable the process to take place elsewhere throughout their 
network. 
 
In the case of Herne Hill Station Hall [HHSH], David Statham (Managing Director, NR) 
was supportive of Herne Hill Forum [HHF] as a result of their aspiration and his 
knowledge that the station hall was underused as an asset but not easily commercially 
leasable. HHSH had been used as a site office during the National Station Improvement 
Programme [NSIP] works, which set a precedent for the ongoing use of the space. 
 
Network Rail & Southeastern do not have any written statements or policy documents 
formalising any aspirations to facilitate and support community projects on their property; 
however, throughout consultation both parties express an openness to considering 
proposals which are not in conflict with their operations or commercial opportunities. The 
critical condition of support for community initiatives within NR property - from both NR 
as landlord and SE as leaseholder - is that any use of or modification to space should 
not in any way adversely affect the primary objectives of either organisation; and that 
any proposals for establishment of initiatives are considered on a case basis, and 
supported as gestures of reasonable good will and not partnerships. 
  
NR have a dedicated Community Department (led by Eddie Burton) through which future 
enquiries regarding community projects would likely be considered; the Community 
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Department would be responsible for liaising internally with NR departments to 
determine the viability of given proposals. NR would consider all proposals on an 
individual basis of merit, and does not hold specific records relating to previous 
community projects as precedent. 
  
There are notable examples where community tenants or subtenants have established a 
programme on NR real estate which has achieved longevity; eg. ‘Friends of Bat & Ball 
Station’ group in Seven Oaks, Kent led by Linda Larter and supported by Sevenoaks 
Council secured Heritage Lottery Funding for refurbishment of the historic station 
building as a cafe and venue for hire. Project details regarding process and agreements 
are held by case officers associated with the project and not published. 
 

13.4.2 Procedure for leasing property, and permitting modifications to 
property  
NR does not hold a searchable register of all unoccupied space or structures within its 
property portfolio; this data is embedded in ownership and lease boundaries when 
combined with site knowledge held by operational staff. 
  
Where property vacancy is known and considered leasable, NR uses Travel Point 
Trading (Wendy Pankhurst, Tenancy Manager) to market - but these instances tend to 
have commercial value which would generally be prioritised. Where underused property 
does exist without commercial value, ‘project makers’ such as HHF may be considered 
eligible for peppercorn tenancy without prohibitive mandatory obligations (financial, legal, 
insurance or otherwise) - subject to case consideration, and assuming ‘lights on’ 
occupation of property in an already habitable state. 
  
At HHSH, SE completed minor remedial works - boiler upgrade, repair to existing light 
fittings internally and provision of additional light fittings externally - in order to improve 
the safe habitability of the space; however the expense of such provision would typically 
be at discretion. 
 
Permitting Modifications 
  
Minor cosmetic changes (eg. painting, decorating, refurbishing existing fixtures and 
fittings, furnishing) which clearly does not impact the operation ability of the property, or 
its potential future functionality, may not require any consent from Network Rail. 
Guidance on types of works and their consent procedures can be found in the ‘Guide to 
Alterations and Work at Premises We Rent Out’ [Guide to Alterations] (Network Rail, 
2016) document; Section 2 covers ‘Permitted Work’. 
 
Moderate non-structural modifications which are not likely to considerably impact the 
operation ability of the property, or its potential future functionality can be permitted by a 
Landlord’s Consent procedure. Applicant tenants are required to adequately outline and 
specify the proposed works to be verified in writing by NR Station Portfolio Manager; in 
the case of HHSH where HHF is a subtenant of SE, this would also require consent of 
the Facilities Project Manager (Steve Martin). The proposed works would require review 
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and sign-off from Building, Fire and Telecoms engineers. Applicant tenants should allow 
around 4-8 weeks from the date of enquiry to obtaining consent. 
 
Major works involving construction of new structures or modifications to existing 
structures requires application for consent via NR Asset Protection [AssPro] department 
procedure; the role of which is to appraise the proposals against all potential impacts on 
asset value, existing operation and future functionality. AssPro effectively act as an 
intermediary consultant between the applicant tenant and a wide range of sector-wide 
stakeholders, including but not limited to NR internal departments, all franchise holders, 
rail operators, tenants, construction and maintenance contractors, and so on. At the 
heart of the AssPro procedure is a formal application via a ‘Station Change’ protocol, 
which involves a mandatory consultation period via electronic portal, review and non-
objective sign-off by the aforementioned stakeholders. 
 
Support for applicant tenants seeking major work approval via AssPro is provided at 
expense; project time is subject to billing by hourly rate, and is not easily fixed against 
outcome prior to beginning consultation - although may be estimable if comparable to 
similar previous projects. AssPro support typically extends into tens of thousands of 
pounds due to length and resource requirement of process, and is not possible to 
circumvent. NR may occasionally offer initial applicant consultation with AssPro as a 
gesture of good will, at discretion on a case basis. AssPro support typically includes 
provision of guidance with regards to formatting of proposal application (necessary 
drawings, reports, specifications, and statements of consultant review), project 
management of the consultation process, and technical verification of viability (eg. 
structural review) of the proposals. 
 
In order to reduce the chargeable expense of achieving consent for modifications 
through AssPro, it is advisable that applicant tenants would appoint a comprehensive 
professional consultancy team to form the application for review. In consultation with NR 
and SE, it was estimated that an AssPro enquiry could take approximately 3 months for 
an appraisal, and up to a further 9 months of consultations, investigations and surveys 
prior to sign-off  if the proposed works would be likely to impact upon the current or 
future operation of the property. 
 

13.4.3 Understanding the structure of NR departments and decision 
making  
Network Rail have procedures for any development work on their portfolio of buildings 
and assets. Whilst not directly impacting the railway there are still procedures to follow in 
case any of the changes proposed have an impact on the asset value or current 
contracts with third party providers. To this end there is a sequence that has to take 
place to involve 8 or more third party contractors in addition to Network Rail who would 
need to review and comment on any major changes to the structure and nearby 
facilities. 
 
Upon establishing a tenancy/sub-tenancy with NR/SE, HHF have effectively adopted 
Steve Martin (Facilities Project Manager, SE) as lead tenancy liaison point. However, 
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serving this role is supplementary to the Facilities Project Manager primary 
responsibilities - conducted as a gesture of good will - and would not be sustainable 
across a larger number of community subleases. Generally, tenancy liaison point would 
be determined on a case basis dependent upon property type (operational, commercial), 
geographic region and lease status. 
 
Typically, any community lease or sublease of space within a NR property would be 
contained and independent from interaction with any NR, franchisee or operator 
operations, and so community tenants would be unlikely to require direct contact with 
departments outside of the adopted tenancy liaison. Where necessary, contact details 
would be provided by that liaison. 
 
With specific regards to occupation and potential modification of NR property, the most 
likely departments to be engaged could possibly include, but not be limited to; 
 

● Station Portfolio Manager 
● Asset Management Group (approx. 8 sub-teams in total) incl.; 

○ Operational (Station & Track) Property 
○ Commercial (Non-Operational) Property 
○ Green Land Property 
○ Operations Management 
○ Structural Engineers 
○ Fire Engineers 
○ Geotech Engineers 
○ Telecoms Engineers 

 
Unfortunately, there is no comprehensive NR organogram illustrating all department 
jurisdictions, interactions and dependencies. However, given that leaseholders would 
typically only require engagement with NR departments - beyond tenancy liaison - in the 
event of property modifications, it should be noted that an AssPro Project Manager 
would be responsible for identifying and engaging  the necessary stakeholders on a 
case basis.  
 

13.4.4 Procedure for enacting approved works  
For those works which are permissible by the ‘Guide to Alterations’, and those approved 
by Landlord’s Consent procedure, tenants are able to appoint their own contractors to 
complete the works; all certificates and warranties for work completed should be kept, 
particularly for works interacting mechanical and electrical supplies. 
 
For more significant modification programmes - assuming approval of a given set of 
works by NR via AssPro engagement and ‘Station Change’ protocol - tenants may be 
required to procure the works via the Network Rail Approved Contractor Scheme. In the 
event of needing to comply with this requirement,  the AssPro Project Manager assigned 
to the project would liaise with the applicant tenant and continue to assist through the 
production of appropriate tender documents and navigation of the appointment 
procedure. 
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Some types of works may be required to conform to additional NR Building Regulations 
(eg. advanced access and circulation regulations), which stand independently of whether 
or not the works are delivered by a NR Approved Contractor. 
 
And in addition to requiring formal approval and procuring a NR Approved Contractor; 
works which increase maintenance burdens, or do not fully comply with NR Regulations 
as noted above, may be granted on the basis of legal agreement - for example, the 
tenant may assume responsibility for cleaning, repair and servicing costs, as well as 
expenses associated with returning the property to its existing condition upon 
termination of the lease agreement. In these cases, applicant tenants may attract 
additional requirements from NR AssPro to demonstrate sufficient sustainability as a 
legal entity with financial means to comply with such legal agreements. 
 
In the case of HHSH, HHF aspirations to install lift access to the first floor would either: 

A. have to comply with NR Building Regulations governing specification of lifts; 
B. legally assume responsibility for the expense of removing any lift which did not 

comply upon the end of tenancy; 
and, in either case, HHF would be required to assume responsibility for cleaning, repair 
and servicing costs for the duration of their tenancy of HHSH. 
 
Typically, a condition of all of the above contractor works requiring consent, NR require 
as standard a legal agreement for any programme of modifications to be completed by a 
specified date, prior to commencement of works. Failure to comply with any such 
agreement may incur compensation expenses, or order to return the property to its 
original condition. 

14. Design Proposals 
One of the main requirements of the initial funding from the Good Growth Fund was to 
develop the feasibility and benefits of a main round of investment, to identify potential 
“show stoppers” or restrictions to achieving the outcome. The brief was also to deliver a 
pilot study as to how under-used Network Rail assets could be brought back into life and 
re-purposed beyond the strict confines of “railway use”. 
 

14.1 Strategic brief 
Throughout the Herne Hill Forum’s programme of consultation and public engagement, 
the key objectives of the vision for the enhanced operation of Station Hall became 
increasingly clear, and crystalised in the development of the strategic brief as follows. 

14.1.1 Improve accessibility 
Station Hall is currently accessed solely by a single escape stair, unassumingly 
concealed to the east side of the principal facade of the station building. Installation of 
banner signage on Railton Road has been just about sufficient to direct pre-planned 
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visitors up to Station Hall, but repeated feedback is that the entrance is difficult to find, 
unwelcoming, and a real barrier to participation in Station Hall events. The current lack 
of street accessibility has therefore deterred or prohibited many potential users of the 
space, while the lack of street presence or visibility fails to capitalise on the majority of 
footfall passing. 
 
 

 

 

 
The event ran smoothly, though I highlighted 

some access problems and lack of street level 
signage to Julia.  

 
I found it hard to find and one of my attending 

mums got lost for 20 mins. I managed to track her 
down and guide her in in the end. 

  
 Liane, Mama Codes workshop organiser 

14.1.2 Increase capacity   
In terms of amenities for users, Station Hall has limited kitchenette facilities and small, 
single wcs. Whilst these amenities are useful for individual users or small meetings, they 
have proven completely incompatible with hosting larger events or occasionally even 
moderately sized workshops. 
 
The experience of hosting events of various sizes and types has yielded indications that 
the following facilities would significantly improve the smooth running of events up to the 
venue’s full capacity of 130 people subject to flow: 
 

● Provision of larger separate male and female toilets, as well as an additional 
accessible wc with baby change 

● A larger kitchen equipped with oven, hob, multiple fridges, dishwasher, and 
ample storage, in addition to countertop goods 
 

14.1.3 Programme concurrent activities  
The current arrangement of the space is not conducive to supporting more than one 
activity at a time. The combination of the open plan, awkwardly punctuated by the 
defunct spiral staircase that connects the main hall and mezzanine level, has proven 
difficult and makes it impossible to satisfactorily subdivide the space into distinct and 
practical venues without access to mobile partitions. 
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14.1.4 Vary the character and type of space on offer  
In addition to not being successfully subdivisable, the current fitout of the space is 
challenging to tailor to different functions. The lack of specialised fixtures, fittings and 
equipment renders the space one-dimensional in its character and the type of 
environment it engenders. 
 

14.2 Design concepts 
To bring to life the above requirements relating to a fully accessible, more functional, 
more flexible Station Hall, a suite of design concepts have been developed. 

14.2.1 Station Hall design concepts 
The following views show the potential reconfiguration of Station Hall to meet the design 
priorities set out above: 
 

 
View: Station Hall - exploded 
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For the full version of this image, see shared folder document: ‘View - Station Hall - exploded’ 
 

 
View: Station Hall - interior 
For the full version of this image, see shared folder document: ‘View - Station Hall - interior’ 

14.2.2 Station Quarter vision 
In addition to defining the needs and vision for Station Hall, scoping work also began to 
articulate an even more radical and far-reaching ‘Station Quarter’ plan for the immediate 
area. This positions Station Hall at the epicentre of a newly connected, green and 
welcoming town centre, fuelled by a sense of community cohesion, collaboration and 
local investment and ownership.  Two clear aspirations for this ‘Station Quarter’ vision 
began to come into focus: 
 
Physically link Station Hall with Station Square  
Station Hall is at the epicentre of Herne Hill’s ‘town centre’, Station Square, and in close 
proximity to many of the area’s most successful, well attended and cherished civic 
activities. There is also a firmly established working relationship between the Herne Hill 
Forum and Herne Hill Market, Railton Road festivals, seasonal celebrations and street 
parties, all of which could be further strengthened and/or formalised. Unfortunately, the 
present segregation of the venue from the square, created by the lack of clear access 
and on-street visibility currently represents a major challenge to more meaningful 
interaction. 

 
Establish space for open air activities 
Many of the individuals, groups and community organisations who have participated in 
the Station Hall programme have sought opportunities to extend or transfer activity into 
local external public spaces. Despite having Brockwell Park on its doorstep, Station Hall 
has no outside green space and Herne Hill is relatively under-served by serviced urban 
green spaces. However, the railway embankment adjacent to Station Hall represents an 
exciting and ambitious potential opportunity for Station Hall to ‘spill out’ into surrounding 
green space, and in doing so to find a route of connection back to Station Square. 

14.2.3 Station Quarter design concepts 
The cumulation of those objectives precipitated the emergence of design proposals 
which represent a collective long-term vision to develop Herne Hill’s Station Hall as a 
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community hub at the heart of an accessible, active, car-free, creative, green, inclusive, 
productive and welcoming Herne Hill Station Quarter.  
 
Station Hall would be the centre of a wide regeneration programme that would include: 
making Station Square more people friendly; reclaiming derelict railway embankment 
areas and repurposing them as community gardens; providing better access to Station 
Hall; further improving the underpass and enhancing pedestrian experience of the 
station and its surrounds. 
 
The following concept shows the overall fit of Station Hall within the broader Station 
Quarter Vision:  

 
 
View: Station Quarter - overview 
For the full version of this image, see shared folder document: ‘View - Station Quarter - overview’’ 

14.3 Phasing of works 
The ‘Station Quarter’ concept is visionary and far reaching, holding huge potential to 
truly unlock the Herne Hill community and business economy, with a new look Station 
Hall at its epicentre. However, it also comes with some complexities. Following 
consultation with Network Rail & Southeastern around this concept, a concern was 
identified that the timeframe afforded by the GGF Round 3 programme was insufficient 
to pursue delivery of any works which would incur the costly and time consuming 
requirement to engage with NR Asset Protection.  
 
So as not to limit the ambition of the long term proposals for the Station Quarter - or to 
jeopardise the Herne Hill Forum’s ability to demonstrate affordable and feasible 
development plans for Station Hall - it was therefore decided that the various major 
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works items which would constitute the design would be separated into three standalone 
‘packages’, which could then be phased according to the immediacy and the ease of 
their deliverability. Critically, each package is individually coherent and complementary 
of others; non-dependent and non-preclusive of others. 
 
Broadly, the three ‘Works Packages’ are determined by the following gradient of 
complexity in achieving consent and construction: 
 

● 1st phase works - ‘Internal Works’ - requiring only Landlord’s Consent 
● 2nd phase works - ‘Level Access Works’ - requiring the above + NR Asset 

Protection & Station Change consult 
● 3rd phase works - ‘Vertical Access Works’ - requiring the above + Listed 

Building Consent, procurement through NR Approved Contractor Scheme & legal 
agreement regarding maintenance 

 
Each of these phases is described below.  

14.3.1 1st phase - internal works 
The extent of works deemed feasible at the earliest convenience of procurement and 
construction is determined by the Network Rail’s threshold between requirement to seek 
‘Landlord’s Consent’ for approval of works, or requirement to engage ‘Asset Protection’ 
for approval of works.  
 
Consequently, proposals which require any external or structural modifications to the 
existing condition are prohibited, there include: modifications to the current access stairs 
on the east and west of the building, and works to water tower which is currently 
uninhabitable and outside of the existing HHF sublease boundary. 
 
Within the range of modifications possible via application for landlord’s consent, several 
of the key objectives associated with internal improvements are proposed: 
 
Increasing the capacity of Station Hall  
All building services are retained at the eastern end of Station Hall - where there is 
existing supply (gas, water, waste stack) - in order to avoid the significant cost burden 
that would be associated with the cost of installing new supply locations. 
 
Within this constraint, the proposals illustrated deliver the following arrangement of 
refurbished amenities: 
 

● WC’s expanded to fill the footprint of east accommodation block at hall level; 
reconfigured to enter from the east lobby instead of from the main hall 

● Kitchen relocated to fill east lobby footprint at mezzanine level 
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Programming multiple concurrent activities  
Several flexible general arrangement options and lighting conditions are facilitated by the 
simplification of a clear plan, animated by the provision of multi-compatible furnishings 
and partitions which are reconfigurable to suit multiple needs: 
 

● Hall and mezzanine plan both rationalised by removal of central spiral staircase 
● Increasing freedom of arrangement and ability for variable sub-divisibility 
● Provision of acoustic partition screens then used to create rooms within hall 

 
Varying the character & type of space on offer  
In addition to improving the ability of the hall and mezzanine to support multiple 
activities, the nature of those activities can be specialised by facilitating provision and 
retention of suitable equipment within the space: 

● Substantial bespoke fitted joinery storage solutions on hall and mezzanine level 
● Both open and lockable enclosed cupboard and shelving provided in quantity 

 
The following view sets out the internal functional and design improvements within 
Station Hall that could be achieved during 1st phase works, requiring only landlord’s 
consent: 
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View: Station Hall - 1st phase works 
For the full version of this image, see shared folder document: ‘View - 1st Phase Works - interior’ 

14.3.2 2nd phase - level access works 
Beyond the immediate budgetary and time constraints of the 1st phase of works, ‘Level 
Access Works’ may seek to switch the primary entry into Station Hall over to its west 
side lobby, adjacent to the embankment - subject to testing of viability including 
geotechnical, ground contamination surveys and all necessary investigations and 
permissions. 
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The potential for adaptation of private Network Rail land - adjacent to live rail lines - for 
public access has been initially consulted with NR and SE, and permissibility determined 
subject to consultation via the NR ‘Station Change’ protocol.  
 
Assuming developability of the embankment, the following key objectives can be met 
prior to the final and most challenging package of development: 
 
Improving the accessibility to Station Hall 
The railway embankment naturally gently slopes from platform and hall level down to 
street level at its north-west junction with Railton Road - and more steeply down to street 
level at its south-east end behind Station Square. The embankment may be useable as 
a graded accessible route into Station Hall, including: 

● Landscaped pathways and engineered compliant shallow ramp routes 
● Permeable paved route for vehicular service and delivery 
● Covered buggy and cycle stores outside west entry 

 
Establishing space for programming exterior activities 
Successful adaptation of the railway embankment as described above would byproduct 
a significant linear landscape - approx 10-15m wide, and over 100m long. Pending 
clearance for habitability by all necessary considerations, the linear landscape 
represents an opportunity to site additional pop-up accommodation for a range of nature-
themed, outdoors activities: 

● A ‘friends of’ group could establish to plant and maintain the landscape 
● Carpentry and woodcraft groups could establish a workshop making products, 

building on links with local schools who currently green the square 
● Provision of much needed green space for nearby residents without any 

immediate access to gardens or open space. 
 
The following view shows the new garden space through which Station Hall’s accessible 
walkway would weave: 
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View: Station Quarter - garden walkway 
For the full version of this image, see shared folder document: ‘View - Station Quarter - garden 
walkway’ 
 

14.3.3 3rd phase - vertical access works 
Finally, potentially the most budget and time sensitive package of works would likely be 
associated with substantially refurbishing a new main access via a reconfigured stair and 
lift arrangement - rising into the water tower from the station underpass - adjacent to the 
embankment works described above. 
 
Further improving the accessibility to Station Hall linking to Station Square 
As per the ‘Appraisal of Feasibility Options’ study on potential east and west entry 
improvements, there is the possibility - via modification to the non-structural infill 
brickwork adjoining the station building with the railway viaduct structure - of installing 
compliant lift access up to Station Hall (see shared folder document: ‘View - Station Hall 
- exploded’): 

● Both the lift and reconfigured staircase could be accessed by the same new 
opening 

● The lift could rise to the main hall and mezzanine levels inside the footprint of the 
water tower 

● The reconfigured stair could rise to the existing landing adjacent to the 
embankment 
 

NB: The ‘Vertical Access Works’ described above refer to the preferential ‘West Entry’ 
feasibility option; the less preferred ‘East Entry’ feasibility option reconfiguration of stairs 
and installation of lift access may also be possible with alternative non-structural 
modifications to the station building. 

14.4 Outline structural report 
In accordance with the ‘Works Package’ logic outlined above (see Section 14.2), the 
proposals for ‘Internal Works’ at Station Hall have been carefully selected in order to 
avoid modification to the existing primary structure of the station building or associated 
embankment or viaduct structures. There are, however, a small number of minor items 
that would require simple structural consultation and/or design as part of obtaining 
landlord’s consent. At the next stage of design development, a structural engineer would 
be appointed and consulted regarding the following minor items: 
 

● Removal of the existing spiral staircase connecting Station Hall with the 
mezzanine above would require adaptation of the existing balustrade in 
accordance with loading capacity 

● Installation of the new mezzanine level slab in the existing east lobby to form the 
new kitchen would require structural load specification to determine structural 
strategy (ie. steel beam size and spacing) 
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Beyond the ‘Internal Works’ package, many of the more substantial modifications 
illustrated in the ‘Access Works’ packages (e.g. installation of new lift structures, 
modifications to existing stairs and mezzanine arrangement, breaking of brickwork 
adjoining viaduct structure) would require more major structural investigation. 

14.5 Services and operational strategy 
As per the structural strategy, the services and operational strategy for 1st phase works 
have been carefully considered in order to avoid the necessity of significantly modifying 
the existing building service locations (water supply, waste stack). This is to minimise the 
complexity of proposals and therefore minimise the risk that associated works would 
trigger NR Asset Protection engagement. Most importantly, the proposals for the 
immediate increase in provision of kitchen and wc facilities have all been concentrated 
adjacent to existing service locations at the east end of Station Hall. 
 
As laid out via the design options that guide all works packages (see Section 14.1), the 
primary operational objective for the long term development of Station Hall is to achieve 
maximum accessibility and flexibility to all users. 
 
In respect of the vision and works packages - specifically the anticipation that in a 
median stage, Station Hall may be accessible via the graded embankment, but not lift 
access - accessibility to the full range of public offer has been proposed to be located on 
hall level. The reconfigured wc’s (including accessible wc), and bookable private meeting 
spaces are both located such as not to necessitate the installation of a lift. 
 
Consequential of the hierarchy of accessibility priorities, the new kitchen space is 
proposed to be constructed on mezzanine level above the existing east lobby. 
Operationally, the kitchen will then predominantly serve the mezzanine level. However, 
in order to facilitate ease of service to the main hall level, the kitchen will be equipped 
with a dumbwaiter and served by a new staircase at the eastern end of the hall. 
 
In addition to accessibility priorities, the development vision and works packages also 
demonstrate the deliverability of proposals that would: increase the capacity of certain 
larger events (e.g. screenings); provide more appropriate environments for smaller 
events (e.g. private lessons or workshops); and generally improve the viability of various 
events running concurrently by providing a mix of separations - either acoustically, 
physically or vertically. 
 
Key requirements received via user  feedback during the trial phase of operation in 
Station Hall have been as follows: 
 

● ‘Open space’ - keep it big and open 
● Simple space - dividers to create different areas 
● Sit down events - this needs to be easily possible at scale  
● Flexible and extensive display areas 
● Not ‘corporate’ - a warm and welcoming ‘living room’ for local communities 
● Good kitchen facilities - cook, wash up and prep for big gatherings  
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● Give it an amazing “wow” factor 
 
These key requirements were used as steers throughout for the design process by 
SW00. 

14.6 Risk assessment 
As previously outlined in descriptions of the approach and design proposals, the 
development strategy and phasing plan have been devised specifically in response to 
the overarching project-wide risk: that Station Hall, being a Network Rail property, is 
subject to complex, significantly constraining and costly Asset Protection protocols.  
 
The overall strategy to clearly identify separate packages of work (i.e. internal 
improvements, external level access work, external vertical access works, etc) ensures 
incremental opportunities and the operability of Station Hall throughout each of its 
various stages of development.  
 
By obtaining budget costs for each package of works and an understanding of the 
necessary negotiations and obstacles to be overcome in the delivery of each (including 
potential timeframes associated with each), Herne Hill Forum have both signposted a 
deliverable long term vision, and demonstrated the sustainability of the immediate 
phases of work, should later stages be delayed or even ultimately fall through. 
 
In more specific detail, the majority of project risks can be categorised under the five 
headings set out below. 

14.6.1 Outstanding design development  
The majority of the Round Two Good Growth Funding for Station Hall that was allocated 
for design development by architects has been spent on appraising various development 
strategies; conducting feasibility studies on the accessibility options serving the east and 
west lobbies; and outlining an appropriate phasing plan.  
 
Consequently, the ‘phase one’ proposals which are immediately deliverable are 
developed to approximately RIBA Stage 2, with some elements partially developed 
towards RIBA Stage 3. In order to deliver the 1st phase works within the GLA Good 
Growth Fund programme, Herne Hill Forum are prepared to promptly commission 
architectural services to deliver sufficient design development to tender documentation 
with the programme. 
 
The risks associated with outstanding development work have been mitigated by 
programming sufficient time for architectural services to produce tender documentation 
within an overall ‘internal works’ programme. With designs already developed to at least 
RIBA Stage 2, Herne Hill Forum also stands well placed to reserve rights to defer 
procurement to design and build contract from an appropriate contractor without further 
development. 
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14.6.2 Funding 
 
Initial research with funders has shown that there are a wide range of potential partner 
organisations. City Bridge Trust have already said that they would be interested in 
supporting aspects of the accessibility for around £100,000.  
 
The Herne Hill Forum has also run successful crowdfunding campaigns and would use 
this approach specifically for key features of the development that would be attractive to 
the local community (e.g. a garden embankment). 
 
A range of other funders has been identified and the project costs will be packaged out 
to each funder dependent on their remit. This report will form the basis of any application 
as it demonstrates the need and success in delivery to date. 
 
With any project that relies on matched funding there is the “chicken and egg” problem - 
one funder will not agree to fund anything unless the other funder agrees first. To 
preempt this scenario, the positive initial offer from City Bridge Trust to be involved with 
the project does indicate the the project is attractive to funders based on the evidence to 
date. 
 
Our strategy is to divide the matched funding requirement across a wide range of 
funders, some small, some larger to reduce the risk of the project stalling should one of 
the smaller funders decide against the investment.  
 
Given the timescale of liaison with Network Rail to progress the plans and permissions, 
there is a good time window for bid applications to progress and come to fruition.  

14.6.3 Obtaining permission for works 
HHF - and SW00 as their agents - have conducted several rounds of consultation with 
Network Rail with regards to understanding the thresholds responsible for triggering 
different types of approvals (landlord’s consent and asset protection). The ‘Landlord’s 
Consent’ procedure has been understood as a finite, five-week process and definable as 
appropriate architectural scheme drawings to RIBA Stage 3 (and so appropriate for 
delivery of 1st phase works). However, ‘Asset Protection’ procedure has been revealed 
as being difficult to define in cost, and in deliverable programming terms. Hence to 
mitigate this issue, any works involving Asset Protection are proposed to be deferred to 
a later package of works. 
 
Although key protocols have been understood and examples of projects that have 
achieved permission through these processes have been reviewed, this does not 
provide certainty of successful application in this instance. Any delay to obtaining 
consent in either case may also be subject to cost and programme overruns. 
 
In addition to Network Rail consents for modifications to their property, all external 
modifications to the HE Grade II Listed status of the station entrance block would also be 
subject to listed building consent on top of standard planning consent. Accordingly, the 
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proposals limit external modifications in any phase of the vision to the secondary 
facades - these are of limited heritage value and not principally referred to in the 
statement of listing. 
 
The ‘Internal Works’ package, which limits the immediate project objectives to works 
amenable to landlord’s consent without exterior modification, diminishes risks during the 
1st phase of works to cost and programme via delay or objection to permission close to 
zero. 

14.6.4 Practical delivery of the phasing plan 
Assuming successful application for Network Rail permission to conduct various 
modifications in principle, further practical considerations yield risk to delivery; generally 
either originating from unknown variables stemming from the heritage nature of the 
property, lack of complete condition surveys conducted to date, or unforeseen 
circumstances arising from contractor works. 
 
Since the station building is an historic structure, any building works that involve 
interaction with the existing structure inherently contain the risk of unearthing pre-
existing issues with the property. The current lease proposals ensure that the risk 
associated with any pre-existing issue remains with the landlord. To date Network Rail 
and Southeastern have already invested considerable sums to bring the space into 
minimum use. 
 
Specific to the latter phases of the development strategy and long term vision, the 
proposals to provide a graded landscaped route along the existing embankment 
adjacent to the railway viaduct will require full geotechnical surveys and contaminated 
land surveys and risk assessments. As of now, the condition and viability of installing a 
publicly accessible route along this land is speculative. As such, the design proposals for 
‘Internal Works’ are not dependent in any way upon the deliverability of the graded 
landscaped route. 
 

14.6.5 Ongoing management and development of HHF 
The project going forward will require a strong and robust public facing management 
team. In addition, an advisory board will need to be set up to provide oversight of the 
management team and ensure that the aims and goals are being met. The advisory 
board will include local expertise, Councillors and representatives from local landlords 
and businesses. The project will be run by an arms-length not for profit charity or 
company limited by guarantee with M&A in alignment with the aims of the project. 

The project procurement and management will be done by Southeastern in conjunction 
with the management team already set up. Having Southeastern heading the project 
ensures that it will be led by a main contractor who has a vested interest in delivering a 
quality end product and is familiar with the area and the existing asset.  
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15. Project costings 
As part of the appraisal of options, SW00 sought professional budget estimates from 
BWA for the major works items. This are set out in the document: Herne Hill Budget 
Final in the shared google folder. 

16. Operational overview 
Based on our experiences running Station Hall through a nine month trial period, we 
new can now anticipate the likely operational arrangements for a new look Station Hall.  

16.1 Management processes 
In order to progress this project through Phase Two, the Herne Hill Forum would seek to 
constitute a separate, arms length, not-for-profit body (possibly a charity) to deliver the 
project and then subsequently manage Station Hall for community benefit.  

Given the location of Station Hall, Southeastern and Network Rail have indicated their 
willingness to fully assist with the project management and necessary consents.   

 

16.2 Financial projections 
During the prototype phase from January 2019 to October 2019, total income was 
averaging £680 per month. This was set against low overheads due to the financial 
support offered by Southeastern during the licence period, which included free energy 
costs. As such there was breakeven on basic trading. 
 
This averaged at a rate of £30 per hour when community subsidised (60% of hours) and 
commercial (40% of hours) were combined. This represents a 15% utilisation metric 
based on the average week of 9 a.m. to 10.00 p.m. seven days a week. 
 
Future projections for running the space without the redevelopment indicate an increase 
to around 20% at the same rate, giving an average monthly revenue of £900.  
 

16.2.1 Projected overheads 
Forecast overheads for the new Station Hall are as follows, based upon current running 
costs, utilisation projections, and knowledge from other similar venues: 
 

Description Cost per annum (£) 

Electricity 2400 

Gas 720 

Insurance 600 

Alarm maintenance 200 

Water 960 

Wi-fi 840 
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Events licence 180 

Marketing 4800 

Cleaning 7200 

Admin/office expenses 1200 

Fire inspection 350 

General maintenance 4800 

Lift maintenance 2000 

Waste management 800 

Building manager 9600 

Building guardian 6000 

Administrator 7200 

  

Total overheads 49,840 
 

16.2.2 Projected income 
 
Projected income is based on phase 1 and phase 2 of the building works programme 
being completed. This assumes: 

● Lift access or path 
● Semi-professional kitchen 
● Flexible layout of space 
● Clear sightlines (mezzanine level re-engineered) 

 
Occupancy is projected to be far higher due to these improved provisions and better 
accessibility. The estimated average hourly rate will rise as the commercial activities can 
command a higher fee. 
 

Occupancy rate @ £35 per hour Annual income (£) 

20% 33,600 

30% 50,400 

40% 67,200 

 
This does not include any potential revenue from the sale of food and beverage which 
could bring in additional revenue for a range of functions. 
 
The impact of the investment in accessibility and better resources internally moves 
Station Hall into a financially viable operation.  
 
The social impact of the additional facilities greatly magnifies the reach to a far wider 
social cross-section. It is envisaged that the range of activities available to the 
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community would dramatically increase as organisations that require fully accessible 
space would then be able to book Station Hall. 
 

16.2.3 Revenue growth from better configuration 
There are opportunities for significantly improved occupancy rates and revenue from 
moving Station Hall’s entrance to the west side, with paved access via the embankment. 
These are further expanded by improving the entrance lobby area, providing load-in and 
load out facilities, and giving easy access for children’s buggies, cycles, and any 
individuals with mobility requirements. All of this greatly increases the appeal of Station 
Hall as a venue for major events. It also reduces the costs to the hirer of putting on their 
event - this cost saving to the hirer can be captured by Station Hall and be reflected in 
higher charges. Based on these improvements, it is forecast that the average hourly fee 
for commercial bookings and private hire would rise from £25 per hour to around £40 per 
hour. This gives the following growth projections for revenue: 
 

Occupancy rate @ £40 per hour Annual income (£) 

20% 38,400 

30% 57,600 

40% 76,800 

 
  

17. Project Programme 
The project programme is set out in the following document on the shared drive: Herne 
Hill Programme-Phaseone.pdf 

18. Funding Sources and Strategy 
 
Historically the Herne Hill Forum has managed to secure significant funds from the 
DCLG (national winners for high street innovation awards), TFL funding for regeneration 
of the centre (£1.6 million), Thames Water (flood compensation), Aviva funding for 
station underpass transformation, Section 106, Southwark and Lambeth councils. In 
addition we have run various local crowd-funding events to raise funds for key projects. 
This sets us apart as an organisation that has delivered on ambitious, far-reaching 
projects and fund raised to make them happen. 
 
Delivery of this ambitious programme will require a complex network of funds, secured 
from a variety of different sources. A prerequisite of securing Good Growth Fund Round 
3 funding will be the ability to demonstrate 50% match funding for any capital investment 
from the Mayor’s Office. The project will be divided up into smaller packages that would 
attract funding from specific funders appealing to their particular area of interest.  
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We have therefore identified the following potential funding routes for different elements 
of the proposal:  

18.1 Community buildings and community businesses 
The following funds specifically invest in projects to enhance community buildings or 
boost local economy through business development initiatives in the community: 
 
GLA Good Growth Fund 
Funding: (Capital) <£3M 
Description: The Good Growth Fund is £70M regeneration programme to support growth 
and community development. 
Website: www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/regeneration/funding-opportunities/ 
 
Power To Change 
Funding: (Revenue) >£20K 
Description: for community led businesses 
Website: http://www.powertochange.org.uk/funding/grants/community-business-bright-
ideas/ 
 
Fidelity Foundation 
Funding:(Capital/Revenue) £25K -£150K 
Description: The Foundation aims to focus its charitable investments towards strategic 
initiatives that will strengthen and scale up registered not-for-profit organisations that are 
widely recognised as making an impact in their sector. 
Website: https://filfoundations.secure.force.com 
 
Sport England’s Community AssetsFund 
Funding: (Capital) 
Description: fund dedicated to enhancing the spaces in your local community that give 
people the opportunity to be active. 
Website: www.sportengland.org/funding/community-asset-fund/ 
 
City Bridge Trust 
Funding: (Capital/Revenue) > £100K 
Description: To reduce inequality and foster more cohesive communities focusing on: 
Inclusion and representation / Care for the environment / Early action / Collaborative 
working with Londoners, communities and all sectors / Being adaptive, creative and 
purposeful. 
Website: www.citybridgetrust.org.uk 
(Already approached and keen to support) 
 
London Marathon Charitable Trust Major Capital Projects 
Funding: (Capital) £20K - £150K 
Description: For the renovation, modernisation or creation of significant facilities for 
organisations that can demonstrate a clear commitment to encouraging and supporting 

http://www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/regeneration/funding-opportunities/
http://www.powertochange.org.uk/funding/grants/community-business-bright-ideas/
http://www.powertochange.org.uk/funding/grants/community-business-bright-ideas/
https://filfoundations.secure.force.com/
http://www.sportengland.org/funding/community-asset-fund/
http://www.citybridgetrust.org.uk/
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people who are not physically active to participate in physical activity, sport and/or play. 
Website: https://www.lmct.org.uk/ 
 
Wolfson Trust 
Funding: (Capital) £80K-£1M 
Description: Grants are generally given for capital infrastructure (new build, 
refurbishment and equipment) supporting excellence in the fields of science and 
medicine, health & disability, education and the arts & humanities. 
Website: http://www.wolfson.org.uk 
 
Communities Fund DCLG 
Funding: £2.5m total funding pot 
Description: Funding for projects that bring together the community and local authorities 
to design and implement services in partnership to develop local solutions. 
Website: www.gov.uk/government/publications/communities-fund-prospectus-and-
bidding-form 
 

18.2 Community organisations and programmes 
The following funds have been identified as specifically investing in the development of 
community organisations and delivery programmes: 
 
Tudor Trust 
Funding: (Capital/Revenue) > £10K 
Description: An independent grant-making trust which supports voluntary and community 
groups. 
Website: https://tudortrust.org.uk/ 
  
The Clothworkers Foundation 
Funding: (Capital) £25K average 
Description: Our one-off grants are for the purchase of specific and predetermined 
capital item(s) for a particular Project. 
Website: https://foundation.clothworkers.co.uk 

18.3 Young people 
The following trusts specifically support initiatives to promote opportunities for young 
people: 
  
Garfield Foundation 
Funding: (Capital) >£150,000 
Description: Charities supported within this category consistently demonstrate the 
commitment of volunteers and professionals across the country to support and inspire 
young people to achieve their potential. 
Website: https://anniversary.garfield-weston.org/weston-anniversary-fund/about-the-
fund/ 
  

https://www.lmct.org.uk/
http://www.wolfson.org.uk/
http://www.gov.uk/government/publications/communities-fund-prospectus-and-bidding-form
http://www.gov.uk/government/publications/communities-fund-prospectus-and-bidding-form
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The Bernard Sunley Charitable Foundation 
Funding: (Capital) >£25K 
Description: The aim of the trustees is to help raise the quality of life, particularly for 
those who are young, disadvantaged or elderly. 
Website: http://www.bernardsunley.org 
  
Oak Foundation 
Funding: (Capital) > 
Description: Long-term support committed to social justice. To this end, we pursue 
rights-based approaches, gender equality and partnership with the organisations we 
fund. 
Website: http://www.oakfnd.org 

18.4 Green space and public realm 
The following funds specifically invest in projects to enhance green spaces and improve 
the public realm.   
  
Western Riverside Environmental Fund 
Funding: (Capital) >£25,000 
Description: Environmental projects within the boroughs of Lambeth, Wandsworth, 
Hammersmith & Fulham and Kensington & Chelsea. 
Website: www.wref.org.uk 
  
TFL Livable Neighborhood Schemes 
Funding: (Capital) £1M-£10M 
Description: For schemes that promote walking and cycling 
Website: https://tfl.gov.uk/info-for/boroughs/liveable-neighbourhoods 
  

18.5 Funding successes  
The City Bridge Trust has indicated that they would welcome an application to fund the 
accessibility aspect of the Station hall project for a sum of up to £100,000. They run an 
open programme of rolling submissions and we would be free to apply as soon as we 
are at a state of readiness. 
  
Herne Hill Forum also has a strong track record in funding and CrowdFunding. Part of 
the project will involve an element of CrowdFunding to both bring inward investment and 
also as a means to publicise the project. Key sections of the project costs will be 
packaged out for suitable crowd funding appeals.  HHF track record in this suggests 
strong opportunity. E.g. HH Street Piano beat its target within a couple of weeks - it 
delivered a strong community response with 1000s of people now emotionally connected 
to SH. 
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19. Opportunities for replication 
A key part of the project was to investigate the potential for bringing under-utilised 
assets in the Network Rail/Southeastern property portfolio back into use for the 
community.  

There are 165 station assets across the Southeastern station network within 
Greater London, representing a huge potential opportunity for replicability and 
scalability of the Station Hall approach.  

A key stakeholder in this project, Southeastern has been a great champion of the 
strategy of re-imagining the use of under-used rail assets be they buildings, land or 
similar. Their support to date has been instrumental in having made the progress we 
have. Without their backing and influence we would not have been able to engage with 
Network Rail to the extent that we have. As they are a smaller organisation they can 
respond to challenges in a faster and more effective manner and as such the future 
strategy should focus initially on working closely with Southeastern and their portfolio 
whilst bringing on board Network Rail as necessary. It will allow a learning period for all 
parties involved to determine what the key blocks and enablers are to expand the range 
of similar projects would be. 

 

Southeastern 

 
 

 
At Southeastern, we are using the Herne Hill scheme as a model for 
regeneration of redundant railway property and are introducing our own 
project manager to work up a range of similar schemes across our 165 
stations.  
 
The Forum have been extremely helpful in sharing their experience and 
enabling us to replicate the project elsewhere. Herne Hill has served as a 
flagship for our community involvement - by way of example I hosted a visit 
there for our owning group Chair on 2 October and will be accompanying 
Sir Peter Hendy Chair of Network Rail to the site in the near future.  

 
David Statham, Managing Director, Southeastern 
 

 

 

Traditionally any asset within the railways portfolio would have been either sold to the 
Arches Company for a standard commercial let, or brought into use as a retail 
opportunity for income to the franchise. Where the opportunity now lies is with non-
standard assets. To date these may have been viewed through the eyes of a traditional 
commercial approach, retail rent or commercial let in a “railway” environment. If neither 
is obviously applicable in a simple and easy way, then they are dropped from the radar.  

By approaching the problem from a different angle and with a different range of 
expertise, Station Hall has demonstrated how new ideas and opportunities can be 
unleashed for the vast positive benefit of a local community by untapping the potential 
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of a mothballed, forgotten space, whose commercial value on project inception was 
zero. What is one person's problem asset could be another's unique opportunity. 

 

 

 

 
It's a tragedy that a venue like Station Hall has 
stood empty for so long – buildings need to be 

occupied to last, and empty buildings in the heart 
of communities need to be opened up to those 

communities.  
 

To see it open and being regularly used has been 
excellent, and very popular locally.  

 
It has the potential to be yet another 

transformative influence on the area facilitated by 
HHF. Let's hope this initiative will act as a positive 

influence on other railway landlords, and 
encourage them to sift through their portfolios for 

similar gems that could contribute to other 
communities 

  
 Dermot Jones, Director, South London Makerspace 

 

20. Conclusion  
The journey so far has been an exciting one - sometimes a rollercoaster of a ride, but 
always challenging and fun. People have been inspiring, creative, excited, emotional but 
above all they have been determined. The sheer force of support and enthusiasm locally 
has at times, been overwhelming.  A small team of people have demonstrated that a 
semi-derelict space could be transformed into a thriving and exciting community asset.  
 
With the initial funding from the Good Growth Fund plans have been developed that can 
really deliver on a vision for how an area and in particular an under-used asset could be 
transformed. In addition, by prototyping and market testing the concept the pump-
priming investment has already delivered benefits to a very wide range of people in the 
wider community, a worthwhile outcome in it’s own right. 
 
To deliver a financially sustainable and an “inclusive for all” community resource it is 
critical to tackle two key aspects: 
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1. Accessibility for all - the access restrictions at present severely limit the 
engagement reach and inclusiveness of any activity based at Station Hall. 

2. Resources - semi-professional kitchen, flexible activity space, storage and 
signage. 

 
The proposal to phase the next stage of development acknowledges the real-life 
challenges of a close partnership with Network Rail and Southeastern but delivers 
results progressively in an achievable fashion.  
 
Once we have delivered a core facility that has tackled all the key issues we have 
highlighted, and created a lean and mean facility that is self-sustaining it will then 
provide the launch pad for instigating a far wider range of activities and out-reach 
programmes. This is where the bigger social  impact can be achieved, the real “multiplier 
effect”. 
 
It is exactly the model that Southeastern now want to use to roll out across their network 
-which is why they have nominated Herne Hill as their “Station of the Year”. 
 
This project has the opportunity to be the catalyst for attracting extensive inward 
investment to the area, the reclamation and regeneration of the railway embankment, 
creating a focal point for the community and local economy, and being a flagship for 
community-led social inclusion and innovation.  
 
We are ready for the next step. Bring it on! 
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Appendix 1: Lambeth overview 
The following headlines are taken from the ‘State of the Borough: 2016’ report, published 
by Lambeth Council: 
 
At least 318,000 people live in Lambeth, which has the largest geographic area of any 
inner London borough. Largely residential, it is one of the most densely populated places 
in the country, with over 100 persons per hectare (more than twice the London 
population density).  
 
It has a high turnover of population, and a complex social and ethnic mix, with large 
African and Portuguese populations, and has been an important focus for the UK black 
Caribbean population.  
 
Lambeth has a relatively young age profile. Although it is a largely residential borough, it 
is a destination for young working age people. If trends continue, Lambeth’s population 
is projected to grow by just over 1% per year for the next five years. The borough will 
continue to have a majority of young working age people (20-44).  
 
Lambeth’s population aged 60+ is projected to grow by a quarter in the next 10 years, 
compared to a 10% growth across the whole population. There are substantial 
differences between ethnic groups. For example, the black Caribbean 60+ population is 
projected to grow by almost 40%. Similarly, the older black African population, which is 
currently small, is projected to nearly double. The older white population, which is larger, 
is projected to grow by about 12%. 
 
There are around 136,000 households in Lambeth. One family households make up 
almost half of Lambeth’s households. Lone parents make up one in ten households. 
 
Around 65% of households live in rented accommodation, and a third own their own 
home. Just under one in five households rent from the council, and around 16% rent 
from other social landlords. Just under one in three households are privately rented. 
Over recent years, there has been a noticeable increase in concern about the lack of 
affordable housing. 
 
Over 70% of households in Lambeth live in flats, either purpose built or converted 
houses. Just over 10% of households live in detached or semi-detached houses. 
      
Around 40% of Lambeth’ population is white with a UK background. 15% of the 
population are from other White backgrounds. Black people make up a quarter of the 
population (25%). Lambeth’s largest non-white ethnic group is black African (11.5%), 
followed by black Caribbean (9.8%). Lambeth has the second largest proportion of black 
Caribbean people in London (9.5%) after Lewisham (11%). Lambeth has a small Asian 
population compared to many places in London. Only 7.8% of Lambeth residents are 
from Asian backgrounds (including Chinese), much less than the inner London average 
(14.5%). Around 150 different languages are spoken in families in the borough. Around 
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17,000 people (6% of the population) speak a main language other than English, mostly 
EU and African languages.  
 
Estimates suggest that Lambeth has one of the largest Lesbian Gay Bisexual and 
Transgender (LGBT) populations in London. 
 
About 37,000 people in Lambeth have their day-to-day activities limited by a long term 
illness or disability. About 60% of people with a limiting health condition are aged over 
50. 
 
There are an estimated 49,000 people in poverty in Lambeth before housing costs, and 
87,000 people in poverty after housing costs. A third of working age people and a 
quarter of people of retirement age in Lambeth are living in poverty. However, Lambeth 
is not one of London's most impoverished boroughs. 
 
Lambeth is the 8th most deprived borough in London and 22nd most deprived in 
England. This is an improved relative position since 2010 when Lambeth was ranked as 
the 14th most deprived authorities in England. The most deprived places in the borough 
are mostly in Brixton and Stockwell, with some in Norwood. 
 
Health issues in Lambeth reflect its position as an inner-city urban area with a young 
population profile and a mix of deprivation and affluence. 
 
Lambeth has high rates of violent, sexual crime and drug related crime, although there 
have been significant decreases in crime in recent years. Crime remains the top concern 
for adult residents in Lambeth, the level of concern has reduced in recent years. Fewer 
residents see crime as the most important quality-of-life issue, although the importance 
of safety and security including policing is about the same. 
 
Lambeth is an important part of the London economy, particularly in providing homes for 
young, skilled workers. There are 140,500 people employed in Lambeth, with a 
significant concentration of jobs in the north of the borough. The borough has relatively 
few jobs: the biggest sectors for employment within Lambeth are human health and 
social work and administrative and support services. Residents are more likely to be in 
employment than the London average. Lambeth’s population is highly skilled, but those 
who are not risk missing out on the opportunities created by growth14. 

  

 
14 See ‘The State of the Borough, 2016’, Lambeth Council, 
https://www.lambeth.gov.uk/sites/default/files/State%20of%20Borough%202016%20-
%20v3.pdf 
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Appendix 2: Southwark overview 
The following headlines are taken from the ‘Overview of Southwark’s Population: Joint 
Strategic Needs Assessment Factsheet’, published in July 2018 by Southwark Public 
Health, among other sources.   
 
Southwark is one of the most densely populated and diverse boroughs in the country, 
with a young, growing and mobile population; it had the ninth highest population density 
of England and Wales in 2011, with 9,988 residents per square km.15 
  
Just over 314,200 people live in Southwark, up from 256,700 in 2001 and 288,300 in the 
2011 census. This represents an increase of more than a fifth over that period.  
 
Southwark is a diverse borough with people from a wide range of ethnicities and 
backgrounds. Over 120 languages are spoken there, and 11% of households have no 
members who speak English as a first language.  
 
Just over half (54%) of Southwark’s population is of white ethnicity, a quarter (25%) 
black and a third of Asian (11%) or other (10%) ethnicities. This differs from the rest of 
London where a considerably smaller proportion (13%) identify as black and a 
considerably larger proportion identify as Asian (21%).  
 
Southwark is growing much faster than the national average, and has the second 
highest growth in SE London. Between 2001 and 2018, the population grew by more 
than a fifth, compared to an increase of 12.5% nationally. There has been growth across 
all age groups, with the exception of those aged 70 to 84. Its population is projected to 
grow by a further 20% by 2030; equating to an extra 60,000 residents. The projected 
future growth in Southwark’s population varies substantially by age and location.  
 
While Southwark’s population is comparatively young, this is not driven by a large 
number of children and young people. It is primarily a result of the large number of 
young adults in their 20s and 30s, and fewer adults aged 50 and over compared to other 
areas16. However, South Southwark (including Village Ward) residents include more 
children and young people than other parts of the borough.17 
 
Southwark recorded the 8th highest recorded crime rate in London in 2016/1718. 42% of 
crimes recorded in that period involved theft and handling of stolen goods, with violence 
against the person at 30% and burglary at 10%. 
 

 
15 Southwark 2011 Census Briefing, https://www.southwark.gov.uk/council-and-
democracy/statistics-and-census/census-2011-briefing?chapter=6 
16  ‘Overview of Southwark’s Population JSNA Factsheet’, Southwark’s Joint Strategic Needs 
Assessment, People & Health Intelligence Southwark Public Health, July 2018. Visit: 
southwark.gov.uk/JSNA  
17 JSNA Profile for South Southwark, 2019 https://www.southwark.gov.uk/health-and-
wellbeing/public-health/health-and-wellbeing-in-southwark-jsna/southwark-profile 
18 Recorded Crime: Borough Rates: https://data.london.gov.uk/dataset/recorded_crime_rates 
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The unemployment rate in the borough in 2017/18 was 7.1% (of adults aged 16+)19, and 
within this group, 30.3% are ethnic minority males, 27.5% ethnic minority females, and 
both 21.1% for white males and females. According to 2017 data from the Trust for 
London, Southwark’s unemployment rate is the fourth highest in the city, and poverty 
rate at 31% above the London average of 27%.20 
 
Southwark had the greatest proportion of social housing in England, 43.7% (31.2% 
owned by the council itself, with other social housing in the hands of housing 
associations), at the time of the 2011 census21. Southwark also records a lower eviction 
rate than other boroughs, and in the top half of London boroughs for new affordable 
homes in the three years up to 2017.22 
 
The Child Poverty Action Group reported in 2018 that 21,919 children in Southwark 
(35.5% of total) were living in poverty23. Whilst the Village Ward, neighbouring Herne 
Hill, recorded the lowest child poverty levels in the borough, other neighbouring wards 
(College and Camberwell Green, prior to recent ward restructures) had much higher 
rates. However, numbers of school children in Southwark eligible for free school meals is 
at 30%, which is also the average for Inner London as a whole.24 
 
Inner London boroughs also have relatively high pensioner poverty rates; in Southwark 
the rate of pension credit claims is not significantly above Inner London averages in the 
65+ category as a whole, but in the subset of pensioners over 85, 40% claim pension 
credits, vs an England and Wales average of 30%.25 

  

 
19 ONS FOI request, April 2019: 
https://www.ons.gov.uk/aboutus/transparencyandgovernance/freedomofinformationfoi/unem
ploymentratesinsouthwark 
20 Poverty and Inequality data, Southwark, Trust for London: 
https://www.trustforlondon.org.uk/data/boroughs/southwark-poverty-and-inequality-
indicators/ 
21 Association of Retained Social Housing, 
https://web.archive.org/web/20110904064943/http://www.arch-housing.org.uk/list.html 
22 Poverty and Inequality Data, Southwark, Trust for London: 
https://www.trustforlondon.org.uk/data/boroughs/southwark-poverty-and-inequality-
indicators/ 
23 CPAG Child Poverty in London: Borough Briefings: https://cpag.org.uk/policy-and-
campaigns/briefing/child-poverty-london-borough-briefings 
24 Summary of demography and deprivation in Southwark and Tower Hamlets, New Policy 
Institute: 
https://www.npi.org.uk/files/7114/7316/1399/A_summary_of_demography_and_deprivation_i
n_Southwark_Tower_Hamlets_and_the_City_of_London.pdf 
25 Summary of demography and deprivation in Southwark and Tower Hamlets, New Policy 
Institute: 
https://www.npi.org.uk/files/7114/7316/1399/A_summary_of_demography_and_deprivation_i
n_Southwark_Tower_Hamlets_and_the_City_of_London.pdf 
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Appendix 3: Herne Hill overview 
Since census data is limited to super-output levels, it is necessary to approximate a 
population assessment for Herne Hill to a set of output areas which best cover the area 
(area: Lambeth 014A, Lambeth 014B, Lambeth 014E, Lambeth 018D, Lambeth 018E, 
Southwark 031B, Southwark 031C, Southwark 031D). This shows a local population 
breakdown as follows: 
 

Census Herne Hill Area 

16,000 approx 

Age groups 2013 census  (using ONS mid-year estimates). The figures in () denote the 
percentage of adults 

0-15  20 

16-29 19 (23) 

30-44 30 (37) 

45-64 22 (28) 

65+ 9 (12) 

    

2011 census figures  

Ethnicity        

White  72 
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Asian/Asian British 5 

Black/African/Caribbean/Black British 15 

Other/Mixed ethnic group 8 

    

Country of birth 

UK 73 

Not UK  27 

    

Religion         

Christian  48 

Buddhist 1.1 

Hindu 1.5 

Jewish 0.6 

Muslim 3 
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Sikh 0.2 

Other religion 0.6 

No religion or not stated  45 

    

Health  

Very good health  87 

Fair health 9 

Bad or very bad health  4 

    

Health effect on activities  

Day to day activities limited a lot  4 

Day to day activities limited a little  9 

Day to day activities not limited  87 
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Employment  

Economically active  79 

Economically inactive  21 

    

Economically active 

An employee  72 

Self employed  20 

Unemployed  5 

Student  3 

    

Household types       

Couple household with dependent children 21 

Couple household without dependent children 24 

Lone parent household 10 
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One person household  29 

Other household Types 16 

    

Household language 

%Households with at least one person aged 
16 or over with English as a main language 

93 

%Households where no people aged 16 or 
over have English as a main language 

17 

Household ownership  

Owned outright  23 

Owned with a mortgage  31 

Socially rented  23 

Private rented  23 
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Appendix 4: Market analysis - local venues 

An extensive research project was undertaken covering the surrounding radius from 
Station Hall as to alternative organisations that offer space for activities. 36 sites were 
identified and the features, pricing and descriptions of space detailed. 
 
The full analysis document can be found on the shared folder in the file:  
 
Analysis of local competition - Herne Hill. 
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Appendix 5: Delivery partners 
The Station Hall project is led by a strong collaboration of key delivery partners from 
different community, commercial and civic sectors: 
 

● Herne Hill Forum - project catalyst, project coordinator, Station Hall operator and 
secondary funder 

● Southeastern and Network Rail - property partners and in-kind funders 
● Lambeth Council and Helen Hayes, MP - community support 
● Good Growth Fund - principal funder  

  
 
Herne Hill Forum 

The Herne Hill Forum (HHF) is a volunteer-led 
community group of local residents and traders who 
work together to promote local wellbeing. HHF was 
formed almost twenty years ago and (as well as 
organising fun community events) has successfully 
spearheaded local campaigns to make Herne Hill a 
better place to live, work and do business. We have an 
active committee and volunteer base, as well as a small 
core team of paid contractors who provide services to 

support delivery of HHF projects.  
 
Our skills base is wide ranging, and we have a successful track record of securing 
funding to support the work that we do in the area and provide a revenue source for 
project delivery. We instigated a major street regeneration project that led to the removal 
of a notorious one-way system to be replaced by our wonderful semi-pedestrianised 
area of Station Square immediately outside the entrance to Station Hall. Our work has 
won prestigious national awards, such as the coveted DCLG High Street Renewal 
award. As part of the longer term vision we have established a weekly community 
farmer’s market; installation of widely-recognised lamppost banner artwork and bridge 
artwork throughout Herne Hill; installation of a community street piano; transformation of 
Brockwell Passage through a joint project with local children; installation of a street art 
project with the Contemporary ArtsSociety and most recently the thorough regeneration 
of the pedestrian underpass adjacent to Herne Hill Station, including a 40m world record 
mural painted by 2,300 locals and volunteers. The epic project to break the world record 
for a painting by numbers mural is best told by the award winning film done by Sue 
Carpenter - https://vimeo.com/344423052. 
 
For many years, the Herne Hill Forum has been aware of the empty space above Herne 
Hill Station. Previous attempts to rent the space commercially having failed, principally 
due to the problem of access. HHF therefore initiated talks with Network Rail and the 
local train operator, Southeastern, regarding the possibility of a peppercorn license 
agreement, whereby the local community could use the space free of charge.  
 

https://vimeo.com/344423052
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To test the viability of using Station Hall publicly, and with support from both railway 
partners, the Herne Hill Forum opened the space to the  public in September 2019, with 
2,300 local participants colouring in a 40 metre long mural over two days and collectively 
entering the Guinness Book of Records26. This was the first time that most people had 
ever realised there was such a significant space in Herne Hill - most said they had never 
‘looked up’ to see the windows above the station or wonder what was up there.  
 
  

 
Image: Actor Mark Rylance joined 2,300 locals in Station Hall to secure a new World Record for 
‘Most Contributions to a Colour By Numbers’ (Photo courtesy of Portrayed Photography)   
 
In parallel to the World Record attempt, the Herne Hill Forum prepared a submission to 
the Good Growth Fund, Round 2, for development funding to enable a more formal 
process of activity to take place in Station Hall.  A week after the World Record attempt, 
the Mayor’s Office announced that this application had been successful, and the journey 
began to create a more permanent community asset in this incredible empty space.   
 
Were we to be awarded the necessary funds to further develop Station Hall, it is likely 
that a separate charity or other not-for-profit entity would be created to deliver the project 
and facilitate transparency and accountability. 
 
Network Rail 
Network Rail are the freeholders of Station Hall as part of 
the station building. They have been working closely with 

 
26 https://www.guinnessworldrecords.com/world-records/385770-most-contributions-to-a-
colour-by-numbers/ 
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HHF to regenerate the station underpass that sits alongside Herne Hill Station and 
have been instrumental in the success of this community project. Building on this, 
they are now providing full support and assistance for the Station Hall proof of 
concept stage, ensuring that the community has a safe, warm and welcoming base 
for these activities.  
 
Southeastern 
Southeastern is the trading name of London & South 
Eastern Railway Limited, a subsidiary of Govia Ltd. 
Southeastern is the Train Operating Company 
operating the franchise for the provision of passenger 
services between London and Kent and are a very 
supportive partner for the Station Hall project. As with 
Network Rail, they have worked closely with the Herne Hill Forum on the underpass 
regeneration project. Following on from this, they have been staunch supporters and 
facilitators of Station Hall, not only undertaking significant improvement works at 
their own expense to make the space fit for community occupation but also being 
key delivery partners for our work experience and mental health events. The aim is 
that we can together build a replicable model which might be used in 165 other 
stations across the franchise where vacant space could be brought back into use by 
the community. 
Southeastern has held the Kent to London franchise since 2006. The franchise was 
due for re-tender in 2019 but has instead been extended until 31 March 2020. 
 
Lambeth Council  

Lambeth London Borough Council is the local 
authority for the London Borough of Lambeth, of 
which Herne Hill is one of its 21 wards. Station Hall 
sits within Lambeth and is is fully supported by 
Lambeth Council and local Councillors. We also 
have the active support of local MP, Helen Hayes 

and of Southwark Council and Councillors. 
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Appendix 6: Job descriptions for Station Hall 
roles 

Job Description: Feasibility Coordinator  
 
Project Summary 
Herne Hill Forum has secured £55k development funding from the Good Growth Fund to 
run a feasibility testing phase for bringing the vacant space above Herne Hill Station 
back to life as a vibrant community asset.  
 
This funding has to be spent by March 2019 to prove the concept that there is demand 
for a new community centre in Herne Hill and that it can be made financially self-
sustaining. At this point, Herne Hill Forum will submit a business case and additional 
funding bid to the next round of the Good Growth Fund for more substantial capital 
funding for investment in the space, including lift installation.  They will also seek 
addition funds through other sources and via crowd funding initiatives. 
 
Southeastern and Network Rail are in support of this work, and the local community is 
relatively engaged (interest has built through the World Record attempt).    
 
The intention is to launch an initial programme of events and activities for the space on 
25th November (the date on which the underpass and mural are being unveiled to press 
and public, with attendant PR). Consultation will follow this launch, so that we continue 
to build on and diversify the programme and ensure it reflects all corners of the 
community. Consultation will be run at and around each use of the space.  Key metrics 
will also be captured each time to feed into the business case. 
 
By March 2019 we need to be able to prove that there is demand for the space as a 
community venue; that we can run this at capacity and with an interesting and attractive 
mix of uses; that we can serve a diverse and varied range of users’ needs; and that the 
venue can be financially self-sustaining.   
 
Our venue needs to be stand out – original, quirky, imaginative, accessible – a place that 
people talk about and remember. We have until March to prove how much untapped 
potential sits at the heart of Herne Hill. 
 
Feasibility Coordinator - overview 

● We require a creative, proactive, people-focussed doer to help us plan and 
deliver a fantastic mix of bookings and events between now and March. 

● We need an initial programme to be planned by November 25th.  
● We need additional, ongoing consultation to be undertaken following this, in 

order to expand our offering. 
● We need to get as much activity in the space as possible to see what does or 

doesn’t work and what proves popular. 
● We need to harness our local assets.  
● And we need key metrics to be captured from each booking, to feed into the 

business case. 
● The overall programme for regeneration of the space @upstairs is being 

managed and led by Lucy Reynolds, Herne Hill Forum. 
● Lucy will lead on overarching direction setting (with the HHF); planning the 

launch event; relationship management and stakeholder liaison across the 
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partnership; securing leasing agreement and premises permissions for the asset; 
equipping the space ready for scoping phase public use; preparation of the 
business case and funding submission for capital investment, together with 
additional funding bids; liaison with architects, engineers, designers to scope and 
plan the capital investment requirement for longer term use of the space etc. 

● You will work with Lucy to support this work by planning ,delivering and 
publicising a programme of activity for the venue, launching on November 25th 
and running until March 25th. 

● Lucy has drafted an initial list of ideas, and HHF has run a public consultation to 
garner additional ideas. Lucy will provide an overview and contact details (and 
some email introductions) for all of the ideas already on the table. 

● You will then need to follow these up, develop the detail, confirm bookings, and 
do additional research to add any potential new and innovative ideas into our 
evolving mix. You will also need to help publicise the programme to drive 
bookings.  

● As this venue needs to be commercially self-sustaining for the long run, we will 
task you with securing some paid bookings during this trial phase (e.g. hire of the 
space for parties/ meetings; ticket sales at some events). As access will be a 
limiting factor, we anticipate charging below market rate, but can still achieve 
proof of concept through modest income generation. 

● As part of your record keeping, we would also require a list of things we could 
have done in the space, or for which there was demand, but which couldn’t be 
achieved at this stage due to access restraints. This will bolster our case for 
additional investment in the space. 

● We anticipate a time requirement of 1-2 days a week for 20 weeks; with 
remuneration at £20/hour.  

  
----- 
 

Job Description - Station Hall Events 
 
Station Hall holds the potential to become a vibrant new community hub, right at the 
heart of Herne Hill. The Mayor’s Office Good Growth Funding we have secured gives us 
until March 2019 to prove that there is demand and beneficial use for this space 
amongst the local community and beyond. As part of the project, we also want to explore 
how the venue can be used to support an amazing range of activities, for as wide a 
possible range of users. If we are successful in this, we can then apply for a more 
substantial pot of capital funding to install lifts and transform the space into something 
truly amazing.  
 
The viability phase of this project has already started and will run until 31st March 2019. 
 
The next three months will be a fast paced learning experience for everyone and we will 
need to be creative to maximise the potential and work around the impediments of the 
building.   
 
Roles and Responsibilities: 
The immediate tasks for this post holder will include - 
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● To become familiar with the space and its surroundings, the ideas that people 
have already put forward for the space, and all documentation that the Forum 
has on the project 

 
● To provide strategic advice on the establishment and management of Station 

Hall as a community venue, to include booking systems, policy & documentation 
requirements, the establishment of an operating arm for the venue, and 
strategies for ensuring a truly diverse user base 

 
● To lead on digital requirements for the venue, including setting up a simple 

website and booking calendar to operate as the public face for Station Hall, and 
setting up attendant social media platforms with a strategy and plan for their use 

 
● To lead on the planning and delivery of the biggest event in the Station Hall proof 

of concept calendar – launching with the ‘Festival of Storytelling’ and leading 
through to a children’s and adult’s literary and book festival during National Book 
Week in March 2019. This will involve planning of the programme (with input 
from established partners), booking key speakers/ authors, liaison with schools 
over timings/ availability/ funding (unless ScribeEasy continue to hold this lead); 
planning the detail of each event; building in evaluation processes; publicising 
and promoting the event to ensure strong attendance and ticket sales where 
applicable.    

 
● To help promote the space for activities and feed any possible new bookings to 

the Project Manager; 
 

● To help gather ideas and information via evaluation, to feed into our business 
case for further investment 

 
● Together with others, to help document the activities that are tried out in the 

space, collect feedback, record and quantify our successes, and understand 
what doesn’t work so well, and why. 

 
● To contribute to developing a report and presentation that will be made to City 

Hall at the end of the viability research period 
 
 
Key attributes: 
We are looking for a team player who is highly organised; well versed in community 
initiatives and enterprises; flexible and able to think on their feet against a ticking clock. 
This project will require tenacity and nimbleness, given the scope of what we need to 
achieve in a very short timescale.  For this role, we require previous experience of venue 
management together with experience running events and festivals. We require an 
individual who is well connected across the community and performance sector, and 
who is able to pull these wider links in to benefit the Station Hall project. Tight budget 
management will be essential.  
 
---- 
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Job Description - Station Hall Custodian 
Station Hall holds the potential to become a vibrant new community hub, right at the 
heart of Herne Hill. The Mayor’s Office Good Growth Funding we have secured gives us 
until March 2019 to prove that there is demand and beneficial use for this space 
amongst the local community and beyond. As part of the project, we also want to explore 
how the venue can be used to support an amazing range of activities, for as wide a 
possible range of users. If we are successful in this, we can then apply for a more 
substantial pot of capital funding to install lifts and transform the space into something 
truly amazing.  
 
The viability phase of this project has already started and will run until 31st March 2019. 
 
The next three months will be a fast paced learning experience for everyone and we will 
need to be creative to maximise the potential and work around the impediments of the 
building. To this end, we are looking for a self-employed contractor who can work for 
8hours a week at a rate of £12 per hour, subject to experience. 
 
Roles and Responsibilities: 
The immediate tasks for this post holder will include - 
 

● To prepare Station Hall for use ahead of agreed bookings, including e.g. 
switching on the heaters, lights, unlocking the fire exits to our agreed protocol; 
and then shutting the venue down after use. 

 
● To ensure the venue is clean, tidy and ready for use, including keeping the loos 

and kitchen clean, well stocked and in order 
 

● To set up the space for different users if needed, e.g. moving chairs and tables to 
where they are needed  

 
● To report any problems or issues to the Station Hall Project Manager 

 
● To support delivery of events and activities in the space as needed 

 
● To help gather ideas and information to feed into our business case for further 

investment 
 

● To be fully versed in all health and safety protocols for the space, e.g. fire 
evacuation policy 

 
● To check the noticeboards and display boards in the Herne Hill Underpass a 

couple of times a week, and be responsible for ensuring that these remain well 
maintained, tidy and organised, as well as being well stocked for safety pins  

 
 
Key attributes: 
We are looking for a team player who is fun, flexible, organised and hard working, and 
who wants to be part of a really exciting community initiative. This project will require 
flexibility and adaptability, given the scope of what we need to achieve in a very short 
timescale.    
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Appendix 7: Team bios  
 

George Hornby 
I’m the father of two teenagers, grew up in Dulwich and moved to Herne Hill nine years 
ago.  Having trained as a solicitor, I then worked in Finance until 2002, when I ‘retired’ to 

spend more time with my MS.  A wheelchair 
user since 2014, I am an active campaigner 
for the full social inclusion of disabled 
citizens.  Chair of the Herne Hill Forum 
since 2017. I have appeared on Italian TV 
and contributed to books in order to promote 
the visibility of disability and highlight the 
issues, both physical and social, faced by 
the disabled in modern society. (I am half 
Italian.)  I campaign for disabled access to 

public transport with Transport For All and encourage public bodies and private 
businesses to improve their accessibility via twitter, google access reviews and 
regulatory compliance. Now all three of my local pubs are accessible. 
 

Giles Gibson 
I co-founded the Herne Hill Forum nearly 20 years ago. Why? - well 
it seemed a better option to improve the area I lived in than try to 
move house. It’s a lifetime's work but when I look back at what has 
been achieved so far it gives you strength to look ahead and take 
things to the next level. I just love tackling problems when people 
say “but it's never been done before, you can’t do that” or “you will 
never achieve that”. The transformation of our neighbourhood has 
proved that a community can drive change for the better.  
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Lucy Reynolds 
I love seeing people make good things happen. As a project manager I’ve led 
community transformation programmes throughout Herne Hill and across the country.  
I’ve lived in Herne Hill for ten years and feel mighty proud showing my little boy the 
changes I’ve helped to achieve locally. These include leading the underpass 
regeneration programme and successful Guinness World Record attempt; establishing a 
groundbreaking recycling collaborative amongst local traders; managing the installation 
of public artwork across the area; and campaigning on behalf of flooded businesses to 
secure Thames Water compensation. I’ve been project managing the Station Hall 
programme since kick-off and am determined to get this space up, flying and fully 

accessible for all of our community. And so I can stop 
lugging heavy things up them blinking metal stairs...     
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Hayley Byfield 
I’ve been working in Arts, Education and Venue 
Management since 2000. My previous roles include 
Venue Manager at The Dugdale Centre an Arts, 
Business and Community Hub for London Borough of 
Enfield; Community & Creative Learning Producer at 
the Orchard Theatre, Dartford; and Duty Manager at 
Rich Mix, Shoreditch - a community arts hub staging 
music, dance and spoken word performance, art 
shows and film screenings. I’m also a programmer 
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and producer for The Family Arts Club - an initiative to bring arts to families in low 
access areas of London.  

Julia Forson 
I’m the Station Hall custodian and principal key holder for the 
space. I work with Hayley to ensure the smooth day-to-day 
running of activities and events.  
 
I have lived in Herne Hill for twenty years and brought my family 
up in this rapidly changing community. It’s a pleasure to see 
Station Hall repurposed in such a positive way and to work 
collaboratively towards meeting the needs of the community as a 
whole.   
 

Becky Jenkinson 
My time is primarily devoted to my ethical catering 
company, The Local Squeeze, having started the company 
alongside working at a social cafe in Loughborough 
Junction, which has community values at its core. I’ve 
always been interested in supporting local, sustainable 
projects and was brought on to help manage and develop 
the programme at Station Hall, to push the venue forward 
as a community asset. I was very keen to promote the 
events at Station Hall for everyone regardless of the price 
point, having a 'pay what you can' structure or a number of 
free tickets allocated to those who could not otherwise have 
afforded to take part. I highly regard the principle that 
money shouldn't exclude people from activities or events, 
especially in London - such a busy, expensive and at times 

isolating city.  
 

Holly Bristow 
I’m a strategist and opportunity spotter, getting my kicks from 
helping good people to do important things. I work freelance as an 
internal consultant, helping organisations and people get things off 
the ground, build capacity and navigate relationships so that I 
leave them stronger. 
 
I have 17 years experience building and championing partnerships 
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and propositions within corporates, charities and foundations in the UK and in Africa. 
And I helped kick start the Station Hall programme by leading on early engagement and 
development of our launch programme.  
 

Ruth Colvin 
I’m the Treasurer of the Herne Hill Forum so I am responsible for 
cash management, billing and reporting on the outcomes of our 
work for Station Hall in financial terms. 
I spent my working life as an accountant in various small firms, 
having qualified as a Certified Accountant in 1976. I have lived in 
Herne Hill since 1983. 

Alison Gibbs 
I have been the Forum’s administrator since early 2018. I’ve lived in SE London, on and 

off, for 20 years and after working in advertising from 2000 - 
2011, I took a career break to have a family. During my time 
‘off’ I have worked in the Oxfam bookshop in Herne Hill, 
volunteered at a monthly street market and developed a 
freelance career doing social media for several local 
organisations. I have supported Station Hall projects in a 
number of ways, including promoting events via social 
media, delivering leaflets to local schools and other venues, 
and handling enquiries about Station Hall from members of 
the public. I have always wanted to do a job which gets me 
out from behind a desk and supporting my local community 
- so Station Hall has been a dream project for me! 

Jasia Warren 
I started working for the Herne Hill Forum in January 2019 and it’s been 
a lot of fun! As Project Manager, my role is never boring and no two 
weeks are the same - which I see as a good thing. I’ve been an 
Interactive Designer / Developer for the past twenty years and was 
bored of sitting on my computer all day. My work for the Herne Hill 
Forum puts me at the heart of a fantastic local community and enables 
me to give something back to the people of SE24. The opening up of 
Station Hall has been a very exciting time for Herne Hillians and I’ve 
enjoyed assisting the main team with the day to day running of the 
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space as well as using it as a wet-weather backup plan for a gardening project I run with 
Turney School. 
 

Rosie Zach 
I joined the Herne Hill Forum team in January 2019 and have supported the Forum and 
Station Hall to increase volunteer engagement. I have a background in Volunteer and 
Youth project management and have supported several local charities to build and 
develop their volunteering programmes. Aside from the Forum, I’m a Youth Projects 
Manager at the Baytree Centre, a social inclusion charity in Brixton that supports women 
and girls through education and skills development programmes. I have a degree in 
Education Policy and Sociology from the University of Roehampton and am passionate 

about women's empowerment and community 
cohesion. Having lived in the Herne Hill and Brixton 
area since moving from Germany in 2010, I take 
great satisfaction in contributing to my local 
community through these roles. 
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Appendix 8: Consultation ideas   
The below ideas and suggestions were captured from hundreds of users through 
Survey Monkey ‘free text’ suggestions and feedback forms at Station Hall events: 
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Appendix 9: Orange wall comments 
Station Hall’s iconic orange chalkboard wall provides an interactive space where people 
can scribble their thoughts, feelings and ideas for the space. 
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Appendix 10: Original ‘hit list’ of partners  
The following list shows the organisations and individuals who were on the team’s target 
list as key potential partners for the Station Hall project, and the status of contact with 
each as at February 2019: 
 
Sub Theme Organisation In touch? 

Craft Market Blue Patch In touch 

Market Academy CCFM On hold for now 

Craft Market Crafty Fox Declined 

Hospital Kings Not yet 

Local GP GPs No response 

Private GP HealthHub Not yet 

Mental Health Hospital Maudsley Not yet 

Classes Fison Fitness No response 

Women’s Health HotFlush Not yet 

Children’s Health Mums for Lungs Not yet 

Mental Health Happy Life In touch 

Apprenticeships 198 Gallery Had meeting 

Apprenticeships Trade Up No response 

Self employed Tree Shepherd In touch 

Festivals Wild Child Festival Had meeting 

Secondary School Evelyn Grace Academy Not yet 
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Secondary School Charter School Had meeting 

SEND School Turney School In touch 

SEND School Michael Tippett Had meeting 

Book Shop Tales on Half Moon Lane Had meeting 

Creative Writing Write Sparks Had meeting 

Storytelling Cat and Hutch Had meeting 

Creative Writing Scribeasy Had meeting 

Coding Mama.Codes Not yet 

Play Cafe Apple Tree Cafe Had meeting 

Church Youth Worker Bex - St Savoirs and St Pauls Youth 
Leader 

Had meeting 

Home School Betsy Rowland Had meeting 

Gardening Brockwell Greenhouses No response 

Local History Herne Hill Society In touch 

Local History Museum Curator Had meeting 

Music HH Music Festival Had meeting 

  No response 

Youth Theatre South London Youth Theatre Had meeting 

Dance Ballet Had meeting 

Dance Ballet In touch 
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The Illusioneer Magic Had meeting 

HH Free Film Festival & 
Global Girl Media 

Sue Filmmaker Had meeting 

Bridge Informal Bridge Group Had meeting 

MakerSpace South London MakerSpace In touch 

Plastic collection and 
recycling 

Precious Plastics In touch 

Solar Solar Energy 24 (SE24) Had meeting 

Recycling/Upcycling Get Rid of and Donate Had meeting 

Give a Knit Hubbub Had meeting 

Give a Bundle Hubbub Had meeting 

Kids Clothing Swaps Hubbub Had meeting 

Food Boxes Local Greens Had meeting 

Food Waste Usage Local Squeeze Had meeting 

Food Waste Usage Community Fridge Not yet 

Buying Clubs Naked Larder Not yet 

Food Waste Usage Brixton Soup Kitchen Not yet 

Food Waste Usage Brixton Food Bank Not yet 

Food Waste Usage Olio Not yet 

Food Waste Usage Brixton Pound In touch 

Supper Clubs South London Botanical Institute Not yet 
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Re-use, re-cycle Library of Things In touch 

Refugees Herne Hill Welcomes Refugees Had meeting 

Refugees Herne Hill Welcomes Refugees In touch 

Theatre Freelance Had meeting 

Services Link Age Southwark Had meeting 

Friendship South London Cares Brixton Had meeting 

Learning U3A In touch 

Technology Silver Surfers On hold for now 

Architecture Open House London In touch 

Health Baby First Aid courses In touch 

Elderly University of the Third Age In touch 

Tea & Time Club for older residents In touch 

Community radio Interested in the space In touch 

Fitness Natural Fit In touch 

Mental Health Tracy Douthwaite Had meeting 

Krav Maga Tanja Raaste In touch 

Carpenter Jeff Segal In touch 

Theatre South London Theatre In touch 

Healthy Eating Free From Festival Had meeting 
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Art Classes ArtHouse Had meeting 

Creative Writing InkHead Had meeting 

Young Adults XLP In touch 

Young Adults Peckham Levels In touch 

TimeBanking Time 4 Lambeth In touch 

Adult writing Raedene Writes Had meeting 

School Judith Kerr In touch 

Fitness Classes Theo In touch 
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Appendix 11: Station Hall booking form 
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Appendix 12: Launch announcement 
The following newsletter was circulated to the Herne Hill Forum’s distribution list of 1,800 
recipients on 7th February 2019, with the launch programme also being posted on the 
Station Hall website, officially announcing the venue to be open and launching the 
preliminary programme to the public.   
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Appendix 13: Bookings analysis 
The full analysis of all bookings for Station hall between January 2019 and September 
2019 is available in the spreadsheet: Station Hall Bookings Analysis Jan-Sept 2019 in 
the shared folder. 
 
It shows over 456 events have taken place attracting over 4,900 people. The dominant 
organisation or person using the space was community/voluntary with approximately 
%60 of all bookings.  
 
The volunteer involvement was huge, over 219 individuals involved many giving 
considerable number of hours towards their event. This is over and beyond the Herne 
Hill Forum organised volunteers who helped out as an additional resource. 
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Appendix 14: Bookings by impact area 
Please see the following file in the shared folder: ‘Station Hall Bookings Analysis’.  
Columns G to J provide an overview of the different ways in which each booking was 
classified. All events were classified against more than one impact area.  
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Appendix 15: Station Hall Twitter Feed 
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Appendix 16: Positive user feedback 
The following feedback was captured via user evaluation forms at Station Hall events, 
and also via feedback requests following bookings:  
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Appendix 17: Feedback on shortcomings 
feedback was captured via user evaluation forms at Station Hall events, and also via 
feedback requests following bookings:  
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Appendix 18: Budget breakdown, Good Growth 
Fund (round 2)   
 
Station Hall Herne Hill, Budget Breakdown   
    

Funds available Good Growth Development Fund £55,000  

  Invoice 1 
(Mar 2019) 

Invoice 2 
(Oct 2019) 

    

Budget Item £ £ 

WAGES Lucy - Project manager 3210  

October to March Holly - Consultation & preliminary 
bookings 

1360  

(trial phase) Hayley - Digital, strategy & events 2480  

 Becky - Venue management 4380  

 Julia - Venue custodian 642  

 Sub-total: 12072   

    

WAGES Lucy - business case  2600 

April to August Hayley - web and online statistics  1750 

(evaluation & 
business case) 

Becky - user review and feedback  2000 

 Julia - evaluation input  700 

 Sub-total:   7050 

    

ARCHITECTS Core budget  18000 

 Contingency  5000 
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 Sub-total:  23000 

    

FEES Fire inspection 358.8  

 Fire extinguisher service & purchase 2 
new 

240  

 Install additional fire lighting 309.48  

 Boiler servicing 89  

 Painter & decorator 1100  

 Carpentry 395  

 Insurance 437  

 Burglar alarm servicing 163.2  

 Sub-total: 3092.48   

    

RATES & CHARGES Rates, utilities & waste management  500 

 Sub-total:   500 

    

KIT OUT Blackout blinds 840  

 Electric Heaters 160  

 Projector 1054.8  

 Screen for projector 600  

 Microphone stands 59.58  

 Signs - Station Hall, Buggy Park, Toy 
Exchange 

168  
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 Shelves, rug & boxes for toy exchange 
area 

255  

 Mac Laptop 40  

 Lockable lockers 80  

 Baby change 125.95  

 Stackable tables 262.93  

 Stackable chairs 90  

 WiFi 85  

 Sewing machines 80  

 Paintable mugs 66.76  

 Porcelain pens for mugs 44.97  

 Paint for walls - chalkboard, loos, kitchen, 
doors 

341.18  

 Decorator's materials - filler, masking 
tape, rollers 

51.92  

 Chalk pens for wall 32.85  

 Ping pong and ball set 28.93  

 Piano tuner 50  

 Ladder (projector stand) 62.5  

 Cables, extensions, mic stand, ties etc 201.93  

 Velcro ties, projector leads 17.46  

 Mop, bucket and cleaning supplies 25.6  
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 Juice and welcoming fruit for Michael 
Tippet 

6.5  

 Bin Bags 2.5  

 Paint 34.98  

 Cleaning products 10  

 Key cutting 48.3  

 Indoor plants 45  

 Tea and supplies 7.3  

 Room divider & equipment for creche 150  

 Safety and set-up equipment 88.33  

 Trestle tables 190  

 Grouting 3.8  

 Key tags 2  

 Dustpan and brush 6  

 Pins and tape measure 5  

 Emporium - red round tables 40  

 Set of glasses 33.46  

 Piano mover 84  

 Sundry 161.99  

 Sub-total: 5744.52   
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PR Website hosting & domain name 61.2  

 Logo development 400  

 Wix - upgrade to calender 27.96  

 Leaflet distribution for Book Week 195  

 Design of sewing group and book group 
posters 

45  

 Station Hall Fliers 58.9  

 Book Week Fliers 105.55  

 Book Week poster (1) 18.78  

 Book Week poster (2) 18.78  

 Sandwich board/ billboard 40  

 Facebook promotions x2 30  

 PR 403.2  

 Sub-total: 1404.37   

    

EVENTS Write Sparks, creative writing workshop 200  

 Crabby, multi-sensory theatre show 400  

 Mama G, storytime 50  

 Jane Porter, illustrate and make a book 150  

 Scribeasy, creative writing with iPads 180  

 Paul Lyalls, performance poetry 300  
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 Refreshments for Book Week events 51.6  

 Refreshments for Lambeth Welcomes 
Refugees 

16.6  

 Pizza for open day 25  

 Sewing club supplies 9.35  

 Art project with The Artful Dodger  750  

 Sub-total: 2132.55   

    

 TOTAL: 24445.92 30550 

 
Two invoices were submitted to the Mayor’s Office for reimbursement against these 
costs, totalling the £55,000 available in funding:  
 

● Invoice 1 (March 2019): £24,445.92 
● Invoice 2 (October 2019): £30,550.00 
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Appendix 19: Station Hall profit / loss 
 

STATION HALL PROFIT/LOSS JULY - OCTOBER 2019 
 

In summary: Taking into account the full funding to be collected from the Good Growth Fund by the 
end of the year, Station Hall is due to break even. During the period July to October, our income is 

predicted to be £3,490 and our running costs & material expenses £3916.16. This period covered the 
month of August where income £180 was far lower than an average month (where we are currently 

generate an income of between £1000-£1300).   
The evaluation and business plan reports for the GG Fund are currently being completed for 

submission with invoice in October with funds expected to be received by year end.  
The £10,000 buffer from HHF has not yet been required however we would like to request to use 

£2000 of this money towards material costs to enable us to:  
● Fully deliver forthcoming events 
● Increase our offer to customers 

● Promote the venue via print and online marketing including posters & facebook ads to raise 
awareness.  

 
We predict that the £2000 will be recovered in profits made at Station in the next 6 months or less 

and that these additions and marketing will help increase bookings and therefore profit each month.  
 

DATES TRANSAC
TION TYPE 

NAME DESCRIPTION DEBIT CREDIT  

AS OF 3rd 
JULY 

   29,813.3 £25,553.44 
 

 

7 June, 17 
June  

CREDIT Hello Social 
Media 

Social Media 
Workshops 

 

150 

 

12 June 
CREDIT 

Luke Forsythe Photo Shoot 
 

100 
 

23 June 
CREDIT Helen 

Downham Music School Concert 
 

60 
 

23 June 
CREDIT Mums for 

Lungs Mums for Lungs 
 

45 
 

29 June 
CREDIT Sinead 

Koehler Childrens Party 
 

100 
 

16, 23, 30 
June 

CREDIT Souleymane 
Compo Drumming Ensemble 

 

90 

 

15, 29 May  
12, 26 
June 

CREDIT 
School for 
Wellbeing Breathing Circle 

 

200 

 

4, 11, 25 
June 

CREDIT Kareen 
Williams Tai Chi 

 
112.5 
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JULY 

 

 

TOTAL  857.5 

JULY  
CREDIT = £ 
1130  
DEBIT = 
£1072.6 
P/L £57.40 

3 July 
CREDIT Myla and 

Davis 
Hairdressers 
Company Meeting 

 

150 

 

6 July 
CREDIT 

Sharon Ye Children's Party 
 

150 
 

7 July 
CREDIT 

City Scientist Junior Scientist Talks 
 

60 
 

10 July 

CREDIT The Restart 
Project Away Day 

 

160 

 

13 July 
CREDIT 

Vanessa Ayiku Children's Party 
 

80 
 

2, 9, 16  
July 

CREDIT Kareen 
Williams Tai Chi 

 
112.5 

 

7, 14, 21, 
28 July 

CREDIT Souleymane 
Compo Drumming Ensemble 

 

120 

 

31 July 
CREDIT School for 

Wellbeing Breathing Circle 

 

50 
 

4, 18, 25 
July 

CREDIT 
Kit Bridge Bridge Club 

 
150 

 

26 July 
CREDIT Jemmar 

Samuels  Film Screening 

 

75 
 

17 July 
CREDIT 

Book Club Book Club 
 

22.5 
 

31 Jul 
2019 

DEBIT 

Julia Forson 
Station Hall Custodian 
17.5 hours 

210 

 

 

1st August 
DEBIT 

Hayley Byfield July Invoice 
640 

 
 

1st Aug 
DEBIT 

Hayley Byfield  Station Hall Expenses 
156.08 

 
 

 
 

Ruth Colvin Now TV Subscription 
66.52 
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AUGUST 

 

 

TOTAL 1072.6 1130 

AUGUST  
CREDIT = £ 
180 
DEBIT = 
£750.52 
P/L -£570.52 

4, 11, 18 
CREDIT Souleymane 

Compo Drumming Ensemble 

 

90 
 

20 August 
CREDIT 

198 Gallery Tai Chi 
 

37.5 
 

17 August 
CREDIT Mindful Nic 

Stars 
Mindful Parenting 
Summer Workshop 

 

52.5 
 

9 Sept 

DEBIT 

Julia Forson 
Station Hall Custodian 
7 Hours 

84 

 

 

Sept 
DEBIT 

Hayley Byfield August Invoice  
600 

 
 

 
 

Ruth Colvin Now TV Subscription 
66.52 

 
 

SEPTEMB
ER 

  

TOTAL 750.52 180 

SEPTEMBE
R P/L 
CREDIT = 
£940 
DEBIT = 
£1046.52 
P/L - 
£106.52 

3, 10,17,24 
Sept 

CREDIT 
198 Gallery Tai Chi 

 
150 

 

4, 18 Sept 
CREDIT School for 

Wellbeing Breathing Circle 

 

100 
 

13, 20, 27 
Sept 

CREDIT 
Italian School Italian School 

 
112.5 

 

13, 25 
CREDIT Hello Social 

Media 
Social Media 
Workshops 

 

137.5 
 

21, 22 
Sept 

CREDIT 
Studio Circle Art/Craft Market 

 
320 

 

29 
September 

CREDIT Upholstery 
Pop Up 

Upholstery Pop Up 
Show 

 

120 
 

Sept 
DEBIT Julia Forson September Invoice 15 

Hours 
180   
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Sept  
DEBIT Hayley Byfield September Invoice 40 

Hours 
800   

 
 

Ruth Colvin Now TV Subscription 
66.52   

OCTOBER 

  

TOTAL 1046.52 940 

OCTOBER  
CREDIT = 
£1653 
DEBIT = 
£1046.52 
P/L £606.48 

1 & 8 
October 

CREDIT 198 Gallery Tai Chi  37.5  

7, 16, 30 
Oct 

CREDIT School for 
Wellbeing 

Breathing Circle  150  

4 Oct 2019 
CREDIT Judith Kerr 

Primary 
Film Screening & talk   73.5  

4,11,18, 25 
Oct 

CREDIT Italian School Italian School  150  

6 Oct 2019 CREDIT James Leigh  Childrens Birthday  120  
12 Oct 
2019 

CREDIT Nick Rampley 60th Birthday Party  371  

19 Oct 
2019 

CREDIT Erin Homer Childrens BDay Party  120  

23 Oct 
2019 

CREDIT Engine Shed Workshops for Children 
with Autism 

 52.5  

23 Oct 
2019 

CREDIT Chris Roberts Storytelling Event  121  

26 Oct 
2019 

CREDIT Mary Ampah Childrens BDay Party  120  

27 Oct 
2019 

CREDIT Maria 
Bojanowska  

Childrens BDay Party  120  

28 Oct 
2019 

CREDIT LEAP Big Little Moments 
learning event  

 80  

Oct DEBIT Hayley Byfield October Hours 40 800   
Oct DEBIT Julia Forson October Hours 7 90   

 
 

Ruth Colvin Now TV Subscription 
66.52   

NOVEMBE
R 

  

TOTAL 956.52 1515.5 

NOVEMBER  
CREDIT = 
£1242.5 
DEBIT = 
£1046.52 
P/L £196.5 

1, 8, 15, 
22,29 Nov 

CREDIT Italian School Italian School  187.5  

2 Nov 2019 CREDIT Anna Woolaston Children's Birthday   120  

6 Nov 2019 
CREDIT Myla and Davis Hairdressers Company 

Meeting 
 80  

7 Nov 2019 
CREDIT Daykin Local Business 10th 

Anniversary Celebration 
 435  
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10 Nov 
2019 

CREDIT Katie Walsh Children's Birthday  120  

13, 28 
November 

CREDIT School for 
Wellbeing 

Breathing Circle  100  

16 Nov 
2019 

CREDIT Jenny Arthur Children's Birthday  120  

22 Nov 
2019 

CREDIT Nordic Fit / Siri 
Andersen 

Mums Survival 
Workshop 

 80  

Oct DEBIT Hayley Byfield Nov Hours 40 800   
Oct DEBIT Julia Forson Nov Hours 15 180   

 

 

Ruth Colvin 
Now TV Subscription 
(Internet) 

66.52   

Future 
Credits/De
bits 

  
TOTAL 1046.52 1242.5 

 

       

 
CREDIT Good Growth 

Fund 
Wages April - August  7050  

 CREDIT Good Growth 
Fund  

Architects Fee  23,000  

 DEBIT Architects Fee Architects Fee 23,000   
 DEBIT  Lucy Reynolds  Evaluation/Business 

Case Fee 
2,600   

 DEBIT Hayley Byfield Expenses Budget 1000   
    66,158.6

6 
 P/L £688.50 
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Appendix 20: Letters of support 
 

Southeastern 

 
 
The Station Hall project at Herne Hill station has been an excellent example 
of the benefits to local communities of a public and private sector 
partnership strongly led from the local community itself. The Herne Hill 
Forum have provided excellent leadership and project management to the 
scheme so far and have proved an invaluable link into the many local 
community groups who have used the facility.  
 
At Southeastern, we are using the Herne Hill scheme as a model for 
regeneration of redundant railway property and are introducing our own 
project manager to work up a range of similar schemes across our 165 
stations.  
 
The Forum have been extremely helpful in sharing their experience and 
enabling us to replicate the project elsewhere. Herne Hill has served as a 
flagship for our community involvement - by way of example I hosted a visit 
there for our owning group Chair on 2 October and will be accompanying 
Sir Peter Hendy Chair of Network Rail to the site in the near future.  
 
As a local resident, I know what a difference Station Hall has made, 
opening up a much needed community space to a very wide range of local 
groups.  I am proud to have been involved in the first stage of the project, 
and fully support the bid for further funding.  

 
David Statham, Managing Director, Southeastern 
 

 

 
 

Network Rail 

 
 
As maintainer of the infrastructure, Network Rail’s stance on the proposal is 
neutral as it brings no benefit to passengers using the railway station. 
  
If funding is approved then Network Rail would of course continue to work 
closely with Herne Hill Forum. 

 
 

Robbie Lough, MP 
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Local Resident with Multiple Sclerosis 

 
 
I wish to express my delight at attending the recent Station Hall 'Stepping 
into Stories', despite the accessibility challenges accessing the venue 
presented.  The community space was full of children, (including my 3 
school children) exploring the delights of story telling, engaging with authors 
and creating artwork in a joyful environment.  
 
I have Multiple Sclerosis and use a mobility scooter. I had to leave my 
mobility scooter parked outside the front of Herne Hill station as the only 
access to Station Hall community space is via an external metal staircase. 
Thankfully I was able to climb the stairs using my trekking poles. Although I 
needed to be mindful when placing my trekking poles upon each stair as I 
climbed up and down. I hate to think of the potential slip hazards of this 
staircase during rain or cold weather, for able-bodied and mobility restricted 
users. 
 
While the Herne Hill station is accessible with ramps and lifts to the 
platforms for passengers, regrettably Station Hall does not currently have 
these benefits. I noticed that many parents with children left their prams 
outside Herne Hill Station alongside my mobility scooter.  They carried 
those children up the stairs where they were unable to climb themselves.  I 
also noticed a parent carrying a child's wheelchair up the stairs.  To fully 
enable community accessibility a safe means to access the Station Hall 
would be of immense benefit to all the local community, myself included. 
The design of which could either be via a new lift or the existing station 
passenger lift and a bridge access from the station platforms.  
 
Either way, increased safe accessibility is in the Network Rail accessibility 
spirit shown by their 'Access for All Programme' which recognises most of 
the railway was designed during the Victorian era. It also demonstrates 
Network Rail's interest in providing wider access and inclusion for 
everyone. 
 
EXCERPT FROM NETWORK RAIL ACCESSIBILITY WEBSITE:  
 
"Thanks to the Access for All programme, we now have step-free, 
accessible routes at more than 200 stations across Britain, having just 
recently completed some improvements at Hebden Bridge station in West 
Yorkshire as part of a £2.2 million investment to upgrade access. 
 
However, we know that we’ve got more to do to improve accessibility for all 
passengers. That’s why we will continue to work with our colleagues across 
the rail industry over the next five years to ensure that each and every 
passenger can use the railway safely, confidently and independently”. 
 
https://www.networkrail.co.uk/communities/passengers/station-
improvements/access-for-all-improving-accessibility-at-railway-stations-
nationwide/ 
 

https://www.networkrail.co.uk/communities/passengers/station-improvements/access-for-all-improving-accessibility-at-railway-stations-nationwide/
https://www.networkrail.co.uk/communities/passengers/station-improvements/access-for-all-improving-accessibility-at-railway-stations-nationwide/
https://www.networkrail.co.uk/communities/passengers/station-improvements/access-for-all-improving-accessibility-at-railway-stations-nationwide/
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I wish you every success in improving safe accessibility for Station Hall and 
look forward to being able to benefit from such a facility in the near future.  

 
Ann Scully, Herne Hill resident 
 

 

 
 

Local MP 

 
 
The Herne Hill Forum (HHF) has a record of delivering successful projects 
which make a real difference for the Herne Hill community.  I have worked 
closely on many project with the HHF and have seen first hand the 
excellent work George and his team carry out to support local people and 
businesses - over the years, these have included installing new banners 
and planters, commissioning a mural under the railway bridge, delivering 
support for businesses affected by a devastating flood, and last year, 
coordinating a world record breaking colouring-in project which now forms a 
beautiful mural in Herne Hill station.   
 
The phase 1 refurbishment of Station Hall has transformed a disused venue 
into a unique space for the local community which is flexible to the needs of 
local schools, community groups and businesses. It is a unique space in the 
heart of Herne Hill.   
 
The phase 2 refurbishment is vital, since the accessibility improvements will 
make Station Hall available to everyone in our community, and enable its 
use to be expanded and diversified.  
 
I urge you to support this vital project.   

 
Helen Hayes, MP 
 

 

 
 

198 Contemporary Arts & Learning 

 
 
198 Contemporary Arts and Learning is pleased to support Herne Hill 
Forum in its application for funding for the redevelopment of Station Hall, 
Herne Hill. Herne Hill Forum have been key in developing and leading 
numerous successful local initiatives in Herne Hill over the years which 
have contributed to the regeneration of the area and enhanced the locality 
for both residents and visitors.  
 
The redevelopment of Station Hall will create a large new space in the town 
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centre, bringing unused empty space back into use for the benefit of all. 
This will provide much needed community space and a new focal point for 
Station Square.  
 
It will also complement other development initiatives in the area such as the 
re-development of 198 Contemporary Arts and Learning and provide 
opportunities for new partnerships, social activity and business.  
 
198 has used the space in recent months to deliver Tai Chi Classes while 
our own premises were unavailable and we have also referred other people 
to the space. It has been a great experience, the space is well managed 
and accommodating. Once accessibility is improved it will be able to attract 
all members of the community to take part in the activities held there.  
 
We very much hope that the redevelopment of Station Hall can be achieved 
helping the Herne Hill neighbourhood to go from strength to strength!   

 
Lucy Davies, Director, 198 Contemporary Arts & Learning 

 

 
 

The Michael Tippett School 

 
 
The Michael Tippett School has been involved with the HHF since early 
2018 when we were invited to participate in the Herne Hill Station 
underpass mural for the World Record Attempt in September 2018. It was a 
brilliant event that made a strong connection for our students to the local 
community. Our students have profound, severe and complex learning 
difficulties, with and without autism. Many have limited access to the 
community and events like this enable our students to build relationships, 
experience different people and develop bonds with their community.  
 
We started a Work Experience Hub for our Post 16 students at Station Hall 
in January 2019. Our students need a lot of structure and routine, and using 
the space at station hall allowed us to arrive, settle into the space, check 
our work schedules, participate in an hour long work experience session 
with local business in Herne Hill, then debrief back at Station Hall before 
walking back to school. We set up six week programmes with the following 
businesses; The Flower Lady, The Parlour coffee shop, Tales on Half Moon 
Lane book shop, Duo Dance, and Herne Hill Station working with staff of 
Network Rail. The progress our students made was incredible and their 
self-esteem, self-awareness and general confidence was immediately 
obvious and has lasted.  
 
Unfortunately accessibility issues have prevented many of our students 
from accessing the space as they have physical disabilities. If accessibility 
was improved with a large lift, then I see opportunities for many more 
students to work at Station Hall, perhaps manning a reception area, 
providing hospitality to other users of the building, and even cleaning and 
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tidying the space. However, we would need an accessible kitchen and 
accessible toilets for personal care, ideally with hoists and changing beds, 
and these facilities would create a space that is accessible for the whole 
community. There are very few spaces in Lambeth, and in fact London, that 
provide these sort of facilities which could create increased demand for the 
use of Station Hall, certainly from the SEND community.  
 
HHF have been incredibly supportive of The Michael Tippett School and I 
truly hope we can move forward and create a genuinely accessible space 
for the community.”  
 strength!   

 
Victoria Hart, Deputy Head Teacher, The Michael Tippett School  

 

 
  

Myla & Davis  

 
 

 
I run a small group of hairdressers based in south London and found myself 
without a space to meet for our three teams (50 people) at short notice. 
HHF helped me out hugely with the Station Sq space – allowing us use of 
the room at a day's notice. It couldn't have been more convenient for us and 
the Forum couldn't have been more helpful; meeting us at the space in the 
morning to help with set-up, providing a well-organised and neat little 
kitchenette, and lending us their large projector screen which was crucial to 
our training.   
 
I believe it is a huge asset to the community – both for independent 
businesses like ours who will happily pay for use of the space, and for 
voluntarily projects and events. It sits in the heart of Herne Hill and I believe 
the Forum have done a brilliant job opening it up a large range of events. 
This is exactly the kind of thing which needs to happen with unused space 
and is a credit to Herne Hill Forum. 

 
Katya Davies, Owner & Director, Myla & Davis Hairdresser Group 

 

 
 

Herne Hill Society 

 
 
The Herne Hill Society supports the Herne Hill Forum’s application for 
funding to redevelop Station Hall. Herne Hill is poorly resourced in terms of 
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community spaces, having no branch library or municipal buildings at its 
town centre. The railway station, on the other hand, is right at the heart of 
things.  
 
The “Station Hall”, ie the large room above the ticketing hall, had been an 
empty, dead space for decades until the Forum brought it back into use. 
The Forum team has a long track record of bringing the community together 
and managing events of all sizes, always with the highest degree of 
professionalism.  
 
One notable example is the astonishing success of the Wonderful Walk 
project, which brought over 2,300 children and adults tougher to paint a 
world-record-breaking mural. This would have been impossible without the 
use of Station Hall. A major priority now is to make it into a flexible and fully-
accessible space that can become the cultural and small business hub that 
we desperately need. 

 
Colin Wight, Herne Hill Society  

 

 
 

Local Councillor 

 
Herne Hill Forum is an established and respected network of volunteers 
and advocates for our community with a strong track record of delivering 
projects and events of local interest. The capacity of the HHF and other 
local groups to serve our community will be greatly enhanced by continued 
access to this once forgotten and neglected space. I am delighted to 
support the Herne Hill Forum in its quest for funds to maintain the Herne Hill 
Station Hall as a much needed and valued community asset.   

 
Margy Newens, Labour and Co-op Councillor for Dulwich Village Ward 

 

 
 

South London Makerspace 

 

Herne Hill Forum (HHF) originally found us our first pop up space (in a long-
term empty shop on Norwood Road) which lead directly to us setting up a 
permanent home in Herne Hill. Subsequent to our four-month tenancy the 
empty shop was swiftly rented out and has stayed occupied these last five 
years. 

So when we were contacted by HHF about Station Hall we were very keen 
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to support. 

We were already aware of many of HHF's local events, initiatives and 
interventions, so knew this would be a well-managed and properly 
supported project. 

From the start the professionalism and energy was impressive: we visited 
on two open days, which were both alive with imaginative activities to 
nurture local engagement. We discussed various options around how we as 
a community Makerspace might utilise Station Hall...the popular option was 
to create a mini festival of making, which we dubbed South London Maker 
Festival. We felt this would draw the widest range of unique visitors to the 
venue, and also be a hands-on showcase for what we do. Plus it gave a 
valuable chance for several of our makers to stretch themselves by running 
public workshops for the first time – from silver ring making, making jewelry 
from coins, T-shirt designing, to a young coder's area run by young coders: 
several members received commissions and bookings from the festival. We 
brought in a range of non-profit organisations in sustainability and education 
to broaden out the mix. For several years we've been experimenting with 
how to reach out locally across community groups – this has been our most 
successful experiment, and we'd like to make it a regular fixture. Our core 
aim is to lower the barriers to making: Station Hall gave us an opportunity to 
share this with a very wide audience 

We enjoyed using Station Hall, and were very well supported by the team 
(even providing a local volunteer who helped out on the day): we managed 
to make features out of some of the awkward architecture: using the siting 
of the spiral staircase and the iron columns to our advantage – just about. 
The obvious glaring issue is of course the difficult access via the metal 
staircase! A service lift with a reasonable payload would be of great benefit 
in future, although we do have some good pictures of carrying a Dalek up 
the fire escape! Some air-conditioning/climate control would be of benefit 
too 

We are regularly contacted by groups looking for community space to rent – 
we don't rent out space but have welcomed several groups in for free where 
it fits with our ethos: notably a young coders group and the Restart Project. 
Herne Hill is painfully short of space for such 'groups without a home'. The 
permanent addition of Station Hall as a flexible venue would be a valuable 
asset in a perfect location, and give us somewhere to refer allied itinerant 
groups to: it's also close enough for us to support them where needed 

It's a tragedy that a venue like Station Hall has stood empty for so long – 
buildings need to be occupied to last, and empty buildings in the heart of 
communities need to be opened up to those communities – to see it open 
and being regularly used has been excellent, and very popular locally. It 
has the potential to be yet another transformative influence on the area 
facilitated by HHF. Let's hope this initiative will act as a positive influence on 
other railway landlords, and encourage them to sift through their portfolios 
for similar gems that could contribute to other communities! 

 
Dermot Jones, Director, South London Makerspace 
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Tales on Moon Lane 

 
 
We were delighted to be involved with the launch of the ‘Stepping Into 
Stories’ storytelling competition at Station Hall recently. It was great to see 
how much work has gone into turning Station Hall into a very warm, 
welcoming place. 
  
We did have problems, however, with having to carry lots of boxes up a 
very slippery staircase. 
  
It takes a good deal more time to move books up stairs than it would with a 
lift. It is also not very safe to have staff carrying things – particularly when it 
is raining. 
  
As well as causing suppliers problems, we are really worried about the local 
community that are excluding from using the hall due to inaccessibility 
issues.  
  
 
Kathlyn, Assistant Manager, Tales on Moon Lane 

 

 
 
 

Mummy to a wheelchair user 

 
 
We are a local family of four. I have twin daughters, one of whom has 
cerebral palsy and is a wheelchair user. We wanted to attend the story 
workshop at Station Hall last Sunday. Unfortunately, upon arrival outside 
the venue we discovered it was completely inaccessible for wheelchair 
users. 
 
Both my girls absolutely love books, story making, and not to mention the 
absolutely fantastic craft activities, so were determined not to miss out. 
 
Thankfully, I was with my husband and father-in-law, so without any other 
option we decided to carry our daughter and her wheelchair up three flights 
of narrow stairs. It was not an easy or very safe option, but we had no other 
choice.  
 
The space, once we finally reached the top, was fantastic and both my girls 
loved the workshop. But it really saddens me that, unless I have two other 
strong adults to help me, we are completely excluded from any other 
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activities that will happen at Station Hall.  
 
My six year old daughter did not enjoy the ordeal of getting up to the hall 
and was unnerved by the whole experience of being carried. There are so 
many activities that she cannot enjoy because of her disability. Crafts and 
storytelling are something she thrives on, so please don’t stop her being 
able to access these workshops.  
 
I will leave you with her words:  
 
“But Mummy, where is the lift??” 

 
Danielle, local mum to a little wheelchair user 
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Appendix 21: Architects’ brief 
 
Architectural Design Brief: Feasibility study for Station 

Hall Herne Hill 
January 2019 

 
 
Context: 
The Herne Hill Forum has secured development funding from the Mayor’s Good Growth 
Fund to undertake an initial proof of concept phase for turning a disused asset above 
Herne Hill Station into an exciting new community hub at the heart of Herne Hill.  
 
If we can prove the viability, impact and potential of this venue through our trial phase of 
activity, we will be in a strong position to apply for more substantial capital funding to 
enable us to totally transform this space into something truly unique for the community. 
And if we can create an exemplary model and show other communities how to replicate 
this approach at railway sites across London where disused space exists, we will create 
a compelling case for securing these assets for long term community use. As part of our 
scoping phase, we are therefore looking to appoint innovative and visionary architects to 
co-develop impressions of what the space could be, how it could be replicated, and how 
it might be funded, together with the detailed supporting information we will require in 
order to present a truly compelling business case for further investment.  
 
 
About the Herne Hill Forum:  
The Herne Hill Forum (HHF) is a volunteer-led community group of local residents and 
traders, who work together to help make Herne Hill amazing, independent and unique. 
HHF was formed almost twenty years ago and (as well as organising fun community 
events) has successfully spearheaded local campaigns to make Herne Hill a better place 
to live, work and do business. We have an active committee and volunteer base, as well 
as a small core team of paid contractors who provide services to support delivery of HHF 
projects.  
 
Our skills base is wide ranging, and we have a successful track record of securing 
funding to support the work that we do in the area and provide a revenue source for 
project delivery. Flagship projects include the semi-pedestrianisation of Station Square; 
the establishment of a weekly community farmer’s market; installation of widely-
recognised lamppost banner artwork and bridge artwork throughout Herne Hill; 
installation of a community street piano; transformation of Brockwell Passage through a 
joint project with local children; and most recently the total transformation of the 
pedestrian underpass adjacent to Herne Hill Station, including a World Record attempt 
where 2,332 locals collectively coloured in a 40m long mural.  
HHF will be leading the charge to bring Station Hall back into community use, running 
public consultations; securing the lease and the development funding for this proof of 
concept phase; getting the space ready for public use; and working with the local 
community to pull together a programme of events and ongoing bookings; as well as 
working with architects to propose a vision of how things could be for the future. From 
this phase, HHF will aim to prepare a full business case and evaluation to put forward to 
additional funding bodies, with the hope of securing more significant capital investment 
to make Station Hall a fully accessible, truly remarkable venue at the heart of South East 
London. 
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About the current building: 
 
Station Hall Herne Hill sits at the heart of the community, directly above Herne Hill 
Station. It is accessed on either side via external metal staircases. Once inside, there is 
a large hall space (roughly 164 sq m), with a mezzanine level along one side. There is a 
small kitchen along with two toilets and also a large, former water tower, which has not 
yet been accessed but which would be included within the scope of this appointment. 
See Appendices for floor plan. The building is in a passable condition, but accessibility 
constraints severely hamper its usage potential, and have preventing Southeastern from 
leasing it commercially.  
 
We have a firm agreement with Southeastern and Network Rail to use the space, and 
are working towards a 25 year tripartite lease agreement. We have a peppercorn rent 
arrangement but will be responsible for rates and day-to-day upkeep of the space long 
term. By way of short term investment and support, Network Rail and Southeastern are 
both investing in works to make the space warm, welcoming and fit for community use 
(e.g. refurbishing the central heating system).   

 

What do you wish to achieve with your project?  

We are looking to convert this large, empty space, into a vibrant and inclusive 
community centre that provides an epicentre for our local economy and the wider area.  

It needs to be original, unique, friendly, approachable, inclusive but also provide a real 
challenge to anyone coming in for the first time, not what they may have been 
expecting. We want to create a ‘Narnia Effect’ – step through the doors and be 
transported into another realm, not imaginable from the outside. It should inspire, make 
people smile, give ownership to those who visit and use the space. 

Whether you are 3 or 93 years old, it must be the place you really want to be in – and 
one that you are able to comfortably access and be free within. 

To achieve this potential we will require: 

● A large community space for public meetings, performances, and events. 

● Flexible space within this to enable the room to be easily reconfigured to meet 
different user needs 

● An income generating element to achieve financial self-sufficiency – possibly 
meeting room hire/ hot desking space/ possibly converting the water tower into 
usable space or storage or accommodation or something we haven’t thought of 
yet! 

● A kitchen that is fully accessible, and potentially able to operate as a 
demonstration kitchen to support skills building  

● Storage space, for venue equipment not in use 

● Foyer space with lockable lockers and coat rails/ hooks 

● Toilets that are fully accessible and also compliant with requirements for e.g. 
children’s theatre usage (i.e. separate toilets for adults and minors) 

● Lift access to the space – a minimum of two lifts in compliance with fire 
evacuation guidance 
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● A secure premise with good access control to meet the requirements of the 
various groups and activities based there. 

● A space that is well insulated, easy to heat, and sustainable 

● A place that is secure, with good access control, but with minimum 
management resource required 

 

Potential users of the space: 

We are looking to create a space that brings the community together across social, 
economic, and ethnic planes, and to build our understanding of how this maps across 
the surrounding area physically. This will need to be reflected in any design principles.  

The building will be used by a wide range of different groups or individuals. It will 
therefore need flexible zones within its footprint for e.g. staff rooms, community areas, 
space for children to learn and play, study areas, communal areas… 

As part of our proof of concept phase, we are developing a three-month programme of 
trial activity in Station Hall. You can see progress to date on our website, 
www.stationhallhernehill.org. This encompasses a range of uses, including: 

● A children’s toy and book exchange 

● A work experience hub for children with disabilities 

● Socialising space for a refugee support group  

● A collection centre for a local veg box scheme 

● Training space for a charity for the elderly 

● Event space for children’s theatre and storytelling 

● Teenager managed space one afternoon/evening a week 

● Workshop space for a memoir writing course 

● Venue space for a mental health & wellbeing festival   

● A function room for a school ball  

● Display space for a local history museum archive 

● Film screening space for a local cinema group 

● And many others in the pipeline… 

 

The mix of long term permanent uses will be dependent on our evaluation of this trial 
phase, but the above will give you a flavour of the possible types of activity we will need 
to accommodate. Flexibility and originality will be key. 

We don’t want it just to be a place that is available for hire. We are after a far bigger 
social impact by working to get as many compatible groups, people or ideas together 
that can feed off each other - the space must create that spark, that interaction, 
somewhere where serendipity happens. 

http://www.stationhallhernehill.org/
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Our priorities: 

Our ambition is to make this a truly remarkable, stand-out building, so we will be 
prioritising originality, innovation and imagination, as well as a strong business planning 
element.  

We want to put this building on the map as a space that is sustainable (financially and 
environmentally); accessible (for all and by all); and beautiful (something with 
innovative, clever design woven right through to its core).  

We will look to reinstate any old architectural features within the space. For instance, 
there is a wall of bricked-in, arched windows on the railway side of the building, which 
would once have looked out onto the tracks. We will look to take advice from Heritage 
Railways regarding historic features, and will be seeking architectural incorporation of 
this into any proposed new plans.   

We also want Station Hall to become somewhere that those in the community who don’t 
currently have a home consider to be theirs – not just reaching out to the usual 
suspects.  

We have had a strong steer from Southeastern railways (the current landlord for this 
space), that they wish to roll a similar approach out across numerous other railway sites 
where disused space could be brought back to life for community purposes. We will look 
to include a basic scoping of this potential as part of the commission – a review of other 
stations with potential, the size of these spaces, and a high level assessment of the 
local community landscape to gauge likely delivery forums for this work. We will 
therefore also be looking for a design proposal that helps to create something truly 
exemplary.  

As we will have established a busy programme of activity and strong reputation for the 
venue during this trial period, we will also be interested in proposals that enable us to 
continue operation in some parts of the space whilst works take place.   

In appointing architects, we will also be looking for a strong focus on total cost of 
ownership impact for any aspect of the renovation work: we will be aiming to plan 
carefully for up-front investment in the space, to make the long term running costs as 
low as is possible. This would include close focus on energy costs so is likely to include 
insulation and efficient heating and cooling for the building. Reducing the carbon 
footprint for the building and any activities taking place within is also critical.  

The design must put sustainability at the core from waste management through to 
materials used. 

The design must be innovative in the way it creates a safe and welcoming space for 
everyone, especially those with any disabilities be it physical or mental. Use of signage, 
materials, shapes and colours needs to be taken into account to deliver a really 
engaging and enabling experience that is fully inclusive.  

 

What it must not be: 

● Just another “church hall” available for hire. 

● Just a revamped office space. 

 

Services required: 
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We require the feasibility study to include the skills required to deliver our stated 
outputs, with the design team leading and coordinating the fixed fee commission as a 
single point of contact.  

Your team is likely to need to draw on skills such as architects, community convenor, 
business case developer, structural engineer, services engineer, cost consultant.   

 

Outputs required: 

We require a feasibility study (first provided in draft, for comment, then the final issue), 
to include the following elements – more detail is provide in the sections that follow: 

- Design proposals suitable to feasibility stage,  

o including outline structural, services and operational strategy, risk 
assessment,  

- Full project costings, professionally calculated 

- Input into a developed business plan, and related to the design layouts, giving 
management processes, revenue streams and business costings 

- Project programme 

- Input into funding sourcing and strategy 

o We will also need architects who are able to give guidance around the 
funding potential for elements of the proposed redevelopment. We will be 
looking for experience in this area and will require, through this 
commission, a list of potential funding routes to accompany the 
architectural proposal (for instance, if plans include a lift, this will be 
accompanied by an overview of funding bodies who give accessibility-
related grants, with an overview of key facts about the fund).  

 

- Input into a brief report of possible roll out through similar spaces in the 
Southeastern station network within Greater London (defining where, what the 
opportunities are, and possible uses/ elemental costs).   

 

Project Sections: 

Section 1: design proposals 

Option 1: Basic changes. 

To provide design expertise to change the existing interior to meet the criteria as 
outlined. 

To design accessibility into the final build. 

The finished work will include an overall design, visualisation drawings, “cost to build” 
estimates, structural surveys (if required), safety surveys and all statutory information 
necessary in order to accurately document the design brief that would be part of the 
business case. 
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Option 2: The transformation. 

As per option 1 but also to include scoping out and design recommendations for how 
the building could be extended to provide additional space and facilities – to transform it 
beyond its current footprint and potential, and enable a far greater range of business 
activities to drive far reaching social impact. This may include an extension over the 
side area currently used for car parking, use of the internal roof space and developing 
the inside of the water tower. While HHF would continue to hold the relationship with 
Southeastern, this option may require some input into discussions with Southeastern 
regarding potential expansion into the side area, as this is within their franchise 
footprint.  

As part of either option, any short term, simple improvements to change the look and 
feel of the existing space during the trial period would be fed back to the team so that 
they can implement these immediately wherever possible. This may range from 
decoration ideas, simple room partitioning options, signage advice and layout changes, 
through to quick win facilities improvements and business ideas. 

 

Section 2: Business plan. 

To work with the Herne Hill Forum in the development of a robust business plan that will 
ensure the future running of the space meets the criteria as set out including being 
financially sustainable. It will need to evaluate both the options and relative value for 
money for each proposal to determine the effective return on investment including social 
impact assessment. 

  

Section 3: Process design. 

The Good Growth Fund and Southeastern are keen to explore the potential for Herne 
Hill to be an exemplar and wish to replicate key elements of the Herne Hill project 
elsewhere with other under-utilised building assets. A key part of this project therefore is 
to assess the potential across the  Southeastern Estate in Greater London of potential 
spaces  listing things (but not limited to) like specific station buildings, size, range of 
possible use and points of contact to take it forwards.  

Additional potential sites that are in the Southeastern portfolio will need to be looked at 
and a basic feasibility and potentials summary prepared. 

 

Section 4: Funding proposals. 

It will be necessary to research various realistic potential income generation and funding 
options for the next phase of the project. Whilst the Good Growth Fund may be a key 
future funder we also need to spread the net far wider in order to attract matched 
funding from elsewhere, and potentially in a variety of forms. We will require a list of 
researched potential funders that The Herne Hill Forum could approach for matched 
and additional funding to make the project a success. 

We would require close collaboration on creating a really powerful business case to 
apply for funding to deliver on the vision. It is expected that funding may well come from 
a variety of sources but with the Good Growth Fund from the Mayor of London being a 
prime early candidate. 
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We have measured drawings of the planOnly, no elevational or sectional information. – 
please see appendix – and some basic documentation (e.g. an asbestos assessment). 
However, we do not have elevations.  

 

Fee: 

The total budget for this work has been set at a total of £18k inclusive of VAT (if 
applicable) and expenses, to deliver all services set out within this document, and to 
include management and deployment of the full team of professionals required to 
develop this concept. 

 

Payment:  

Payment will be made on receipt of the final completed feasibility report.  

 

Timescale and process: 

We are approaching a small short list of selected firms and will welcome and encourage 
a site visit prior to bidding for the work. We are available to answer any query that you 
have about anything contained in this brief. 

Please submit your proposal for undertaking this work to info@hernehillforum.org.uk by 
2pm on Tuesday February 5th. We will then conduct interviews from 12.00 onwards on 
Friday 8th February 2019 and instruct immediately afterwards.   

Your bid should be a single PDF document of no more than 25 pages and should 
contain: 

● Your approach to the project 

● Your relevant experience for undertaking this project, with three examples of 
your past projects you consider relevant  

● The specifics of the key people to work on the project 

● How you would go about delivery the project. 

We suggest you should avoid repeating back information in the brief in your submission.  

 

We will assess submissions and interview against the following criteria:  

● Approach 

● Skills and experience  

● Value  

The appointed architect will be required to work in collaboration with the Herne Hill 
Forum in developing detailed design concept and proposals, together with detailed 
costings and contingencies, for sign off by the Herne Hill Forum by 31st March 2019, 
allowing just under two months to complete this commission. These plans will form the 
keystone of our bid for further capital investment. 

mailto:info@hernehillforum.org.uk
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Contact details: 

Please submit your costed proposal for undertaking this work to 
info@hernehillforum.org.uk by 2pm on Tuesday February 5th, marked ‘Station Hall – 
Architect’s Proposal’. 

 

mailto:info@hernehillforum.org.uk
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